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ABSTRACT

A DESCRIPTIVE MULTIMETHOD STUDY

OF TEACHER JUDGMENT DURING THE

MARKING PROCESS

By

Sylvia Pratt Whitmer

Persistent dissatisfaction with traditional teacher marks, A B C D E,

prompted this study. The purpose was to generate a description of the judgment

processes which allow a teacher to distill a single symbol, a mark, from the

diverse activities of the classroom to represent pupil progress. The subjects were

five experienced, upper elementary teachers from a typically achieving district in

Michigan. The framework for the investigation came from the field of human

judgment. Four established methods were applied: process tracing, policy

capturing, attribution theory and utility theory. Field data included taped

interviews, record books, marks and predicted marks across a year. Data were

organized into a composite case and five teacher cases. Quantitative and

qualitative analysis included multiple regression, Pearson and partial correlations,

frequency counts and categorization and coding of verbatim interview protocols.

The findings revealed that teachers generally use procedural and

contingency rules to guide a three-stage process of collecting data, weighting and

assigning it to preordained categories, and choosing between categories when

cumulated scores fall in zones of uncertainty or failure. The teachers' primary

tool of inference at the procedural level is the record book, and the dominant

judgment factor is task completion. The completion factor has a variable weight

in the judgment process dependent upon task difficulty and student ability.

Judgment factors which impact teacher choice in zones of uncertainty include
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ability, effort, task difficulty, home support and classroom behavior/physical

maturity. Of these, effort has the most weight. The contingency focus is upon

those factors which promote individual and group task completion; the primary

contingency tools of inference are checks, minuses and pluses. The marking

process is restricted to classroom functions, a conclusion suggesting that previous

marking studies have made inappropriate assumptions about teacher judgment

processes. Formative marks serve a feedback function, but summative marks do

not. A marking judgment model was constructed from these findings.

The potential of the model is as a heuristic to generate further

deliberation and research in marking and as a tool for practitioners to refine their

judgment policies.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Report cards and the pupil progress marks contained therein are one of

the most persistent phenomena of American educational history. Marks fulfill

both a measurement and a gatekeeping function with societal consequences

extending well beyond the school organization. Despite continued criticism by

educators based on low reliability ratings on repeated research, despite extensive

professional efforts to establish more objective substitutes, traditional teacher

marks continue to dominate official records and to be the most reliable source of

information on student achievement (Bejar, I98I; Evans, I976; Lavin, I965).

Furthermore, the societal need to identify and develop outstanding talent, to

assure minimal competency to all graduates, to be fiscally accountable with

public funds combines with this obvious lack of an acceptable substitute to assure

the use of marks for some time into the future. The process by which teachers

make marking judgments, therefore, merits careful investigation.

Marks are commonly used as (I) single, summary symbols, (2) indicating

achievement in some substantial segment of a student's educational enterprise, (3)

given by an instructor for (4) purposes of record and report. A mark represents

the teacher's judgment of pupil achievement based on such a combination of

evidence as the teacher elects to use. It involves a determination of weights in

value for specific products such as recitation, homework, tests, essays and for less

tangible factors such as class participation, neatness in written work, mechanical

correctness, industry and effort and personal agreeableness (Thorndike, I969).

Teacher judgment is one component of general human cognitive

processes. Cognitive processes (interchangeable with the terms thinking and

mental processes), are those unseen phenomena of the brain which enable the





human organism to adapt behavior to the information of the environment. Within

history, cognitive processes have been depicted by two major strands: memory

structures to represent information; mental operations performed upon and

between these memory structures (Posner, I973). In this study, the more modern

terms decision-making processes are also treated as interchangeable with

cognitive processes. Judgment is defined as one type of decision or cognitive

process. The study makes no attempt to distinguish between fundamental terms

which are of lasting concern to the field of cognition such as static-dynamic

qualities and innate learned qualities of mental operations. Instead, the study

takes its lead from information processing, from the processes of selection

(simplification) and inference which allow simple human memory structures to

organize the complex information of a changing social environment such as the

contemporary classroom.

Most histories of marks refer to the four functions of marks identified by

Wrinkle (I 947).

I. Administrative Functions. Marks indicate whether a student

will be promoted, required to repeat or be graduated. They

are used for transferring records, for judging candidates for

college admission and for evaluating prospective employees.

 

2. Guidance Functions. Marks are used in diagnosis of special

abilities or inabilities and for placement within the

curriculum.

 

 

3. Information Functions. Marks are the chief means by which

schools officially record pupil progress and communicate it to

parents.

4. Motivation and Discipline. Marks are used to stimulate
 

greater student effort, to determine eligibility for honors of

various sorts and eligibility to play on teams.

0 Feedback Function. In addition to the four functions identified by
 

Wrinkle, a fifth function was identified. In I967, the Yearbook of the Association





of Supervision and Curriculum Development (A.S.C.D.) related this fifth function

to the theories underlying behavioral objectives and accountability. Arthur

Coombs and contributing authors discussed the need for teachers and programs to

have a summary evaluation component which acted as a feedback mechanism for

correcting or fine tuning system errors. They argued that marks ought to fulfill

such an important function or substitutes should be found (Wilhelms, I967).

These five general functions involve some of society's biggest value

questions and include the assumptions that marks can:

0 Accurately measure individual achievement against an

absolute standard.

0 Reflect individual achievement in relation to potential.

0 Reflect individual achievement in relation to group (class,

school, state or national norms).

o Predict future achievement in subsequent schooling, K-I2.

o Predict future achievement in college.

0 Predict future job success.

0 Motivate sustained or increased academic production.

0 Reflect teacher effectiveness as a feedback mechanism.

Background Research

Research in several fields of education has been guided by these functions

and assumptions. This study reviews the literature in two related areas; research

on marks and marking and research on teacher decision making. The reviews

reveal an abundance of studies on marks themselves, but an absence of systematic

inquiry into the teacher judgments which underly the marking process.



Research on marks and marking has been guided by these identified

functions and assumptions for more than half a century. Four separate reviews of

the marking literature reveal a continuing contradiction (Evans, I976;

Kirschenbaum, Simon 8. Napier, I97I; Smith 8. Dobbins, I959; Thorndike, I969).

On the one hand, marks are repeatedly found unsatisfactory because they fail to

carry out any one of the five functions reliably on objective measures, and

because they rely on subjective teacher judgment. On the other hand, marks

remain the most reliable indicator of student performance (Bejar, I98I; Lavin,

I965), and recommended substitutes still rely heavily on teacher judgment. This

seeming contradiction points to a discrepancy between the number of functions

ascribed to marks and the number which are actually accounted for by classroom

teachers.

The discrepancy may be understood by noting other themes and silences

found within the marking literature. The review in Chapter II indicates that the

number of functions ascribed to marks and the underlying assumptions has grown

and developed with the expanding role of education in general. Research into

these functions has been dominated by the measurement field which has examined

each assumption singly, found it unreliable, and argued logically that the function

was not being carried out well, and therefore, substitutes should be found for the

whole process. Studies in this mode have relied heavily on outcome measures,

usually paper and pencil tests, and have emphasized correlational strategies with

limited variables under consideration. When studies have expanded to consider

teacher variables, they have looked of teacher characteristics and behavior rather

than teacher judgment processes. They have emphasized the static-linear nature

rather than the dynamic interactive process of the classroom. The continued

emphasis on studying single assumptions and limited, discrete variables, has taken

the focus off the larger, complex functions and multifaceted nature of the



marking task. Yet it is from this multifaceted nature of the classroom

environment that teachers select and organize the marking task.

There are notable silences within the teacher decision-making literature.

Although teacher judgment is acknowledged as a basic factor in marking and in

most substitutes, the judgment or organizing process has not been examined

systemically. Even in the emerging literature which examines teacher planning

and content choice, the marking process has not gained attention. Neither has the

time and cost of the marking decision been examined in the literature, although

all recommended substitutes for conventional marks make increased demands on

teacher time and frequently are accompanied by pleas for revised reporting

procedures, smaller classes and released time (Anderson, I966; Thorndike, I969).

The literature is also silent regarding interaction effect between pupil level of

compliance with assigned tasks and teacher judgment, although one theoretician

describes the task structure of classrooms as ultimately an exchange of

performance for grade (Becker, Geer, 8. Hughes, I968). Finally, the emerging

literature in the teacher effectiveness field, which supports the measurement of

the classroom factors of immediacy and simultaneity, is silent as to how these are

related to the marking process (Brophy, April I980; Doyle, I975).

In his review of research on marks, Robert Thorndike pointed out that

marks involved conflicting values of society which made it difficult to arrive at a

working consensus on marking practices. This being the case, Thorndike included

an important section on marks related to the institutional culture pattern which

impacts them, and he pointed out that a "modus vivendi" has typically been

worked out between the tradition of marking and the rest of the institutional

culture. "One who would reform the marking system of an educational institution

needs first to acquire a profound understanding of the culture of that institution.



In conclusion, much of the literature on marks and marking over

the past 50 years seems to have missed the mark because it has

operated in an unrealistic world. It has been unrealistic in two

senses. It has been insensitive to the very real limits in time,

precision of judgment and skill in assessment within which the

typical teacher Operates. It has been largely unaware of the

complex cultural pressures bearing upon instructors within the

society of an educational institution and defining the bases and

limits of their grading practices much more than does any

psychometic theory. It is within these two limiting structures that

any reform or improvement of grading practices must operate

(Thorndike, I969, p. 768).

The well-developed literature on human judgment and decision making is

pertinent to the marking task. In particular, Herbert Simon's contribution in

Sciences of the Artificial (I969) bears directly on the discrepany between
 

theoretically ascribed functions and actual teacher practices. Simon contends

that the human memory is really quite limited, and in order to make an

extraordinarily complex environment manageable, people construct simplified or

"bounded” models of reality (Newell 8. Simon, I972) and attend only to strategic or

salient factors in the situation. When the environment is a changing one rather

than a fixed, mechanical nature, then the rational model of decision making is

idealistic. Reasonable persons cannot know all possible combinations of factors in

a changing social environment such as a classroom containing 30 diverse pupils,

hence, they cannot "optimize" one solution as the rational model suggests.

Instead, one must plan, group, choose and simplify in order to satisfy the situation

and proceed to the next problem. This becomes an exercise in information

processing.

Perhaps nowhere in the teaching process is the information-processing

paradigm more appropriate than in the task of marking. The process of

simplifying the complex ingredients of classroom activities into symbols which

have sufficient meaningfulness to be included in a summative mark is a process of

design. Teachers are apparently highly selective because there are relatively few



categories in a record book, and these are representative of an entire six to eight

weeks of student activity and production. Distilling one mark from approximately

ID or 20 meaningful marks in a record book which in turn were distilled from

numerous activities over an extended period of weeks, is surely a remarkable act

of simplification worthy of investigation. And when this distillation of classroom

tasks is expected to be directly related to the functions which society ascribes to

marks, it appeared important to investigate the relationship.

Problem Statement

The persistent dissatisfaction with teacher marks of student performance

lies in a discrepancy between the functions ascribed to marks by society and the

functions actually taken into account by teachers when judging pupil performance

in the classroom context. Society has used marks as measures of academic

achievement against an absolute standard (mastery), as predictors of future

achievement in K—l2 (diagnosis and placement), as predictors of college success

(entry and credentialing), as predictors of future job success (job entry and

training), as motivators for learning (reward and punishment) and as potential

evaluators of teacher/program effectiveness (feedback and accountability). These

functions have guided marking research. Despite repeated research findings of

low reliability of marks with these functions (Evans, Kirshenbaum, Smith 8.

Dobbins, Thorndike), marks remain the dominant system of assessing and recording

pupil progress at all levels and the most influential predictor of college

performance (Bejar, I98l).

The emerging research literature on teacher decision making suggests that

the immediate demands of the classroom environment influence teacher decisions

and planning more than theoretically based objectives or goals (Brophy, I980;



Clark 8. Yinger, I979; Joyce, I980; Shavelson, I980). The marking judgment, the

process of selection, organization and inference regarding evidence upon which

the mark will be determined, is also heavily influenced by immediate classroom

demands and student characteristics. That is, teacher selection of tasks to be

included in a summary mark, and the heuristics and attributions used to reach

final judgment, involve a more limited and immediate set of functions than those

ascribed by society in general. Since the literature on both marking and teacher

decision making is silent as to marking processes, a study to determine the nature

of the discrepancy and the mental process was warranted.

Purpose of the Study

The major purpose of this study was to develop an understanding of the

marking judgment which engages the teacher across a school year. The principal

goal was to generate a description of the thoughts, judgments and decisions of five

elementary teachers during the marking task. It was hoped (I) to identify

strategies and cues which determined the marking judgment and perhaps to

construct a model or framework of the process from these, (2) to compare the

emerging judgment factors with the functions ascribed to marks by society and (3)

to generate hypotheses about the marking process which would indicate fruitful

areas for future research.

An investigation of the process of marking was justified by the number of

highly involved constituencies who had previously commissioned their own studies

of marks, but not targeted the teacher judgment process—school districts and

parents, teachers, students and the educational research community. (I) From the

viewpoint of school districts and administrators, the report card remains the

major communication device between schools and homes across the nation (ERS



Report, I977). It is relied upon by parents as a personal pupil progress report

(Anderson, I966). The marking process is considered so valuable that district

policies and teacher contracts specify periodic reports and often set aside paid

teacher record days. (2) From the teacher viewpoint, marking student work is a

task which absorbs the most significant block of professional time outside the

classroom (Hilsum 8. Cone, I97I; Yinger, I977) and which results in a rational

system (record book) capable of explaining or justifying student marks at any

given time. (3) From the student viewpoint, marks are part of a permanent record

which may track students into specific skill levels or classes and which continue to

be the most reliable source of achievement information for determining eventual

college or job entry (Bejar, I98l). (4) Finally, from the educational research

community viewpoint, the process of marking deserved to be studied in its own

right as the potential site of greatest accountability where learning tasks,

intentionally planned and assigned by teachers, are transformed into measurable

student achievement, symbolized by a mark, on a daily, cumulative basis. In this

respect, it is interesting to note that teacher education programs seldom have

courses or texts pertaining to the marking process nor to its role within the larger

teacher process.

Research Questions

A study of the teacher marking judgment represents a study of general

human judgment. Judgment is well discussed by Johnson (I955) and Newell (I968)

and summarized and reviewed by Shulman and Elstein (I975). Judgment as

described by Johnson is distinguished by three thought processes: preparation,

production and judgment.



ID

The third process, judgment, may be idenified as the evaluation

or categorizing of an object of thought. This is logically

differentiated from productive thought in that typically nothing is

produced. The material is merely judged; i.e., put into one category

or another. Many of the subjective analyses of thinking have

included a concluding phase of hypothesis testing or verification

during which the thoughts previously produced are judged. In

experimental psychology, judgment is a well-developed topic,

studied chiefly under the headings of psychophysics, aesthetics,

attitudes and rating of personnel (Johnson, I955, p. 5l, cited in

Newell, I968).

Newell gives Johnson's definition more precision:

l. The main inputs to the process are given and available;

obtaining, discovering or formulating them is not part of

judgment.

2. The output is simple and well defined prior to the judgment;

the judgment itself is one of a set of admissible responses;

where classes or categories are given, it is usually called

selection, estimation or classification.

3. The process is not simple transduction of information;

judgment goes beyond the information given, adding

information to the output.

4. Judgment is not simply a calculation or the application of a

given rule.

5. The process of judgment concludes or occurs at the end of a

more extended process.

6. The process is immediate, not extended through time with

subprocesses, in which case we would refer to preparation

for judgment.

7. The process is distinguished from searching, discovering or

creating, as well as from musing, browsing or idly observing

(Newell, I968).

In applying these insights to an inquiry on teacher mental processes while

marking pupils, Lawrence Stenhouse adds a historical dimension, retrospective

generalizations, rather than the more commonly used predictive generalizations,

of well-known judgment studies. Stenhouse's concern is to "map the range of



experience rather than to perceive within that range the operation of laws in the

scientific sense. The utilitization of history . . . works through the refinement of

judgment, not the refinement of prediction" (Stenhouse, I980).

In applying the thoughts of Stenhouse, Johnson, Newell and Shulman to the

marking task, the following research questions were generated to guide the study:

I. Upon what information is the summative mark based (first,

second and final mark)?

2. What cognitive process or processes make possible the

formative stages (record book categoies) of marking?

3. Is there a judgmental rule which explains how the input

information (formative) is transformed into the output

(summative), a mark?

4. If the judgmental rule yields a zone of uncertainty between

any two preordained categories of judgment, what cognitive

processes enable the teacher to assign a mark up or down?

5. Do identified cognitive processes form a pattern, schema or

model of the marking process?

6. Do these identified teacher cognitive processes account for

the five functions ascribed to marks by society in general?

7. Of the four methods of investigation used, is one superior

for illuminating the marking process?

Research Methodology

The judgment literature indicates the use of numerous methodologies.

Due to the nature of cognitive data and the high reliance on self-report, the field

has spent considerable time critiquing its own methods in order to assure

scientific validity. For teacher marking, a combination of methods allowed a

system of cross-checking or corroborating evidence gathered by any one method.

Hence this study used four of the most common approaches within judgment
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theory: process tracing, policy capturing, attribution theory and utility theory.

These approaches were grounded in the comprehensive work of Nisbett and Ross,

Kahneman and Tversky, Heider and Weiner, Shulman and Elstein and Simon and

Newell.

Within the decision-making literature, one term needs particular

explanation for this study: policy capturing. Under ordinary circumstances,

policies are understood to be the general guiding principles which determine

institutional procedures and regulations. In the judgment literature, policies are

private/personal principles which determine the weighting of various factors

(cues) involved in a judgment. Policy capturing concentrates on identifying these

cues, defining their relationship to each other, and estimating their relationship to

a final judgment for the purposes of prediction and control. In this study, it

results in both a composite teacher marking policy and an individual policy for

each teacher depicted in Figures 4.2, 4.5, 4.7, 4.9, 4.” and 4.I3. Policy

capturing is discussed in greater detail in Chapter III.

The study used classroom field data derived from a series of taped

interviews (five experienced, upper elementary teachers, one suburban school

district), record books, marks and predicted marks in math and language arts

across one year. Quantitative and qualitative analysis focused on the formative,

summative and final marks of l52 students. The distinction between these levels

of marks, previously made in the research questions, is critical to any

interpretation of the analysis. Formative marks are those which represent daily

and/or weekly tasks within the record book columns. Summative marks are those

which result from the teacher judgment at the end of an officially designated

marking period and which are sent home on report cards. Final marks, sometimes

called the final summative marks, are those which result from the judgment

process at the end of the school year and which remain on the permanent record.
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The distinction between these levels is important and can be confusing, because

summative marks change roles—performing a formative function within the final

mark. It is the summative marks and the final marks which serve as the major

data base for quantitative, statistical procedures within this study. Formative

marks and verbatim protocols form the primary data base for the qualitative

methods.

The data was organized into a composite case and five cases within the

schema of each teacher accompanied by his/her captured policies and strategies.

These schemas supported an emerging classroom model of the teacher marking

judgment.

Assumptions and Limitations

The primary assumption of the study is that teachers' thoughts guide a

significant portion of the teacher marking process and that these cognitive

processes, despite being unobservable, can be identified and understood. The

study does not seek to prove or disprove a specific hypothesis. Since no other

systematic inquiry has been undertaken on teacher marking judgments, this study

is intended to be a first step in generating meaningful hypotheses for future

research.

The study has important limitations. It was limited to the elementary

level in order to have comparable data from the teachers studied. Although the

marking research literature is heavily oriented to college and high school marks,

there has been little attempt to hold grade level variables constant in state-of-

the-art papers. Marking reviews jog back and forth across grade levels without

much concern. From the early interviews, it became obvious that it was highly

likely that elementary teachers who have students in self-contained classrooms
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framed the marking judgment differently than the secondary teachers who have

students for one period only. Although some implications of the study may be

applicable to marking judgments at all levels, it is imperative to recognize that

this study was limited to elementary teachers.

The teachers in this study are highly experienced. None has less than I4

years of teaching. This may be viewed as a limitation when generalizing to other

teacher populations. However, it may also be viewed as an advantage when it is

noted the average U.S. teacher is comparable in age and experience. Teachers of

long experience may have refined the judgment process to the point of having very

specific policies and strategies to declare.

The focal point of the study was teachers' judgment related to formative

and summative marks. There are numerous areas in education which touch on

marks indirectly, e.g., reward and punishment literature, student mediating

literature, etc. To review each of these would have made the study unwieldly.

Future studies may combine some of these areas meaningfully.

Summary and Overview

Chapter I has established that a contradiction appears in the marking

literature as to the reliability and usefulness of marks and marking. The

contradiction may arise from a discrepancy between the functions ascribed to

marks by society and those actually accounted for by classroom teachers during

the marking task. In order to create an understanding of the teacher judgment

process across a year, this study of five teachers serving l52 students in a

typically achieving, suburban community in Michigan was undertaken. Chapter II

reviews the background literature in two related areas; research on marks and

research on teacher decision making. These reviews place the problem in
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historical perspective. Chapter III reviews four research methods for

investigating a judgment problem which involves gathering and analyzing both

qualitative and quantitative data. Process tracing, policy capturing, attribution

theory and utility theory are applied to five teacher cases and one composite

report. The primary mode of data collection, the structured interview, is

discussed in detail. Chapter IV displays the data which teachers considered during

the marking task, contains inferences made from the data and presents a model of

the marking judgment process. Chapter V summarizes the findings. The model of

the teacher judgment process is compared to the functions of marking as

delineated in Chapter I. Implications of the study are discussed. The conclusion is

summarized under the research questions which guided the study.



CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Introduction

Teacher judgments during the marking process have not been empirically

investigated and, therefore, do not provide a body of research to review.

However, studies of teacher decision-making processes and studies of marks and

marking have been combined to lay the groundwork for investigating teacher

thinking during the marking task. This review is divided into two major sections:

Research in Marks and Marking and Research in Teacher Decision Making. Each

section is followed by a brief critique, and the chapter is concluded with a

summary statement.

Chapter III, Methods and Procedures, contains an additional literature

review. It is limited to a review of four common methods of investigation used to

examine cognitive processes, and was included because of the controversial nature

of self-report data which forms the basic evidence in judgment studies. In

Chapter III, the review is directly tied to the immediate application of specific

methods within the marking study and, therefore, was not included as part of the

general literature on marking judgments.

Marks and Marking

Research on marking parallels historical educational concerns. For the

purpose of organizing this review, the literature has been divided into three

phases: pre-I920 when the emphasis was on perfecting standards of measurement

of pupil products usually without concern for the pupil; l920-l970 when the

l6
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emphasis was on the learner and on increasing the functions and

comprehensiveness of marks to account for pupil characteristics related to

learning; I970 to the present, when the emphasis is on teacher behavior which

causes learning especially in relation to evaluation and accountability. The years

used to bound a time period are characterized by particular educational

developments or movements at a national level including; the Testing movement

(Army Alpha 8. Beta tests), the Progressive Education movement (Developmental

psychology), the Behavioral Objectives movement (Goals statements), the

Accountability movement (Coleman Report combined with national decline in SAT

achievement scores). In no sense are these dates intended to be precise cut-offs,

but rather as general markers along trend lines. In fact, most movements were

germinated by particular events in a preceding period. Despite national

movements and expanding functions, marking practices reflect the peculiar local

nature of U.S. education which blends national concerns in a local formula,

frequently tied to a local tax base. And, as this study illustrates, marking

continues to reflect the processes of individual, human judgment as exercised by

the teacher.

The central question for research on marks has been what the mark should

represent. What aspects of student performance should the mark try to

characterize and in relation to what reference group should the appraisal be

made? These questions set the research agenda on marks. The search for answers

reveals a clear parallel with historical educational developments; a trend toward

adding functions, toward more sophisticated measuring tools, toward complexity

of record format. Concurrently despite increasing functions, the search reveals a

strong underlying reliance on pupil achievement variables. The search also reveals

that research on marks has had a limited conceptual framework which has
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manipulated and correlated product and learner variables in static designs, but

which has not investigated the variables of teacher and classroom.

Five reviews are especially pertinent and form the basis of this section of

the study, although the section is brought up to date by reference to single studies

recently completed. A seminal review by Wrinkle (I947) set forth the basic

functions of marks, and all other reviews refer to Wrinkle's contribution. A

review by Smith and Dobbins (I959) organized the literature between l9l0 and

I957 from a historical perspective. Another by Kirschenbaum, Simon and Napier

(I97I) took a humanistic point of view and organized the research literature to

convey the message that traditional marks were dysfunctional for a significant

segment of students. This point of view was supported and updated by Evans

(I976) where the literature was specifically organized around Wrinkle's four

functions of marks. Lastly, Thorndike (I969) organized the literature around a

traditional measurement view where marks were compared to specified frames of

reference. Thorndike parted from the traditional view, however, by arguing for a

new research agenda where institutional and teacher variables would be

investigated. Each review was done in depth and offered an important

perspective.

Pre-I920

Studies on marks have reflected the development of educational

concepts. Early work reflected the long-held philosophy that knowledge existed

apart from the individual. The job of teachers was to impart knowledge to

students and to measure the extent to which it had been absorbed. Early research

was concerned with the knowledge-product and standardizing measurement across

teachers. Starch and Elliott (l9l2) set the pace by three simply designed studies

asking approximately I00 teachers in each of three subject areas to mark a paper
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on a scale of I00 points. Critics accepted the 39-point range found in the

subjective area of English, but they were surprised at the range of 45 points found

in geometry. The probable error in all three subjects was nearly the same; 5.4

English, 7.5 math, 7.7 history. Starch and Elliott concluded that variability was a

function of the examiner and of the method of examination. With slight

variations, these studies were repeated up through the l950$ with similar results.

Studies by Rugg, Dearborn and Kelly between l9l0 and l9l5 led to the

generalization that individual teachers set their own standards with a resulting

variability, unreliability and inconsistency of distribution of student marks (Smith

8. Dobbins). Bells (I930) demonstrated that teachers regraded papers with low

reliability. Tieg (I952) reported that a single teacher given the same test paper to

rescore, assigned marks that differed l4 points (l00-point scale) on the average

from first marks.

However, studies concluding low reliability were accompanied by studies

which were more optimistic. Greater reliability and less variability was achieved

by merely changing from percentage points (I00 categories) to letter grades

(commonly five categories). Starch and Elliott supported this. Wrinkle pointed to

the adoption of five symbols as the greatest single change in marking practice

since I900 and by I939, four-fifths of elementary and secondary schools used them

(Wrinkle). Less variation also resulted when serious attention was given to

marking and when teachers agreed upon general governing principles (Jaggard,

I9I9). Common standards were the pursuit of the College Entrance Examination

Board as early as I9I0 (Smith 8. Dobbins). Studies continued to measure learning

as a product to be accounted for by standards, frequencies and distribution

measures. Answers to marking problems were sought by manipulating symbols and

categories, and the major function of marks was to represent knowledge.
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The years between I920 and I970 clearly reflect expanding functions

beyond the measurement of subject matter achievement. Widespread use of the

Army Alpha and Beta tests during World War I established the concept of

measurable differences in capacity and went a long way toward destroying the

idea that any child could learn as well as any other child if s/he tried hard

enough. This concept brought an interest in individualization of instruction,

increased attention to ability grouping, changes in promotion practices and wide

use of standardized tests.

Accountingfor Capacity. From World War I onward, the marking function
 

was expected to take account of individual capacity. The use of standardized

tests for individualization and ability grouping brought forth the problem of

whether or not a full range of marks should be used in each ability group. Studies

promoted various solution such as A, B and C for superior classes; B, C and D for

average classes; C, D and F for slower classes. A Los Angeles committee (I926),

however, recommended the whole range in each section and a Wisconsin

committee (I929) recommended a symbol to denote the level at which the work

was done (Smith 8. Dobbins). Research was inconclusive and the problem of

grouping or tracking continues into present day discussions of mainstreaming and

gifted education.

As compulsory attendance laws took effect and the school population

increased, the interest in measuring achievement and in performance prediction

became fascinating fields in their own right, separate from marking, but

interestingly always reliant on marks as a point of validation (Bejar, l98l; Lavin,

I965). These fields have a voluminous research literature which is not reviewed

within this study but which is referred to at a later point.
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Accounting for Character and Motivation. The impact of testing on

marking was strengthened by the impact of the Progressive Education movement

undergirded by developmental psychology. The movement was gathering

momentum prior to World War I. The Progressive Education Association officially

stated: "The aim of Progressive Education is the freest and fullest development

of the individual, based upon the scientific study of his mental, physical, spiritual

and social characteristics and needs" (Cremin, I95I, p. 240). Cremin

characterized the movement as a many-sided effort to use the schools to improve

the lives of individuals by: first, broadening the program and function of the

school to include direct concern for health, vocation and quality of family and

community life; second, by applying scientific, pedogogical research in the

classroom; third, by tailoring instruction to the different kinds and classes of

children who were being brought within the purview of the school. This

broadening viewpoint grew in momentum and influenced most educational

procedures including pupil records and marks (Cremin).

Whereas the testing movement greatly influenced grouping and promotion

practices related to marks, the Progressive Education movement emphasized pupil

characteristics which were related to level of development and motivation.

Ethical character, citizenship, responsibility, industriousness, worthy use of

leisure time—these factors were considered to be important and related to

learning. Report card formats responded by carrying checklists which

supplemented symbols. Studies showed that teachers considered effort, attitude

and other factors besides achievement and that the term "achievement" had many

component parts such as accuracy, mastery, regularity and application. The use

of rating scales and checklists in both academic (cognitive) and nonacademic

(affective) areas offered a basis for marking which was behaviorally defined.

Freyd (I923) found rating scales yielded more reliability between raters and
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between the same rater over time than did marks. By I939, 87 percent of

elementary report forms listed character traits (Wrinkle, I947).

Evaluation in this manner, however, was often difficult to explain to

parents because of overlapping terms such as "reliability," "dependability" and

"reSponsibility" (Wrinkle). Gradually, parent conferences were instituted to

supplement both symbols and checklists. Conferences were found especially

useful when one teacher had a class of youngsters for the whole day, but the time

commitment to this process was heavy. Evidence indicates that supplements to

symbols developed steadily at the elementary level with a clearly emerging

relationship between wealth of the school district and extent of the supplements

(Thorndike, I969). The marking function was expected to account for pupil traits

which enhanced or detracted from school learning.

The I930s marking studies reflected a growing criticism of marks on the

part of the Progressive Education movement. The major thrust of criticism was

directed toward the competitive nature of marking which was believed to

seriously harm student motivation especially students from poor home

backgrounds (Wrinkle). Research studies were directed toward the relationship

between motivation and grades. Marks as major incentives were heavily criticized

in the belief that they often led to undesirable behaviors such as cheating,

superficial learning and complacent attitudes. Some educators thought they

encouraged complacency and/or fostered fear (Smith 8. Dobbins). Tiegs (I93I),

however, found that with intermediate pupils, 90 percent tried harder because of

good marks and 97 percent because of poor marks. Fay (I937) reported that A

students do better when told their marks, B students somewhat better and C

students only slightly better (Smith 8. Dobbins). Although feelings ran high on this

tapic, research was inconclusive. More recently, research indicates that usually

the better students experience greater motivation from grades (McDavid, I959;
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Phillips, I962) and down—graded students often continue to fail (Chansky, I962). A

number of researchers have observed that teacher marks are often skewed to the

high end of the curve, and that this skewing is to be expected in selected groups

(Smith 8. Dobbins), but skewing was not examined as a motivational technique.

Research on marks and motivation, spanning the years between I930 and I970,

can be summarized by saying that different students respond to grades

differently. Wrinkle, however, concluded that of all the functions which marks

were expected to carry out, the motivational function was actually the "only one

they served with any considerable degree of effectiveness." Heavy criticism of

marks continued through the reviews of Kirschenbaum and Evans with two major

effects; first, it firmly established the motivational function of marks; second, it

promoted the search for substitutes.

The I940$ movement to Behavioral Objectives evolved from the search of

Progressive Education for a substitute for marks. It was also encouraged by the

realization that no one could be sure what a single mark meant unless it

represented the measurement of a single identified value. If the change from

percentages to five symbols was a hallmark in the history of marking, the

movement to objectives was surely as important. However, despite its original

promise as a substitute for marks, its eventual impact was indirect. Its profound

effect was to reground the marking function in the curriculum rather than in the

competing functions of selection, prediction, reporting or motivation. Aside from

a few marking experiments, Behavioral Objectives changed the 2529333 of marking

rather than marks themselves.

Accounti_ng for Goals. Research on marks and marking since I940 reflects
 

the growing momentum of the Behavioral Objectives movement and its absorption

by the Accountability movement. Marking studies indicated a growing practice of

attempting to evaluate much more than subject-matter achievement (Traxler,
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I957), however, the general terms of "citizenship" and "responsibility" were not

satisfactory due to overlapping meanings. The improvement of written comments

become a distinct goal and borrowed much from Traxler in "The Nature and Use of

Anecdotal Records" (Traxler, I939; Wrinkle, I947).

The Ten-Year Study at Colorado State College of Education shows the

emerging relationship between marking and Behavioral Objectives. In I929 the

Colorado Campus Research Laboratory announced it was going out of the A B C D

E marking business:

Over the next ten years we made almost every mistake a

school could make in our efforts to improve our marking and

reporting practices. In rapid succession we developed and discarded

innumerable detailed evaluation report forms, checklists and scale-

type reports. We juggled symbols-S U, H S U, H M L, and others.

We accumulated thick files of anecdotal records. We tried informal-

letter reports. For a time we abandoned all forms of written

reporting and substituted parent-teacher conferences. We

constructed elaborate cumulative record forms. We emphasized

student self-evaluation. We developed still other detailed report

forms. And in every direction we went we came out at the same

spot. If it was good, it took too much time; it wasn't practical; it

wouldn't work in the public schools. And our job as a research-

laboratory school was to work out not only something we could use;

it had to be equally useful for Yuman or Yampa or Teaneck or

Tacoma (Wrinkle, p. 4).

In the I940s, Wrinkle looked back and wrote:

From the beginning of our work we recognized the

importance of outcomes other than those specifically associated

with subject matter. We considered self-directiveness and social

adjustment and others of such importance that we built checklists,

scales, self-evaluation forms, and other devices to evaluate them.

But it did not down on us until about I938 that if the end product of

a part of a youngster's experience could and should be measured in

terms of what he does, the end product of all educative experience

is the modification of behavior of the learner. That is why we have

schools. If a learning experience does not result in a modification of

the wa the learner behaves, he has not really learned anything of

real va ue (Wrinkle, I947, p. 4).
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Behavioral Objectives eventually became a powerful center of

controversey. Bloom (I956) created a taxonomy for classifying objectives which

fueled educational research for years. He went on to establish percentages of

mastery within objectives and eventually to assert that aptitudes were alterable,

that all students could learn most objectives given sufficient time and appropriate

instruction (Bloom, I976). The tendency of some parts of the measurement field

to define smaller and smaller units of behavior, however, was viewed with growing

alarm even by such advocates and seminal thinkers as Ralph Tyler (Shane, I973)

and James Popham (I972). Tyler repeatedly cautioned that human nature was

better portrayed by higher or more general objectives than by the specific ones

currently used (Tyler, I950). Popham noted that some important goals were

unassessible and in some classes the proportion of nonmeasurable goals might be

smaller than others.

By the I960s, it was clear the Behavioral Objectives would not be an

acceptable substitute for marks. The list of Behavioral Objectives grew so long

that it had to be classified into the domains of cognitive, affective and

psychomotor. Lists of objectives on report cards represented the height of the

expansion of the format and function of report cards. Following this attempt at

substitution for marks, no new solutions have been offered within the marking

literature, although minimal competency tests have been offered as a product

bottom line.

I970 to the Present

Prior to I970, commissioned by the federal legislature to perform the first

massive assessment of public education, Coleman published his correlational

research Equality of Opportunity (Coleman, I966). His conclusion was that
 

despite massive compensatory spending programs sponsored by the Civil Rights
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Movement, the schools were not fulfilling the job of equalizing the outcomes of all

students. In I969 heeding Coleman's message, Leon Lessinger articulated the

government's accountability theory in education whereby schools were to be

responsible for actual learning outcomes not just for providing opportunities

(Lessinger, I969, I975).

Accountability for outcomes following I970, was fueled by a swelling tide

of public conservatism, fiscal ‘and otherwise, and the startling fact, emanating

from the Scholastic Aptitude testing service, that the achievement scores of

college bound students had declined steadily since I963 (S.A.T. Panel Report,

I977).

The period of expansion of marking functions paralleling the period of

curriculum expansion, experienced the strong impact of evaluative measurements

and publication of the results. The lack of success of expensive compensatory

education programs, the declining achievement scores and the general swelling of

conservative sentiment caused educators to debate which of the many functions

which had accrued to education over the years were truly their responsibility.

Educational research since I970 reflects an evaluative and reflective mode and a

reemergence of educational historians searching the past for patterns of

development and success across the years (Broudy, I972; Cremin, I96I, I965;

Tyack, I980).

In particular, Cremin documents the formal demise of Progressive

Education in the l9505 (Cremin, I96I), although others believe it reemerged

briefly with the Civil Rights Movement (N.E.A., I974).

The marking literature after I970 is characterized by a drop off in

research studies, by literature reviews which are forced to refer to studies at

least twenty years old, and by very specific investigations into declining

achievement scores related to a phenomena called "grade inflation." The first two
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characteristics are self-evident in the literature reviews, but grade inflation is of

particular interest. Evans (I976) reported that during the l950$ and I960s,

aptitude test scores increased, but grade distributions remained unchanged. Aiken

(I963) found that average grades remained unchanged despite rising S.A.T.

scores. In I972 Baird and Feister analyzed data from large samples and

concluded:

This study confirms the earlier research . . . which indicated

that faculty members, at least collectively, prefer or are committed

to a certain distribution of grades. Thus, faculties show an

"adaption level" by awarding, on the average, about the same

average and distribution of grades, whether their current students

were brighter or duller than last year's (Baird 8. Feister, I972, p.

440).

However, toward the end of the I960s, this situation reversed. Aptitude scores

started to drop and average grades awarded to students started increasing. This

phenomenon has been carefully reported in the S.A.T. Panel Report (I977).

Termed "grade inflation," this trend has occurred at both the college and high

school level (Ferguson 8. Maxey, I975), but the rate of grade inflation has

diminished since I974 (Bejar, I98l). According to Evans, the resulting situation

indicates that grades reflect different achievement levels at various time periods

because different levels of competition prevail. It also indicates that within a

limited range, teacher marks reflect changing educational values with allowance

for lag time.

By I974, a survey by N.E.A. indicated that the five-symbol system of

reporting pupil progress was dominant in the majority of the nation's schools. At

the fourth—grade level, approximately seventy percent of the schools also used a

supplement such as parent conferences. Following the fourth grade,

supplementary information declines in use (N.E.A., I974). However, the use of

grades for promotion and eventual college entry remains the dominant pattern
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through the 703 to the present, and pupil achievement is the primary for A B C

symbols.

In summary, the literature on marks and marking has expanded from

theoretically representing one function—a quantity of knowledge—to representing

five very complex functions. Since the I960s the expansion appears to have

tapered off. The criticism by Progressive Education that marks did not encompass

enough of the functions of learning has been replaced by the criticism of the

conservatives that marks are attempting to reflect too much, hence, "grade

inflation." Although there is no evidence of a contraction of functions, many

evaluative studies have been suggested. The present study of teacher cognitive

processes is representative of this trend

Critique of the Marking Literature

The thoughts of Joseph Schwab on curriculum are especially pertinent to

marking. In I969 he wrote of the field of curriculum that it was "moribund,"

unable by its present methods and principles to continue its work and desperately-

in need of new and more effective principles. Signs of such a crisis include a

flight from the subject of the field including a sign of "marked perseveration, a

repetition of old and familiar knowledge in new languages which add little or

nothing to the old meanings as embodied in the older and familiar language or

repetition of old and familiar formulations by way of criticisms or minor additions

and modifications" (Schwab, I969, p. 4). Schwab could have been describing

research on marks since the I96OS. He went on, however, to suggest that the

problem resulted due to an unexamined reliance on theory in an area where theory

is partly inappropriate and partly inadequate to the task.
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Schwab argued that curriculum was a practical rather than a theoretical

art. Practical arts begin with the requirement that existing institutions and

existing practices be preserved and altered piecemeal, not dismantled and

replaced, because the functioning of the whole must remain current. That is, the

practical is concerned with the effects of the proposed pattern of change through

time in order that they retain coherence and relevance to one another (Schwab).

Research on marking has been limited by a narrow conceptual framework

which has (I) concentrated on product and learner variables, (2) concentrated on

static designs and (3) concentrated at an idealistic level of what ought to be

rather than the realistic, practical classroom as it is. In this respect, research on

marking reflects similar problems to curriculum, the problems of psychological

research applied to education.

The conceptual framework of marking has been limited by a concentration

on product and learner variables and by a neglect of the judgment processes of

teachers. Yet, beginning with the work of Starch and Elliott in I9I2, teacher

judgment has been acknowledged as the crucial element in variation. But Starch

and Elliott did not study teacher judgment in relation to human judgment in

general. They preferred to work with product standards, marking frequencies and

distributions. By I947, Wrinkle stated that the "assumption that anyone except

the person who gives a mark can look at it and tell with any degree of accuracy

what it means is the No. I fallacy involved in the use of the conventional marking

system" (Wrinkle, p. 35). But Wrinkle did not study the cognitive processes which

allow teachers to combine elements into a judgment. Instead he attempted to

solve the problem by defining behavior into small easily observable behavioral

units. The marking literature contains several references to teachers' tendency to

skew marks upward, but there are no systematic studies of teachers awareness of

or rationale for this phenomenon. Hence the conceptual framework has remained

limited and repetitious.
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Lavin, in a review of 300 empirical predictive studies of achievement,

noted that research had not studied the teacher grading process. "A student's

grade is more than something that characterizes him as does his score on a

personality inventory or an intelligence test; . . . rather a grade should be viewed

as a function of the interaction between student and teacher . . . . It is clear that

if we want to predict a grade, we must know something not only about the

student, but about the teacher as well." Lavin argued in I965 for a study of the

subjective factors in teachers' grading practices, even though they were harder to

define and to measure reliably (Lavin, I965). To date, that study has been

neglected.

Cronbach argued in a similar fashion in I975. Noting that the original role

of the scientist to observe, had been neglected in favor of controlled

experimentation, he pointed out the severe limitations of experimental or

individual psychology to detect interactions of the sort Lavin called for. He

attributed this limitation to the need in physical science to have a fixed reality, a

controlled variable or a limited range of situations. "Rarely is a social or

behavioral phenomenon isolated enough to have this steady process property"

(Cronback, I975, p. 682). Cronbach called for a return to a disciplined observation

of uncontrolled conditions, of personal characteristics and of events that occurred

during treatment and measurement. One reasonable aspiration of psychology is to

assess local events accurately in order to improve short-run control, short—run

empiricism. Cronbach's call for careful description has been answered by

numerous ethnography studies of classroom behavioral processes, but descriptions

of cognitive processes have been slower to appear. Hence the mental processes

which help teachers to simplify the complex environments of the classroom have

essentially been neglected.
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Thorndike's review of the marking literature supports both Lavin and

Cronbach by concluding that any future improvement in marking practices had to

be sensitive to the very real limits in time and precision of judgment within which

the typical teacher operates. He stated further that research had been largely

unaware of the complex cultural pressures which bear upon an instructor much

more than any psychometric theory. In this respect, he pointed to the "modus

vivendi" which has typically been worked out between the traditions of marking

and the rest of the institutional culture (Thorndike, p. 765), a "modus vivendi"

which is typical of the practical arts but often neglected by theoreticians.

The conceptual framework has been further limited by static research

designs which have allowed the assessment of pupil progress to be dominated by

one final (summative) mark, paper or test. Teachers, however, give several marks

during a year and usually these are based on numerous task assignments or tests.

Few studies have examined the impact of performance patterns. In these few

which have, a relatively consistent pattern of evaluation has been found:

continuously high performance > ascending performance >descending (or random)

performance > continuously low performance (Ryan 8. Levine, I98l). Other linear

experiments have investigated whether expectancies reflect a primary or a

recency effect with final performance being dominant. A current study by Ryan

and Levine found a modified recency model which assumes that the weight

assigned to final performance varies inversely with the difference between final

and next to final performance to be most reflective of observers evaluative

processes. Predictions were different from evaluations with subjects less willing

to make a long-term bet on a "late bloomer" than on one who showed generally

high or consistently improving performance. These sequential studies of patterns

within marking show promise and need replication in natural settings.
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The documented limitations of the conceptual framework in marking

research are strikingly similar to the situation in curriculum described in I969 by

Joseph Schwab. Marking functions may lend themselves much more to practical

arts than to theoretical and ideal circumstances. The ability of teachers to

consider a practical combination of functions in a single symbol is best discussed

through the literature on teacher decision making which follows.

Teacher Decision Making and Judgment

Teacher decision making is a relatively new field. It emerged from the

field on Teacher Effectiveness in response to a growing criticism that despite

extensive research, few consistent relationships between teacher variables and

effectiveness criteria had been established (Doyle, I975; Dunkin 8. Biddle, I974;

Getzels 8. Jackson, I963; Medley 8. Mitzel, I959). In addition, the field was

characterized by a growing discrepancy between theoretically based prescriptions

and actual classroom practice (Doyle, I975). Teacher decision-making studies

were an attempt on the part of researchers to get beyond the variables of

observable behavior to the teacher mental processes which select tasks and guide

classroom behavior. Such inquiry would shed light on the growing discrepancy

between theory and practice.

Teacher Effectiveness Research
 

The literature on teacher decision making is limited, but its roots are well

established in the teacher effectiveness literature. The bulk of effectiveness

research concentrated on four classifications of variables; presag variables

(teacher characteristics such as age, sex, social class and training), context

variables (grade level, subject matter, size of class and community), process
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variables (teaching method and style, talking and questioning strategies) and

product variables (achievement and tests). In contrast to the marking literature

which focused largely on product and learner variables (aptitude and intelligence),

teacher effectiveness research concentrated on process variables in an attempt to

isolate generic skills which would be taught in teacher training institutions.

Empirical research, manipulating or counting these process variables in controlled

settings, was extensive and has been well reviewed (Dunkin 8. Biddle, I974; Gage,

I978; Medley, I977; Rosenshine, I976).

The teacher-effectiveness research contributed greatly to the

identification, specificity and frequency of teacher actions in the classroom

(questioning, reinforcing, wait-time, acknowledging students, task orientation,

praise, absence of criticism; Gage, I978; Medley, I979; Rosenshine, I979). Gage,

sifting through several hundred variables in teacher behavior and classroom

activity, summarized the implications of the research to say that teachers should

organize and manage classes so as to optimize the concept of "academic learning

time"-time in which pupils are actively engaged in their academic tasks (Gage,

I978, p. 39, 40). To this end, Gage listed seven "teacher-should" statements which

he felt were easily inferred from research data. Hence the search for overt acts

of teachers which were related to student achievement bore fruit, and recently

Rosenshine (I979) described process-product research as "alive, well, and

continuing."

Nevertheless, teacher-effectiveness research came under continued

criticism much of it from within its own research ranks. The process-product

approach was limited conceptually (Brophy, I980; Doyle, I975; Shavelson, I980)

primarily because it had not taken account of teacher thoughts and intentions in

organizing the classroom. Brophy, prominent In the field, stated that

effectiveness research had been virtually silent on the topic of teachers' thoughts
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while engaged in the act of teaching. He attributed this silence to the pervasive

influence of behaviorism on American social science research which tended to

look upon thoughts as "mere epiphenomena accompanying behavior" and which

tended to focus on observable teacher skills rather than decision making.

However, BrOphy stated that this position had softened even among serious

behaviorists like Bandura (I977) and Meichenbaum (I977) who had recently

stressed the role of thinking (self-talk, verbal behavior) in directing behavior

(Brophy, April I980). In his latest paper, Recent Research on Teachirfi, Brophy
 

noted the limits of teacher research during the 703 and predicts a shift from

studying teacher effects as measured on end-of-the-year achievement tests to

studying immediate or at least short-term outcomes of instruction, with

increasing attention to the performance demands that different teaching

behaviors and decisions impose on students (Brophy, November I980, p. 20).

Others support BrOphy's point of veiw, finding many classroom and teacher

problems which are not addressed by the process-product approach. Shavelson

notes that recommendations about increasing the frequency of a teaching act say

nothing about when to act (N.|.E., I975; Shavelson, I980). Hence a teacher may

possess a full range of teaching skills but not have strategies to determine when

they are appropriate. In a comprehensive paper on the shifting paradigms of

research, Doyle had predicted a shift away from the conceptual limitations of the

process-product approach as early as I975, although he foresaw more emphasis on

the environmental press of classroom demands (ecological) which establish limits

to the range of response options available to the teacher (Doyle, I977).

Information Processing
 

The basis for a study of teacher thoughts has been well laid at the

Institute for Research on Teaching. The model for the institute was one of
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Clinical Information Processing, presented at the National Conference on Studies

in Teaching by Lee Shulman (N.I.E., I975). The focal point of the model and of

the institute remains cognitive functioning, or the mental life of the teacher.

How do teachers process the information of the classroom to create an

environment which promotes achievement? The information of the classroom

includes student characteristics, student records, subject matter, curriculum

resources, organizational structure of the school, the accountability system, etc.

Each of these serves as a set of "cues" from which the teacher makes diagnostic

judgments and plans prescriptive actions. The panel which supported the general

clinical model was anxious that it not be a sterile focus, and they made a

commitment to whatever forms of disciplined inquiry seemed appropriate to the

research problem and educational setting under investigation. Hence the model

has inspired research into a variety of teacher decisions, and it has encouraged the

borrowing of conceptual research frameworks from related fields such as

cognitive psychology and anthropology.

The theoretical grounding for the information-processing approach came

primarily from cognitive psychology with meaningful elaboration by learning

psychology. In particular, information processing acknowledged the fact that the

ability of peOpIe to process all of the information in their complex environment

was limited by the capacity of short-term memory (Newell 8. Simon, I972; Simon,

I969). Human decision making and judgment was able to overcome some of the

limitations by using the identified processes of simplifying and inferring.

Simplifying strategies such as "chunking" information into more abstract units,

increases the amount of information processed (Miller, I956). Simon specified

seven chunks plus or minus two while Craik lowered this estimate to three chunks,
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plus or minus one (I97I).I People also selectively perceive and interpret portions

of the available information and construct a simplified model of reality (Newell 8.

Simon, I972). By "bounding" the system within which they are operating, decision-

makers do not have to deal with the real world in its totality but rather with only

those "strategic factors" in a situation, once again reducing the demands of the

environment (Simon, I957). In this context, Simon argued against the rational

decision models which held that all possible alternatives and their outcomes should

be examined before a decision is made. Instead, Simon contended that

administrative man, as distinguished from the ideal economic man, looks for a

course of action that is satisfactory rather than optimal. Along with March,

Simon elaborated the notions of "satisficing" and "bounded rationality" as

depicting the reasonable thinking of man in a complex, confusing environment

(March 8. Simon, I957; Yinger, I977).

A second mental strategy underlying information processing is inferring or

going beyond available data. As discussed in the cognitive literature, the most

common tools of inferencing include the creation of knowledge structures

(schemas, beliefs), the availability heuristic and the representative heuristic

(Nisbett 8. Ross). Kahneman and Tversky (I973) noted that decisions often

required people to judge the relative frequency of particular objects or the

likelihood of particular events. In so judging, they may be influenced by the

availability of the objects or events, that is, by their accessibility in memory

processes. To the extent that this availability is associated with objective

frequency, it is a useful judgment tool. However, cognitive psychologists have

 

IChunking is pertinent to this study when considering that arguments within

marking research frequently revolved around having three, five or seven symbols

in the system (Smith 8. Dobbins, I959).
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found it subject to typical biases. Kahneman and Tversky described a second tool

which aids people in decisions and which they termed the representativeness

heuristic. People assess the degree to which the salient features of the object are

representative of, or similar to, the features presumed to be characteristic of the

category. Although this heuristic is useful, indeed an absolutely essential tool, it

too is subject to typical problems—the most common being the neglect of

important information contained in relevant base rates (Nisbett 8. Ross). Nisbett

and Ross contend that people's understanding of the flow of social events probably

depends less on specific use of tools than on such procedures as a rich store of

general knowledge of objects, people, events and their relationships. This

knowledge is represented as beliefs or theories or schemas. Such knowledge

structures provide an interpretive framework which helps supplement information

and resolve ambiguity. The concept is interesting to psychologists, and Nisbett

and Ross refer to a growing list of terms including "frames," "scripts,"

"prototypes" and the more general term "schemas" (for a detailed discussion of

these structures, one is referred to Nisbett 8. Ross, Human Inference.
 

Cognitive psychology has studied these mental processes in applied

settings in order to understand people's actions in certain complex environments.

Given the growing awareness of the complexity of the classroom environment,

given the increasing functions of education and, given the limited predictable

relationships found between variables in previous educational research, it seems

natural that researchers in teacher effectiveness have begun to join fields to

explore the mental processes which guide applied behavior. To date, these studies

within education are limited, informative and growing in number. Most have

concentrated on teacher choice of alternative curriculum, teacher allocation of

time, teacher interactive decision, teacher conception of subject and teacher

planning. It is notable that none have been undertaken on teacher judgment during

the marking task.
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Teacher Decision Making
 

Since I970 there have been approximately forty studies of teacher

decision making. Reviews of the teacher thinking literature are organized around

the categories of planning, judgment, interactive decision making and others

(Brophy, April I980; Clark 8. Yinger, I978; Joyce, I980; Shavelson, I980). Since

each review examines most of the some studies, this review will summarize the

trends and conclusions, referring only to specific studies under the category of

judgment.

Most of the planning studies have been curious about the extent to which

the model of rational curriculum planning is used in teacher plans. This applied

model was first proposed by Tyler (I950) and later elaborated by Taba (I962) and

Popham and Baker (I970). It recommended four essential steps: (I) Specify

objectives, (2) Select learning activities, (3) Organize learning activities and (4)

Specify evaluation procedures (Clark 8. Yinger, I978).

The findings of Zahorik and Taylor, using questionnaires and rankings,

were that teachers did not begin their planning with objectives, but rather with

content (subject matter) or resources. Contrary to the theoristis ideas,

procedures for evaluation were an issue of minor importance (Taylor, I970;

Zahorik, I970). Following I975 research on planning focused on simulated

planning situations rather than rankings (Peterson, Marx 8. Clark, I978; Morine,

I976). Simulated cases in laboratory settings then gave way to classroom field

studies (Marine, I975; Smith and Sendelbach, I979; Yinger, I976). The latter

relied heavily on self-report methods, especially verbal analysis of "think aloud"

sessions or written plans and stimulated recall procedures. The general

conclusions of the planning research were that teachers' plans are unique, that

teachers focus first on content (subject-matter), that they spend much of their
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planning time on activities or instructional tasks and that they seldom refer to

behavorial objectives.

The planning literature joined the interactive decision-making literature

on the importance of maintaining an activity flow during class periods. To this

end, plans are routinized to minimize conscious decision making during interactive

teaching (Clark 8. Yinger, I979; Joyce, I979; Mackay 8. Marland, I978; Morine 8.

Dershimer, I978). Conscious decision making, therefore, usually arises when the

teaching routine is not going as planned.

Joyce's review of planning and interactive decision making supported the

notion that the most powerful decisions were made early in the year. These

decisions involved the selection of instructional materials and the development of

a flow of activities which enabled children to approach tasks which were

embedded in the material. This flow limited the potential stimuli to which

students and teacher responded, establishing routines and parameters of on-and-

off task behavior—this became the basis of information processing and fine

tuning. Once this flow was set up, teachers rarely made decisions which changed

directions. Instead, their concerns divided between pupil achievement

(appropriate response to content of tasks) and involvement (maintenance of the

on-the-task behavior). In other words, said Joyce, teachers do not think as

instructional designers do, continuously selecting new methods and ways of

reaching children, but rather, they work within a general design set up early in the

year (Joyce, I 979).

T_eacher Judgment

Along with planning and interactive decision making, judgment has been

investigated. Reviewing judgment studies is complicated by the lack of

distinction between the terms judgment, planning, prediction and decision
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making. For example, planning and judgment are frequently lumped together in

literature reviews, although planning is generally defined as a beginning act or

preactive. Judgment, on the other hand, is located at the end of a sequence of

operations, as a post-active operation, as the final "assignment of an object to a

small number of specified categories" (Johnson, I972). Prediction is more closely

associated with planning while evaluation is associated with judgment. Within the

teacher studies to date, these distinctions have not been clear, although Einhorn

and Kleinmuntz recognized the problem and suggested "that the distinction

between judgment and choice be maintained and sharpened" (Einhorn, I979).

Therefore, when is judgment most important in teaching? Clark answered that

"teacher judgment plays an important part in predicting student cognitive and

affective achievement, predicting teacher's use of instructional moves, teacher

planning and teacher selection of instructional activities" (Clark, I978). Clark's

definition is obviously broad and points to the lack of clear classification of

judgment studies, yet it depicted the newness of this focus of research for which

Shavelson is now urging a taxonomy (Shavelson, I980).

Teacher judgment studies, as classified in the literature reviews of Clark,

Shavelson and Brophy, are limited to approximately ten studies. Anderson (I977)

studied the judgment policies of I64 high school teachers in regard to 36 different

hypothetical descriptions. Teachers were asked to rate the descriptions on a nine-

point scale from very poor to outstanding. In addition, teachers were asked to

rate each characteristic separately and to rank order them. Conclusions were for

greater consistency in areas ranked least important, such as establishment of

objectives and homework requirements and inconsistency in areas ranked most

important, such as knowledge of subject and fairness in grading. The general

conclusion was that teachers may base their decisions on a policy different from

the one they report using.
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In a frequently quoted study, Shavelson et al. (I977) investigated the

sensitivity of teachers to the reliability of information received and willingness to

revise judgments when presented with new information. This experiment involved

I64 graduate students in education with a hypothetical case study. The major

finding was that teachers are sensitive to reliability of information and will revise

estimates. This finding contradicts the major findings of Kahneman and Tversky

that people in general were neither sensitive to reliability of information nor

willing to revise. In a related study involving anchoring, Joyce et al. asked I0

teachers to perform pupil sorts at repeated times during the school year and to

predict end-of-the-year reading achievement. In sorting, the major cues were

student personality and involvement. Other cues included ability and

achievement. The most obvious finding of the study was that teacher prediction

of reading did not differ substantially between September and November, even

though teachers had much more information. This stability of judgment contrasts

with the findings of Shavelson et al.

A study by Clark et al. (I978) attempted to identify the cues within

language arts activities which caused teachers to judge them useful. Clark asked

I4 teachers to rate 26 language arts activities. He then asked them to reexamine

each activity rated highly and list the attractive features. This was repeated for

activities rated low. Student motivation and involvement were mentioned most

frequently followed by features thought to influence cognitive and affective

outcomes. Level of estimated difficulty of the subject came third.

Marx (I978) studied the judgment cues teachers used in predicting

cognitive and affective outcomes. Twelve teachers taught a series of three social

studies lessons to groups of eight junior high students in a laboratory setting.

After each session, the teachers made predictions of the rank order of students

and described student behavior or other cues which caused the prediction. Marx

found that participation was the most frequently used cue.
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In a subsection on judgment, in his review of teacher cognitive activities,

BrOphy (April I980) referred to many of the some studies. He referred back to

expectancy studies which indicated that teachers can and sometimes will make

predictions about student achievement on the basis of such factors as race,

handwriting neatness or physical attractiveness (Brophy 8. Good, I974). He was

also intrigued by the tendency of first impressions to "anchor" later perceptions as

noted in Joyce's study. This anchoring appears in documented studies where

students who do well early and then tail off tend to receive higher predictions of

future achievement than students who ultimately earn the same average score

(Brophy, April I980). This last finding of "anchoring" is questioned by the

conclusions of Ryan and Levine, mentioned earlier which indicated that people use

different sequencing cues for prediction than for evaluation, anchoring being more

closely related to prediction and recency to evaluation or final judgment.

On the whole, Brophy reports that analyses indicated that teachers based

their estimates of student achievement and classroom conduct on the cues most

relevant . . . reading achievement on prior reading, math predictions on prior

math, and behavior on previous classroom conduct. A study by Willis (I972)

supported this. Willis asked first grade teachers to predict end-of-the-year

achievement during the first week of class. Teachers early rankings correlated

highly with end-of-semester rankings. Interviews in regard to criteria of judgment

revealed self—confidence, participation in class, general maturity and ability to

work well independently. After a few weeks of experience with the students, even

more weight was given to observed classroom performance in reading. This

agreed with Shavelson's results and similar findings were reported by Long and

Henderson (I972).

Brophy concluded that compared to the work on teacher planning,

"teacher judgment has yet to 'jell' as a subfield with structure and direction."
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Critique of Decision-MakingResearch

All reviews point out the newness of the field and the lack of studies to

critique. Shavelson's review (I980) pointed out that the planning studies were not

sufficient. Most of the research was descriptive. Little was known about how and

why activities were constructed or under what conditions they were used. This

might help explain the contradiction between simulated studies which have

indicated that techers do use objectives (when probed) and naturalistic studies

which find they seldom use objectives. Brophy's critical comments also called for

going beyond descriptive studies to identify aspects of quality in teacher planning,

ways to conceptualize, measure and document differences in quality.

The findings of the planning studies reveal remarkable agreement. The

apparent lack of usefulness of objectives needs more investigation before

prescriptions are made in teacher education. Most samples are small, most

studies unreplicated.

Aside from the obvious newness of the field, the outstanding

characteristic of the decision-making research is the general absence of outcome

relationships. What are the teachers' thoughts and intentions about final

achievement, given a year of instructional time from a student's life? How is the

effectiveness of planned tasks evaluated? Is "maintaining activity flow" related

to Gage's admonition to optimize "academic learning time"?

Doyle's work is extremely pertinent to the lack of established relationship

between planned tasks and outcome. He suggested that the formal task structure

of the classroom is defined as an exchange of performance for grades. Becker,

Geer and Hughes (I968) also contended that this "exchange of performance for

grades is, formally and institutionally, what the class is about." Schellenberg

(I965) described the task structure as an exchange of performance for status.

Student differential attentiveness is related to what the student perceives is
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important to the teacher and the exchange process (Doyle, I975). This exchange

is obviously related to the activity flow of the classroom. Nevertheless, the

marking process is never mentioned in the teacher decision-making literature,

although it provides a promising site from which to examine teacher thoughts

about outcome.

A second characteristics of the literature is its concentration on

identifying cues which account for static decisions. The research techniques

concentrate on one-time products (achievement tests) or one-time decisions

rather than an a series of decisions over time, a progression. Resnick describes

this as a weakness of cognitive psychology in general. "Cognitive psychology has

been largely concerned with describing 'maments' of performance or 'states' of

understanding. In can be characterized as a 'transparent snapshat' psychology, in

which mental processes are depicted at a given point in time . . . . (In contrast,)

learning theoristis record 'movies' rather than snapshots but continue to seek

primarily avert behavior." Resnick seeks a blending of the strengths of each

specialty for the purpose of building a psychology of instruction (Resnick, I98l).

Resnick's concerns bear directly upon the decision-making literature which has

reflected much of cognitive psychology's development

The decision-making literature also lacks clarity of definition. In

particular, the term judgment is used loosely to cover all cases where "cues" are

used in arriving at a decision. Yet some studies indicate that different strategies

may be used for evaluating than for predicting, for marking than for planning.

Shavelson's suggestion for a taxonomy is especially worthy in this context. Work

by Einhorn, Kleinmuntz and Kleinmuntz on linear regression and process tracing in

judgment studies concluded a section by stating "in any event, more work is

necessary to clearly distinguish judgment from choice and the processes that may

be invoked by each" (Einhorn, I979).
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Given a similar discrepancy between increasing theoretical prescriptions

for teacher effectiveness and for teacher marking and given the limited

application of these prescriptions in the classroom, an investigation into teacher

mental processes during marking yielded useful insights.

Summary

This literature review has attempted to place the study of teacher

judgment during the marking process into the framework of pertinent related

research. The obvious conclusion from the review is that historically the

functions of marks have incresed over the years. However, despite research and

new prescriptions, teacher responsiveness to this increase has been limited,

causing a continuous dissatisfaction. A related conclusion, equally obvious, is that

teacher judgment processes have been neglected despite their acknowledged role

in determining marks. This study was a first step in connecting these areas and

exploring this neglected site of research.



CHAPTER III

RESEARCH SETTING, PROCEDURES AND METHODS

Introduction

Conventional teacher marks, A B C D E, symbolizing pupil progress are

likely to dominate official records for some time to come. This study was

designed to capture the judgment processes of teachers during marking across one

school year. It addressed the following research questions:

I. Upon what information is the summative mark (first, second

and final based)?

2. What cognitive processes make possible the formative stages

(record book categories) of marking?

3. Is there a judgmental rule which explains how the input

information (formative) is transformed into the output

(summative), a mark?

4. If the judgmental rule yields a zone of uncertainty between

any two preordained categories of judgment, A B C D E,

what processes enable the teacher to assign a mark up or

down? How and why do they work?

5. Do the identified cognitive processes farm a pattern,

schema or model of the marking process?

6. Do the identified teacher cognitive processes account for

the five functions ascribed to marks by society in general?

7. Of the four research methods used in this investigation, is

one superior for illuminating the marking process?

In addressing these questions, five elementary teachers from one Michigan

school district served as research subjects. Data were gathered from each in the

curriculum areas of language arts and mathematics following three marking

periods across the school year. The methods of gathering and analyzing data

46
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included: process tracing, policy capturing, attributional theory and utility

theory.

This chapter contains a description of the school setting along with the

method of selecting teacher participants. The description is followed by an

explanation of the procedures and methods used in data collection and analysis.

The methods explanation is presented in the context of the judgment literature,

with a rationale for the use of multimethod analysis of the self-report data which

is basic to cognitive studies.

Research Setting

School District B, the site of this study is representative of the typical,

surburban districts in Oakland County, Michigan. Its enrollment is declining, with

a current pupil population of l4,500. These pupils are distributed across six

secondary campuses and 2| elementary buildings. The pupils in District B come

from a broad range of socioeconomic background, although ethnic mix is modest

and racial mix minimal. Pupils in IQ of the 2| elementary buildings are served by

Title I programs, indicating low socioeconomic status, while the majority of pupils

in some buildings come from homes where the parents are professionals.

Frequently these backgrounds are mixed in one building. Declining enrollment

continues to cause mergings of these differing student populations.

Pupil performance in District B is average among Oakland County's 28

school districts. The district ranks in the middle of Oakland County's range on the

Michigan Assessment Test. Performance on the California Basic Skills Test

registers slightly above the national average. Pupil scores from the Differential

Aptitude Test also support this average profile.
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District B has a policy of building autonomy whereby principals and their

staffs select their own pupil reporting system. Fourteen of the elementary

schools report pupil progress, at the upper elementary levels, via traditional marks

plus a checklist and comments. The remaining schools use checklists and written

comments without marks. All schools have four marking periods and two

parent/teacher conferences following the first and third markings.

Five principals from schools using traditional marks expressed an interest

in the marking study, and said they would consult their teachers regarding

participation in the investigation. (Experience beyond five years in the upper

elementary classrooms was the only criterion of the researcher.) The first two

principals contacted by the researcher, following the initial expression of interest

by the five, yielded five volunteer teachers, three men and two women, from

grades four, five and six. These five teachers became the subjects of the study.

The subjects were representative of the mode of teacher tenure in the

district—none had less than l4 years of teaching experience. It is important to

note that these subjects were not selected for being the "best" teachers. Instead

they volunteered to give information to the investigator during free periods or

when the principal substituted. Each teacher carried a typical class load ranging

from 29 to 33 students.

Procedures

Data Collection

The structured interview was the primary source of data acquisition.

Each of the five subjects was interviewed immediately following the first, second

and final marking, of four periods. The interviews were taped and subsequently

transcribed into protocols.
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The in-depth interview is frequently criticized as a method of self-report

which reflects known biases and justifications. In this study of marking, the

strength of the interview is the potential to elicit personal opinions, including

biases, knowledge and understandings related to one repetitive and official portion

of the teacher's job. The potential is best realized by heeding expert advice on

the interview.

The interview as a method is well discussed by Bussis and Chittenden

(I976), Schatzman and Strauss (I973), Pelto and Pelto (I970). Each of these

authors notes the enormous literature on interviewing formats and techniques,

each stresses the importance of grounding interviews in other theoretical work,

and each finds the information supplied by a key informant of a given cultural

environment an essential element in constructing the meaning behind behavior.

The form of interview questions is important. "For many situations,

fieldworkers should devise questions concerning concrete events, behaviors and

possessions, instead of asking questions involving vague generalizations," says

Pelto. Bussis and Chittenden reported that "questions phrased at a high level of

generalization turned out to be answerable only by abstractions and generalities

too vague to be revealing of personal constructs . . . and the type of question that

more readily brought out personal constructs was one posed with concrete

reference to materials, to classroom practices or to children's behaviors."

Schatzman and Strauss state that the level of abstraction or concreteness is best

found by becoming familiar with the culture, hence, "early interviews tend to

prove less economical than later ones, mainly because the researcher has not yet

fully determined precisely what information he needs . . . . Observation, brief

questioning and casual conversation are so very important; they eventually provide

a broad context for effective and economical interviewing."
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Thus, the taped interviews in this study, conducted on-site, were based on

previous insights into interview formats and focused on products of the teachers'

own creation, such as, record books. This allowed for prediction, reflection and

open-ended responses. The interview is presented in Appendix A.

In addition to the interview, data were collected from official marks,

record books and a pupil sort. Marks of all students in each class were collected

in language arts and mathematics although the teachers also marked in spelling,

reading, social studies, science and art. The teachers were also asked to predict

the marks for each student for the next marking period and give brief reasons why

the mark was predicted to remain the same, go up or go down. The record book

data were collected to cross-check teachers' verbal protocols.

Data Organization

The data collected were organized into six sections, a composite case and

five individual teacher cases. The composite case includes a model of the teacher

judgment processes during marking and subsections on rules, statistical analysis

and protocol analysis. The five teacher cases, each of which also has a subsection

on rules, statistical analysis and protocol analysis, follow the composite case.

Data Analysis

The analysis of data—marks, predicted marks, record books and pupil sort-

was both qualitative and quantitative. Specific analysis of marks and predicted

marks involved multiple regression analysis, Pearson correlations and frequency

distributions. Transcribed interviews were coded verbatim and categorized in

several ways: by the common attributional categories of ability, effort, task

difficulty and home support; by elaboration of description; and by a decision tree.
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Methods

Four research strategies from the field of judgment seemed especially

congruent with the marking phases: process-tracing techniques to establish the

validity of an overarching schema (taped interviews and content analysis of verbal

protocols); policy-capturing techniques to analyze the record book system and

combination rule throughout the year (multiple regression, Pearson and partial

correlations and frequencies); utility analysis techniques to investigate teacher

method of assessing risk related to classroom behavior (decision tree); and

attributional techniques to investigate teacher method of assessing risk related to

future student motivation to achieve (interview data related to record book

analysis and prediction data).

Using a multimethod approach to explore teachers' grading processes,

allowed the broadest description of the task. An integration of approaches sought

to use the strengths of each method while minimizing the weaknesses by carefully

distinguishing findings which were corroborated by several methodological

perspectives and those which emerged in only one field of reference. In this

manner, the study attempted to recreate teachers' understandings surrounding the

judgment task and to relate the task to achievement and management in each

teacher's unique classroom.

Process Tracing

The emphasis in the "process-tracing" method is on building a model or

schema of the cognitive rules and heuristics used by clinicians. Analysis of verbal

data from taped interviews or think-aloud sessions is the basic method of

identifying implicit rules and heuristics. In contrast to the familiar linear

regression technique of policy capturing which seeks to identify the judgment cues
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which carry the most weight, process tracing identifies many cues which may have

been used in a task but which do not necessarily receive the most weight (Einhorn,

I979). In the initial search to discover the underlying processes in the marking

judgment, the researcher was interested in all cues and possible patterns which

may serve as an adaptive mechanism between a very complex learning

environment and a simple, required response (a mark).

Judgment during the marking process suggested two subjudgment phases,

one which allowed multiple categories (five marks, A B C D E, with or without

pluses and minuses) and a potential second one which allowed only a choice

between any two categories. The decision between multiple categories often

necessitates a quantitative mode of analysis while a choice between two,

especially if one is considered a reward and the other a punishment, may dictate

more qualitative approaches (Einhorn, I979).

For the purpose of inquiry into a new cognitive arena, teacher marking, it

is important to note that process tracing was used to establish a path in the

wilderness, a pattern or schema. In many previous judgment studies, process

tracing was used to indicate that a linear model was too simple when cues were

used concurrently or as trade-offs. In such studies, cues were already specified

and the method sought to assess how they combined, balanced or traded off. It is

in this multiplicative sense that Einhorn describes process tracing as a more

detailed method of analysis than linear regression when he critiques both (Einhorn,

I979). In this study, however, process tracing was much more general than linear

regression, and it attempted to pattern decisions made over a longer time frame.

The intended outcome of process tracing here was to build a general model. If

process-tracing methods support a schema, then policy-capturing techniques and

. attributional-utility techniques could give a more detailed analysis of particular

heuristics used at different phases of the task.
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Verbal report data are frequently dismissed as unscientific and simply a

form of introspection which is worthless for verification. Ericsson and Simon

point out, however, that behaviorism and allied schools of thought have been

schizophrenic about the status of verbalizations as data because the basic

behavioral data in standard experimental paradigms are a signal "yes" or "no" or a

choice between words which is essentially indistinguishable from verbal respones.

But Ericsson and Simon also point out that researchers using verbal report data

are remiss in reporting the details of how they collect and analyze verbal data and

how it relates to even a rudimentary theory of cognitive processing. Ericsson and

Simon are especially anxious to distinguish between concurrent verbalization

which gains information from subjects while they are attending to it and

retrospective verbalization where the subject is asked about cognitive processes

which occurred at an earlier point in time (Ericsson 8. Simon, I980).

These concerns parallel the interest of researchers who have

constructively criticized the in-depth interview. The strength of the interview is

its potential to elicit personal apinions, knowledge and unerstandings. Within this

study the interview has been detailed under Data Collection. In an attempt to

strengthen insights gained from the interviews, multimethods of analysis have

been applied and the interview process has been grounded in official records,

teacher marks.

Policy Capturing

The most frequently used method of studying judgment processes is policy

capturing (Shulman 8. Elstein, I975; Slavic 8. Lichtenstein, I97I). Beginning with

a linear model, this method attempts to reproduce the inferential responses of a

particular judge as he weighs and combines important factors (cues) in the task

environment. Policy capturing concentrates on identifying these cues, defining
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their relationship to each other, and estimating their relationship to a final

judgment for purposes of prediction and control.

Policy-capturing studies generally discuss alternative methods of cue

specification. Five approaches are delineated and evaluated in an article by

Clark, Yinger and Wildfang (I978): (I) logical specification, (2) expert opinion, (3)

prespecification and narrowing of a large number of potential cues, (4) allowing

cues to emerge during a judgment task and (5) participant observation in a

naturalistic setting. The expert opinion method consults experts to determine

their nominations for important cues in a specific judgment task. This approach

has been widely used in studies of pathologists, physicians and stockbrokers

(Shulman 8. Elstein, I975). But the approach is criticized because cues which may

be nominated may not be the ones actually used in practice and/or because

experts may weight cues very differently.

Policy capturing's reliance on linear regression has also been criticized as

much too simple a depiction of human judgment with its highly contingent

methods. Einhorn has repeatedly responded to this "simplistic" label by pointing

out that the mathematical representation of a model should not be confused with

the process which it represents. He elaborates that the essence of linear models

is that they imply trade-offs thereby "not only acknowledging the existence of

conflict but resolving it through compromise . . . linear models of judgment imply

a sophisticated and complex cognitive strategy" (Einhorn, I979).

Policy capturing lends itself to a study of the processes involved in

teacher judgment during marking due to the specific nature of the task

environment. Cue specification in the marking task relies on the teacher as

expert with continuous corroboration from official records in the grade book.

Verification of judgments can come through retrospective generalizations which

rely on past action that is evidenced in public record. Stenhouse proposes "the
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ideal that no qualitatively-based theorizing in education should be regarded as

acceptable unless its argument stands or falls on the interpretation of accessible

and well-cited sources so that the interpretation offered can be critically

examined" (Stenhouse, I978).

A routine check of the record book quickly established how the cues were

combined to arrive at the judgment (mark). A strategy of recording and

predicting grades over a year's time (three marking periods) also provided

statistical evidence of trends across time, correlations between marks and

predictions and identification of anchoring or recency effects.

When policy-capturing studies attempt to infer causes for the choices of a

judge or weights assigned to cues used in a judgment, they must guard against two

common errors. Kahneman and Tversky (I973) have named these the "availability"

and "representative" biases. The first infers cause from available evidence,

apparent frequency or accessibility in present memory. Obviously biases in the

judge's exposure, level of attention and storage can arise. The representative bias

predicts future choices by reflecting on the degree to which the specified outcome

represents its origins or resembles a like case. In drawing inferences, the decision

heuristic of which class or category on event represents, is an essential tool which

must be understood to avoid bias such as the familiar "Gambler's Fallacy" which

leads one to conclude after observing a long run of red on a roulette wheel, that

black is now due because it has been underrepresented in a chance process up to

now.

Preliminary examination of teachers record books indicate an intent on

the part of teachers to "be fair" and to eliminate the common biases referred to

by Kahneman and Tversky. (Sample record book in Chapter IV.) The grid of the

record book becomes an inferential teacher tool to arrive at a baseline figure of

performance within a class population (vertical column) balanced against a
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baseline figure for individual performance (horizontal). The baseline for whole

class performance is related to the assignment which is considered to be

indicative of similar (representative, normed) grade level performances across the

nation according to the textbook publishers and related to the collected

performances (consensus) of that particular class by collected samples of work

graded on a point basis. The baseline data for a given student are the collection

of numerous work samples of the same student over time. The record book,

therefore, is used as a scientific data base.

The policy-capturing phase of this study analyzed this data base by

multiple regression methods in order to capture some potential underlying policies

of the teacher. The information obtained lead to an understanding of "what" work

samples a teacher accumulates and "how" the specific marking judgment is made.

Utility Analysis
 

Although policy capturing appears well suited to the first phase of

marking, it does not shed sufficient light upon the process if the combination rule

does not yield a perfect preordained category such as A B C D E. What process

operates when a student's work falls into a zone of uncertainty midway between

two marks? How does the teacher decide to go to the higher or lower mark?

Utility analysis is a systematic approach to decision making under

conditions of uncertainty and risk. It forces the decision-maker to separate the

logical structure of the decision problem into its component parts to be analyzed

individually and recombined systematically (Weinstein, Fineberg, Elstein, Frazier,

Newhauser, 8. Neutra, I980). Alternative actions must be clearly described and

the question of the need for additional information at each branch of the decision

tree is recurring. Alternative outcomes, assessment of values and possible trade-

offs are crucial to decision analysis and involve utility decisions.
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The decision tree is the fundamental analytic tool for utility analysis. It
 

requires the decision-maker to identify alternative actions which might be taken

at different times and to obtain information at these times. An optimal course of

action is desired.

The building blocks of the decision tree are:

l. Choice nodes, at which one or two alternative actions may

be explored.

 

 

2. Chance nodes, at which the status of the student is revealed,

test information becomes available or other outside

information.

3. Outcomes, which describe what happens to a student along

each path of events in terms of attributes held to be of

value (i.e., classroom cooperation and concentration on

task).

"By convention, a decision tree is built from left to right, with choice

nodes represented by squares and chance nodes by circles and with outcomes

specified at the right hand 'tips' of the tree" (Weinstein, Fineberg, et al., p. I6). A

decision tree for the marking process may be found in Chapter IV, Figure 4.4.

The reasoning process behind utility analysis can be summarized in four

major stages:

I. Data acquisitionJ in which information is obtained by the

teacher using a variety of methods (tests, homework, oral

participation in class, observed behavior during class

sessions).

 

2. Hypothesis generation, in which alternative problem

formulations are retrieved from memory.

 

3. Data interpretations, in which the data are interpreted in

light of the alternative hypotheses under consideration.

 

4. Hypothesis evaluation, in which the data are used to

determine if one of the diagnostic hypothesis already

generated can be confirmed. If not, the problem must be

recycled: New hypotheses generated, and additional data
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are collected until one of the hypotheses is verified

(Weinstein, Fineberg, et al.).

Weinstein, et al. point out that two modes of clinical inference are

observed in the process; one is diagnostic and the other therapeutic. In the case

of teacher marking judgments, both are concerned with sustaining or increasing a

student's motivation and cooperation as indicated by work production, class

participation and lack of problem behavior.

The decision-analysis process appears well suited to investigate a

teacher's choice of giving a higher or lower grade, and each marking period gives

the teacher a new chance to assess the hypothesis by examining the record book

and reflecting on class behavior.

Attribution Theorl

Attribution theory is concerned with how a person infers or attributes

cause to an event and what happens once he does. Attributional research goes

beyond a description of what factors are in evidence during judgment to an

explanation of why and how the factors are combined into a decision. Two major

theoretical approaches to attribution are appropriate to the marking decision; the

covariatian principle of Kelley and the dimensional approach of Weiner.

Kelley (l97l) proposed that people determine the cause of behavior by

examining the covariatian between the effects and possible causes of the behavior

and then attributing the effect to the cause or causes with which it covaries.

Covariation of an effect over time is called "consistency." The extent to which an

effect is localized across situations is called "distinctiveness" and the extent to

which an effect is found across people is called "consensus."
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The application of Kelley's covariatian principle to teachers' marking

judgments emphasizes the extent to which a student's effort and ability are judged

to be within his own responsibility and control. It offers specifications of data

about a student's effort (work samples over time) and ability (test results) and

contingency factors (parental support/pressure, attendance/health) which can lead

to the assignment of high or low marks. The effect of consistency is that the

more often a student turns in work, the more likely he is to be judged responsible

for learning the work. The effect of distinctiveness is that the more the student

misses work assignments only in restricted circumstances, the less he may be held

responsible for the failure (i.e., when ill or when evidence of parental problems is

overwhelming such as death, divorce or abuse). The effect of consensus is that

the absence of work samples and reasonable test results when associated with few

students in a given class is judged the responsibility of the student more than when

associated with many students in the particular class which may indicate external

factors such as task difficulty are involved.

The role of consensus or base-rate information is controversial in many

fields. Its usefulness in attributing cause has been detailed in the research of

Kahenman and Tversky (I973) and Nisbett and Ross (I980). In the marking

process, it is important to note the consensus of one classroom may differ from

another (especially if there is a tracking system) and from one school environment

to another (especially if there are large socioeconomic differences). This area is

well discussed in the teacher expectation literature and will not be delineated

further here except to note that for an individual teacher, the consensus of a

given elementary, self-contained classroom is primarily limited to the boundary of

that classroom system or culture.

Weiner's (I979) dimensional theoretical approach, developing from

concepts of Heider (I958), and Kelley (I967), provides evidence that attribution
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judgments for success and failure are divisible into three dimensions: stability,

locus and control. Stability considers whether the causes of behavior are stable or

variable over time and contrasts Heider's notions of relatively fixed

characteristics such as ability and typical effort with fluctuating factors such as

immediate effort, attention and mood. Locus considers whether causes are within

(internal) or outside (external) the person, and from the perspective of

achievement, internal causes may include ability, effort, maturity, etc., while

external causes may include classroom environment, task and family. Control

considers the degree to which the individual is responsible for the present event,

hence, the degree of control of future change.

Weiner proposes that these three dimensions create a meaningful grid on

which to assess the myriad causes of achievement events. Furthermore, although

numerous perceived causes of success and failure are discussed in the literature

(Cooper 8. Burger, I978), there is rather a small list from which the main causes

are repeatedly selected. Within this limited list, ability and effort appear to be

the most salient causes.

Weiner contends that each of the three dimensions of causality has a

primary psychological function or a linkage. The primary relation of the stability

dimension is to the magnitude of expectancy change following success or failure.

The locus dimension has implications for self-esteem and the perceived control

dimension relates to helping, evaluating and liking by others.

Stability. Attributional research in regard to stability has remained

remarkably consistent since l97l. "Empirical evidence . . . has proven definitively

that causal ascriptions for past performance are an important determinant of goal

expectancies" (Weiner, I979, p. 9). Failure ascribed to low ability or to task

difficulty decreases the expectation of future success more than failure ascribed

to bad luck, mood or a lack of immediate effort (Weiner et al., I976). In I976
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Weiner et al, carried out an investigation which clearly discriminated between the

dimensions of stability and locus, and proved that expectancy changes are related

to stability and are not associated with locus as was previously postulated in

substantial competing literature. Weiner concluded that "the literature

associating stability with expectancy change is unequivocal, and the findings

generalize outside of the laboratory as well as beyond achievement domain"

(Weiner, I979, p. ID).

A comparison of Kelley's covariatian principle and Weiner's dimensions

points to considerable overlap in categories such as consistency and stability,

distinctiveness and locus, however, Kelley's theory is primarily historical record

while Weiner's is primarily concerned with future control. Together they shed

great insight on the cognitive process used in the teacher's marking task.

£9313. The concept of locus is not as firmly established in research.

Weiner, himself, has corrected an earlier position which presumed an invariant

positive relation between internality and maximum emotional reaction (Weiner,

I97l, I977 and I978). A series of studies was initiated to determine the relation

between attribution and affect in which subjects responded to a series of scenarios

depicting success or failure experiences. About l00 affects for success and ISO

for failure were provided with a rating scale for intensity. The findings indicated

a two—phase response, the immediate and intense affect was related to outcome

regardless of "why." That is, success resulted in obvious happiness, and failure

revealed displeasure and upset. But attribution linkages were also present. Given

success, the linkages were: ability - competence + confidence; typical effort -

relaxation; immediate effort - activation; others - gratitude; personality - pride;

and luck - surprise, relief and guilt. For failure, the attribution linkages generally

were: ability - incompetence; effort - guilt and shame; personality - resignation;

others - anger and aggression; and luck - surprise. In the long run, central self-
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esteem emotions that facilitate or impede subsequent achievement may be more

effected by the attributional linkages than by the immediate affect of feeling

good or bad.

Control. The control dimension concerns inferences about the intentions

of others rather than causes. This dimension is perhaps more meaningfully related

to the teacher's role of helping, evaluating and liking (sentiment). The majority of

investigations into helping behavior concluded that help is more likely when the

perceived cause of the need is an environmental barrier as opposed to being

internal to the person desirous of aid (Berkowitz, I969; Piliavin, Rodin, 8. Piliavin,

I969). Piliavin found that when a failure is perceived as controllable, then help is

withheld under the assumption that the person should help himself. Hence a drunk

person is less likely to receive aid than an ill person since illness is considered

uncontrollable.

One experiment on helping concerned altruism in the classroomulending

class notes to an unknown classmate (Barnes, Ickes, 8. Kidd, I977; Weiner, I979).

In this experiment, two causal themes for a student's lack of notes were

contrasted in eight possible combinations. In one theme the student always

(stable) or sometimes (unstable) did not take notes because of something about

himself (internal) or something about the professor (external). The student was

unable to take good notes (uncontrollable) or did not try (controllable). Following

each causal statement, subjects on a l0-point scale, rating from "definitely would

lend notes" to "definitely would not lend notes." The results indicated that help is

reasonably extended in all combinations except when the cause is internal and

controllable such as if the student did not try to take notes or in the second theme

if the student could have avoided being absent.

Data from investigations into evaluation "conclusively demonstrated that

effort is of greater importance than ability in determining reward and
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punishment. High effort was rewarded more than high ability given success, and

lack of effort was punished more than lack of ability given failure" (Weiner,

I979). Weiner explains this discrepancy between ability and effort by referring to

moral feelings of "ought to do" and by the feeling that reward and punishment

could actually change behavior in the future. "That is, there is a pervasive

influence of perceived controllability or personal responsibility . . . in

achievement related contexts, including how students are graded" (Weiner, I979,

p. I7).

Attribution analysis involves a schematic model of the attributional

process which is clarified by further investigation of a specific set of cues and

related by the person to a possible set of outcomes. "In a typical study, the

subject is provided with a number of informational cues in all possible

combinations and asked to rate why each event described by a particular cue

combination may have occurred. ANOVA models have frequently been used for

data analysis, and interaction effects have been equated with configurality in cue

usage. Although these studies have used a wide variety of cues, situations, and

attribution rating scales, results have been surprisingly consistent" (Carroll,

Payne, Frieze, I976).

The attribution and decision-making framework of the current study

attempts to elaborate one phase of the overall marking process, the phase wherein

the teacher assesses the risk of obtaining more effort (homework and tests) and

more achievement (tests) by giving a higher or lower mark at a marking period.

Through interviews which call for prediction of future marks, accompanied by the

factors (cues) influential to such a prediction, and the eventual outcome of the

prediction (the grade), this investigator attempted to flesh out a more complete

schema of the marking process.
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Summary

This investigation into teacher judgment during the marking process

attempted to answer seven research questions. Data were gathered through in-

depth interviews with five elementary teachers from one Michigan school district

across one school year. Interview data were grounded in the teachers' record

books and the official marks of l52 students. A multimethod approach was used in

order to provide both quantitative and qualitative analysis. The four established

judgment approaches (process tracing, policy capturing, utility analysis and

attribution theory) allowed for cross-checking and corroboration of evidence

thereby lessening the risks of total reliance on self-report data. The evidence

gathered was organized into five teacher cases and one composite model of the

teacher marking judgment.



CHAPTER IV

FINDINGS

Introduction

The major purpose of this study was to create an understanding of the

judgment processes which engage teachers during marking across a school year.

Four established judgment methods were used to uncover the process; process

tracing, policy capturing, attribution and utility analysis. The basic data was

collected through taped and transcribed interviews. A unique aspect of this

multimethod analysis was that the interviews were grounded in official public

records; the teacher record book and summative marks on report cards. All

interviews were done with the record book at hand. The public aspect of marks

added an extra dimension of objectivity to an otherwise subjective process.

In this chapter, the findings are organized to display the data which

teachers considered during the marking task, to make inferences from the data

and to ascertain whether or not (I) the data indicates a coherent and meaningful

process which suggests a model and (2) whether or not the data answers the major

research questions which guided the study (page I l). The findings are presented as

six cases beginning with a composite case which serves as an organizer followed

by five teacher cases. Each case is further divided into four sections; marking

rules, statistical analysis, verbal analysis and a summary. An integrated summary

concludes the chapter.

The composite case format was chosen to serve as an organizer, setting a

pattern for the individual cases. Basic data are displayed in each teacher case

and inferences are made. In order to avoid lengthy repetition of common

discussion points within each teacher case, the inferences are more extensive

65
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within the composite case. Discussion within each teacher case will then refer

back to the composite case, noting points of difference. This format results in a

detailed composite case followed by more concise individual cases, although it

must be kept in mind that the data were originally collected on an individual basis

and later combined to create the composite model.

Composite Case

The composite case depicts factors which the five teachers have in

common. These commonalities were derived through computation of the marking

data of all five teachers using multiple regression, correlations, and frequencies

(N.I.E., _S_E_S_§, I980) and through content analysis which distilled common rules,

categorized and coded attributes and utilities and identified key descriptions from

the interviews.

B_u_l_e_3_s

The process tracing-phase identified two sets of rules which guide the

marking judgment: procedural and contingency. The two types of rules dealt with

different aspects of the judgment process. From the point of view of information

processing, procedural rules were concerned with selection and simplification.

These rules set up a linear, routine record book system, selected tasks for

inclusion and accounted for academic standards and precision measurement for

marks on tasks. Procedural rules were product and time based and lent

themselves to statistical analysis.

Contingency rules were those which determined judgment in uncertainty

and exception. From the point of view of information processing, contingency

rules were concerned with inferential processes which go beyond the data. These
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task completion over a year's time, and (2) a stable classroom environment for on-
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task behavior or class flow over a school year.

Contingency rules involved teachers in an assessment of motivational

factors for each student, including ability, effort, home support, classroom

behavior and task difficulty.

related and lent themselves to verbal analysis.

transcribed interviews, highlighted these two major aspects; one of routine

judgment procedure and one of contingency judgment strategies.

Procedural rules:

2.

Teachers assumed that completed tasks resulted in learning

(implicit, not stated).

Teachers assigned tasks and gathered marking data regularly

in a record book.

Teachers accounted for task completion at a given level of

difficulty with a check system and for task completion at a

given standard of mastery by a mark.

Teachers gathered marks from a sufficient variety of tasks

(tests, written projects, exercises) to satisfy their criteria

for validity. None had less than six formative marks. Four

had more than ten.

Teachers had individual theories about weighting some tasks

(tests vs. homework) more heavily than others.

Teachers had individual systems for transforming points

representing standard criteria on a written paper into A B C

marks.

Teachers had a combination rule for transforming formative

marks into summary marks. They added all task marks

across and divided by the total number of assigned tasks

(arithmetic mean). This was corroborated by an analysis of

each record book in math and language arts.

Hence these rules were motivation and behavior

The rules, distilled from
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Contingency rules:

I. Teachers ranked effort as related to ability as a prime

criteria for going up or down. Effort was judged by re ular

work and extra work (record books and attribution chart?

2. Teachers had strategies to apply if the work fell midway

between two marks.

3. Teachers had individual strategies for marks which fell

below C (frequencies and quotations).

Procedural rules resulted in a record book system which operated as a

statistical tool to help overcome many of the common errors of human judgment,

which were discussed in the preceding chapter. An analysis of the record book

showed the teachers' intent to account for a base rate of work for the nation, (the

assignments adjusted to grade level on nationally normed verbal information, i.e.,

textbooks), for the classroom (the vertical column of any given assignment) and

for the individual student (the horizontal row). Hence teacher record books were

inferential tools that depicted student achievement in comparison to individual

ability, class (group) and nation.

Initially the teacher used only the record book to compute the mark into a

preordained category of A B C D E. However, when the work fell into a zone of

uncertainty between two grades or when it fell into the D or E category,

contingency rules were put into operation. A statistical analysis of the marks (I 52

students) which resulted from the procedural rules follows.

Statistical Analysis

The statistical methods involved multiple regression analysis, Pearson and

partial correlations, frequency counts and cross tabulations. Marking data was

entered in the computer under language arts and mathematics. The following

symbols were used in all charts contained in this technical report. Ll representing
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the first mark in language, L2 the prediction of the second language mark, L3

second mark in language, LA the prediction of the final language mark, L5 final

mark in language; Ml representing the first mark in math, M2 the prediction of

the second math mark, M3 second mark in math, M4 the prediction of the final

math mark, M5 final mark in math.

For computation purposes, the summative marks, the predicted marks and

the final marks in both language arts and mathematics were arithmetically valued

and entered in the computer as follows:

A+=l3 B+=IO C+=7 D+=4 E =I

A = l2 B: 9 C = 6 D = 3 Incomplete=0

A-=ll 8-: 8 C-=5 D-=2

These values were used to derive all statistical factors which are found

within the figures and tables of this study. Their role is particularly told in the

composite teacher policy model, Figure 4.2.

Across the year. Multiple regression is a general statistical technique for
 

analyzing the relationship between a dependent variable and a set of predictor

variables. In this case the researcher was interested in the extent to which the

final summative mark in a subject is a function of preceding marks within the

same year. The most important use of the regression technique is to descibe the

best linear prediction equation. Using multiple regression analysis, composite

teacher marking policies (equations) for language and mathematics were captured:

L5 (final language mark) = .42L3 + .30L4 + .I6L2 + .I5Ll - Constant

M5 (final math mark) = '39M4 + .34M3 + '23Ml - Constant
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There is some inconsistency between the policy equations. In the language

policy, the greatest predictor of the final mark is the second mark (Beta weight =

.42). The second greatest predictor is the final prediction (Beta = .30) and the

poorest predictor is the first mark (Beta = .I5). In the math equation the final

prediction is the greatest predictor of the final mark (Beta = .39) and the second

mark (.34) is the second greatest predictor.

All composite regressions were plotted. The basic purpose of a plot is to

give a pictorial representation of the relationship between any two variables and

to indicate the confidence interval of the regression line. The relationship

between the first and last marks in language and math are depicted here. All

other regression plots are in Appendix D.

Table 4.I

Relationship Between the Final Mark and Predictor Marks
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I Square - .az
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Standard Deviation - 1.13
Standard Deviation - 1.27

Note. Multiple regression analysis was used with the marks of

I52 upper-elementary students to describe the best linear

prediction equation. It is important to notice that not all

Beta weights are significant in the equation.
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Note. The relationship between the first and final mark7§

graphically presented. Of importance is the depiction of

the confidence interval surrounding the regression line.

 

Figure 1LT Plotted refitionship between first and final marks.

The possible inference that the final mark is largely a function of the

second mark and the final prediction, is supported by the Pearson correlations.

Pearson correlations are statistical techniques which provide a single number to

summarize the relationship between two or more variables. In the case of marks,

the researcher was interested in the relationship between the final mark and

preceding marks and predictions. The correlational charts included here indicate

that the final composite language and math mark is more closely correlated to the

actual second mark (.88) and the final predicted mark (.88) than to the first mark

(.82).
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Table 4.2

Correlations Between Marks

and Predicted Marks Across a Year
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Final mum L, .a2 .31 .aa .3 "ml "av-km l5 81 .n .3 .-

moo: F-m

Note. The Pearson correlations were derived from the

summative marks (first, second and final) of elementary

teachers across the school year.

 

Before drawing final inferences from the regression and correlational

analysis, the policy equation must be adjusted by the evidence derived from

partial correlations. Partial correlations allow the researcher to describe the

relationship between two variables while adjusting for the effects of one or more

additional variables. In this case the reseacher was interested in double-checking

the relationship between the predicted final mark (L4 and Ma) and the actual final

mark (L5 and M5) while controlling for other previous marks. Specifically when

controlling for Ll L2 L3, the correlation between the final prediction and the final

mark is reduced from .88 to .20, a reduction which is also present in

mathematics. The relationship between the prediction of the second mark and the

actual mark (L2 L3), when controlling for the first mark (LI) equals .26 and in

math it equals .3l.
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Table 4.3

Controlled Relationship Between

the Final Prediction and the Final Mark

 

Teacher N = 5 Student N = l52
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t. ' "W "I" n5 - rm! nm

Note. Partial correlations were derived from the marks of [52

upper elementary students across the year.

 

Through statistical analysis, the following conclusions appear. All marks-

are highly correlated and significant (P = .OOI). The final mark is most highly

correlated to the second mark which is primarily correlated to the first.

Correlations between actual marks are greater than those between predictions and

marks, although it is obvious that predictions become more closely correlated with

actual marks as the year progresses. The following judgment model emerges:
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Note. This judgment policy or model was derived from the

statistical analysis portion of the judgment study (multiple

regression, Pearson correlation and partial correlations)

and is based on the summative and predicted marks of l52

students across a school year.

 

Figure 4.2. Composite marking policy (with predictions).

 

The judgment model is corroborated by the pattern of the bargarph (frequencies)

which illustrates that the average marks across the year are generally slightly

lower than predictions.



Table 4.4

Composite Pattern of Marking Averages Across a Year

 

Teacher N = 5 Student N = l52
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Note. Bargraph derived from teachers' average marks and

predictions over a year's period.

 

At this point in the analysis, using statistical techniques, three competing

hypotheses are possible; a recency effect, a primacy effect and an averaging. The

original regression equation suggested that the marking policy was most heavily

influenced by a recent mark or prediction (0 recency effect). This hypothesis

represents a phenomenon noticed in many theories of error in human judgment in

which thinking is determined by the most recently available information in the

memory structure. However, this conclusion is drawn into question by the partial
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correlations. There is evidence in the partial correlations for the hypothesis that

the final mark is "anchored" in the first mark. The anchoring heuristic suggests

that teachers determine a student's marks early in the year, and adjustments

thereafter are biased toward the initial values. In the judgment literature, this

anchoring phenomenon is a typical error of laymen (Nisbett 8. Ross, l98l;

Kahneman & Tversky, I974), and it was found to be typical of teacher

expectancy/behavior patterns in repeated classroom interaction studies (Brophy 8.

Good, I970). Therefore, the inference that the last mark is anchored in the first

mark is not only present in the data but established in the literature. These two

hypotheses offer explanations at both extremes of the spectrum.

A third logical inference is possible and is not eliminated by the data. The

final mark may not be anchored in the first mark or recently determined by the

latest mark, but in fact, all three may be grounded in the teachers' record books.

This inference is not apparent in either the regression equation or the partial

correlations. However, regression and correlational analysis rely on arithmetic

abstractions which may avoid some important subtleties of the marking

judgment. A more detailed examination of the record book and the frequencies of

marks within each marking period was undertaken.

Within markingperiods An analysis of the teacher record books indicated
 

that each marking period stood on its own formative marks. Teachers regularly

assigned tasks and indicated completion in the record book. They stated that they

followed a combination rule which involves an arithmetic mean. That is, either by

hand calculation or calculator, teachers added all formative task marks and

divided by the total number of marks. Departures from this rule resulted under

two circumstances: when the formative work fell between two preordained

categories and when the work fell below C. Corroboration with records indicated

that this was generally followed. A formal statistical analysis of the formative
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marks within the teacher record book was not undertaken. Instead, the data from

the interview were corroborated by collecting the record books, photocopying all

language and math marks, and cross-checking.
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Note. Assignments are frequently taken from texts and

workbooks written for a national grade level norm.

 

Figure F3. Sample record book account.

 

This corroboration process was combined with an analysis of the extent of pluses

and minuses distributed throughout the year.
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Table 4.5

Distribution of Marks Across

Three Marking Periods - Language and Math
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An analysis of frequencies of marks, including pluses and minuses,

indicated that there are patterns within marking periods. Before discussing

inferences, it must be noted that two teachers did not give minuses or pluses on

report cards; however, they did use them in the record book or they had a schema

for extra effort (see Teacher Three and Teacher Four).

The majority of marks within each marking were assigned to the

preordained categories with only a minority invoking contingency rules.

Preordained categories predominated heavily in the first marking. Contingency

rules operated more regularly after the first marking with minuses given more

often than pluses. Minuses and pluses were primarily used as a contingency

measure to qualify As and 85. During the first language marking, only 2.7% were

C or below; second marking only 3.7%; final marking only 2.l%. Only one 0+ was

given in language and math combined with two Ds. The inference may be drawn

that there is more subtlety involved with marking at the upper level and that the

rate of change in minuses and pluses does not show up clearly in the arithmetic

abstractions of multiple regression and correlations. Contingency rules operate

differently below C than above C, indicating that OS and Es carry an altogether

different connotation to teachers than marks which are average and above.

The greatest evidence for the influence of the formative tasks of a

marking period in determining the summative mark was the official existence of

the record book, the listing and marking of tasks completed, and the integrity of

the math calculations. This was further supported by the fluctuations between

marking periods.

It became evident that each marking period was self-contained despite

potential hypotheses to the contrary. From the policy-capturing perspective, the

marking judgment in the majority of cases was procedural and linear, albeit

representative of only one phase of the process. Although the record book analysis
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lends more detail to the overall understanding of teachers' judgment processes,

neither the summative nor formative levels of analysis reveal the judgment

factors operating within the contingency rules nor answers the questions why

teachers do what they do. Other methods of inquiry were necessary to expose

these processes.

Verbal Analysis
 

Verbal analysis of protocols, like the statistical analysis was put into

perspective by the marking rules which emerged through process tracing. This

part of the study was particularly concerned with identifying the judgment factors

underlying the contingency rules.

Contingency rules are related to uncertain zones midway between marks

and to cases of failure or near failure. Exposing the judgment cues involved

various methods of establishing and categorizing teacher concerns. The interview

process not only recorded marks of I52 students, but asked teachers to predict the

next marking and to discuss the factors which influenced the prediction.

The common attributional categories were discussed in some detail in

Chapter III. They are ability, effort, task difficulty and luck. In coding verbatim

responses, 0 category of miscellaneous existed for one-time events. Early in the

process, luck was replaced by an emergent home support category, and

miscellaneous was replaced by an emergent catergory on class behavior and

physical maturity. The later is more aligned with utility and maintenance of class

flow or on-task behavior. Teacher statements were counted and turned into

percentages. A copy of the coding device may found in Appendix C. The

categories follow in Table 4.6.
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Table 4.6

Teacher Attribution-Utility Categories

Upper Elementary Students
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Table lI.7

Composite Attribution-Utility

 

Count Percentage
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Note. The left side of the table displays the actual count of

comments made by each teacher within each category

against the total class size and of all teachers against the

total l52 students. The right side of the table displays the

total percentage within each category of all teachers.

 

All teacher comments pertaining to individual pupil's marks were coded.

Once the categories of home support and classroom behavior were identified, no

additional miscellaneous category emerged despite the efforts of the researcher

to locate unique concerns which did not fit a framework.

Task difficulty did not emerge as a major concern for most teachers and .

needs further explanation. Teacher problems with task difficulty were frequently

solved by their use of individualized programs, grade level reading materials or

special education support. Hence typical comments were:
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She struggles to maintain Bs. She's sort of a C+, 8- kid

(coded under effort and ability).

She has learning problems, she's just plain slow, low LG. She

just has to have everything taught on her level or she doesn't get it.

If she were in a traditional classroom where the teacher was

teaching all fourth-grade level, she would be in big trouble, but I

individualize in basic skill subjects (coded under ability).

She has an A in reading, but I have starred that because she

is reading at third-grade level which is two grades below, but she is

doing )excellent work at the third—grade level (coded for ability and

effort .

I do not grade him in math; he is a learning disabled student

(coded as ability).

Math may dip as concepts become more difficult. She is a

hard worker, a good student, but I tend to feel that she is a low

achiever (coded for task difficulty, effort and ability).

She has not mastered multiplication yet, hence, she has a D

(coded for task difficulty).

These comments indicate great overlap between the categories of ability

and task difficulty due to teacher's choice of words. To clarify categories, task

difficulties were coded closely with specific subject matter. This overlap problem

is addressed at a later point by combining categories. However, it should not be

concluded from this that teachers lack concern with task difficulty.

The categories of home support and classroom behavior also deserve some

further explanation. Whereas effort, ability and task difficulty are common

attributional categories, the home support level appeared to be an attempt on the

part of teachers to qualify and perhaps control effort or lack of it. Not only is the

category frequently mentioned by teachers, but it is invoked at both extremes:

that of insufficient support or of sufficient support to gain leverage for more

effort.
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Consider the following comments:

I predict the grade will go up because she has not mastered

multiplication and received a D which hopefully woke the parent up

and let him know we have a problem.

Mark will remain A. High expectations from home.

She might improve if the mother is interested. It all

depends if the mother wants her to write better.

Well, I think mostly because parents start taking a very

active role in their children's education when kids bring home bad

grades.

In some cases it can damage a child's self-image but on the

other hand there are kids who can be motivated by low marks. i find

that I not only have to know the child but his parents too, to know if

a low grade would be damaging or motivating. And it only takes the

first conference to know.

When I got to working with his mother, he finally shaped up.

She is really below average student, but she works extremely

hard and has a very supportive father, and I think he is the driving

force here.

C-, 0-1. I predict D and D, split family. Mother works

nights, step-father emotional problems. Not a lot of energy left for

school work.

C-D. Marks will stay about the same. She lacks self-

confidence. Parental support is lacking or was. I hOpe it changes,

but she is late a lot and misses study time.

Home motivation is strong.

Almost no motivation from home.

Comments such as these were coded under home support level and were

clearly used by the teacher as a factor in predicting future academic success or

failure, on attribution process.

Class behavior was also a category which emerged and needs delineation.

This is a utility concept. That is, it was important to the teacher to maintain on-

task behavior and to maintain the flow of classroom activities. This maintenance
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of flow was a goal in itself, separate from achievement but also related to it

(Joyce, I980). Activities were planned to accomplish academic tasks; completed

tasks were equated with achievement. Therefore any disruption of class flow took

time away from a task. For individual students who caused distraction, the loss of

time was personal, but frequently, if the flow was disrupted, the loss of time was

general. Where teachers perceived that sociability, excessive talking and lack of

concentration were disruptive to task—oriented behavior, they mentioned these

characteristics in relation to predicted marks, i.e., "Her mark will probably go up

when she controls her talking." Each teacher stated that they allowed some level

of conversation during class, hence, comments on excessive talking, goofing off,

teasing, etc., were interpreted as off-task behavior which the teacher was

attempting to bring in line. Since the mark was based on the tasks completed, it

was assumed that the teacher's comment regarding a low grade was a recognition

that zeroes result. Tasks were incomplete, and therefore off-task behavior

lowered a mark. The category of classroom behavior lent itself to the decision-

tree method of utility analysis.
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Figure All. Decision tree for marking judgment (adapted from

Winstein, Fineberg, et al., p. l8).

 

The decision tree is the fundamental analytic tool for utility theory. It

requires the decision-maker to identify alternative action which might be taken
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and to obtain information at these times. An optimal course of action is desired.

In the case of teacher marking, the teachers were concerned to have students

complete tasks and to maintain class flow (on-task behavior). The decision tree

indicates points of risk and the following teacher comments indicate that teachers

risked marks to maintain task behavior during class.

Basically a C student but has a behavior problem with

another girl in the room, too much talking, but will probably do

better now that l have moved her away.

The C will come up I'm sure because she is very bright, but

there is too much talking; she is one of my worst talkers.

He's fairly bright, but he's been a discipline problem since

he's been here. I am trying something new this week with him. Peer

pressure. I assigned a couple of kids to every time goofs, to

yell out " get to work." Yell out right in class. It only started

today, but knows he's being watched by someone other than

me. He just needs that. I look for him to go up, but he's the most

distractable kid I have every seen and distracted mostly to bother

other people.

She is my second worst talker, but as I get a handle on her

behavior, I think the grades will pick up.

Teacher Four gives minuses and pluses in some areas:

. . . if they can stick with the task. If they are half way

between an A and B, and they've got minuses in my book because of

fooling around in class when they're supposed to be doing

experiements or whatever we're doing at the time, then I would give

them the lower of the two grades.

Teacher judgment factors, up to this point, have been established through

content analysis by coding verbatim responses and counting the totals in each

category. Ability emerged as the primary factor and effort secondary. Another

means of comparing factor weights, however, is to combine categories which have

great overlap and count again. By combining ability and task difficulty and

comparing the new category to a combination of the highly overlapping categories
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of effort, home support and classroom behavior, a second conclusion appears.

Teachers are more concerned with factors related to effort than ability.

Table 4.8

Attribution-Utility Categories Collapsed

 

  

Ability/Task Difficulty Effort/Home/Behavior

I I7 Comments Ability 90 Comments Effort

l9 Comments Task Sl Comments Home

__ 3 Comments Behavior

l 36 TOTAL l 90 TOTAL

 

Theoretically, this conclusion makes sense. Teachers, like people in general,

perceive that they have more influence over effort than ability (Weiner, I979). In

addition the category of effort covers two purposes of the teacher; individual task

completion and classroom on-task behavior. Ability, on the other hand, serves

primarily the individual level. The first conclusion which appears from

categorizing and coding verbal comments is that ability is the primary judgment

cue for marks. The second conclusion, which appears after related categories

have been collapsed, is that effort is the primary factor in marking judgments.

The possible third conclusion from the coding data is that the categories

of ability and effort are impossible to separate entirely, and therefore

continuously present the teacher with a very complex judgment situation. It is

difficult to clearly weight one category over another as a judgment cue. It is safe

to say that high ability and high effort at the elementary level result in high

marks, and low ability and low effort result in low marks. Any other combination

of ability and effort presents complexity in isolating judgment cues if one remains

within this counting mode of analysis.
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There is, however, a different way to analyze the data. When research

goes beyond counting comments, one notes that descriptions of unstable effort and

distracting or disrupting classroom behavior are much more lengthy and elaborate

than descriptions depiciting productive students. The longest and most elaborate

descriptions involved home support level as a rationale. Contrast the following

key descriptions:

Descriptions of brightness with effort.

She is a very bright kid and a hard worker.

Again a bright girl, high expectations from home.

She is an overachiever, a good student and very

conscientious.

A, A. Just a very highly motivated student, a lot of internal

motivation as well as from home.

B, A. He'll stay there. He just seems really motivated.

He is my brightest, hardest worker, and I predict he'll be an

A all year. He does all the extras too.

A, A. Very bright, has had a discipline problem up until now,

no more though.

B. A. Very bright but a little disorganized.

B, B. Same. Both of these kids are just kind of steady

workers.

Description of uncertainty with unstable effort.

D in math. D in language and I predict they will come up.

He has a lot of home influences in his background. He is living with

a grandfather, the mother has gone to court to achieve custody. i

feel he is a much brighter student than his marks show. So if I can

get him motivated myself, I think his marks will come up.

She has a D in math, C in language. This is an

underachiever, immature student. I think she is capable of doing

more, but she is much more interested in socializing than working.

A loving little girl, capable of improving.
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Has a D in math, a D in language. I referred for

language disability because I believe he is much bri hter. He is

reading a couple of grade levels below where he shou d be and yet

through social studies discussions, I feel he is quite frightened. He is

being tested right now.

C, D. Language will stay, but the math might drop. Again

because of the complexity of the math coming up for P. And P

probably is pretty much of an average student but very immature,

not especially motivated to do well. She is the youngest child in the

family which, I think plays some role.

Dropped from A to B in language because of incomplete

assignments. I think he'll get it back up. He's a very bright

boy. has a lot of personal problems which—he's doing a pretty

good job of keeping from interfering with classroom, but he really

does have a lot. A single mother with—well they've had a lot of

problem with people breaking in the home. He's seeing a

psychiatrist too. That seems to be—at the beginning of the year he

had a real nervous "tic" in his throat. I don't hear it anymore. He's

getting that under control.

C, D. She is my second lowest child and expected to stay

the same. Real problem I have with this one, because I've

recommended her for testing and her parents refused. Her parents

insisted that I put her in a different book because the book I gave

her was too easy. So I've had a problem with the parents because

they refused to recognize that she is slow. I had two conferences in

the same week with the parents. Finally I just let them have their

way. I just put a note in her file to the effect that I will not accept

the responsibility for the book that she is in. I requested testing, but

they refused.

Elaboration of problems is, therefore, a powerful way to weight the

concerns of teachers. Using elaboration, descriptions within a category indicated

that teachers were much more concerned with ability accompanied by unstable

effort than with ability accompanied by steady or extra effort. Effort in these

cases was the key judgment factor, not ability. Once again, however, the

descriptive data indicated a high interrelationship.

The role of predictions in the marking judgment deserves separate

discussion. Does teacher expectancy (prediction) play an important judgment role

during evaluation? Many studies reviewed by Brophy and Good (I975) concluded

that expectancies became self-fulfilling prOphesies in the classic model of
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Pygmalion in the Classroom, 0 well-publicized study by Rosenthal and Jacobsen
 

(I968). The expectancy model holds that "Early in the school year, using the

school records and/or observations of students during classroom interaction, all

teachers form differential expectations regarding the achievement potential and

personal characteristics of the students in their classrooms. Some of these intitial

expectations are inappropriate, and some are relatively rigid and resistant to

change even in the face of contradictory student behavior." These expectancies

cause teachers to begin to treat students differently (Brophy 8. Good, p. 39).

The evidence contained within this study of teacher marking does not

contradict this hypotheses, but it questions it. For example, as evidenced in the

statistical analysis of the composite study, teacher predictions were higher than

actual marks throughout the year. Teachers continued this pattern in the cue sort

exercise which was given immediately after the final mark. The cue sort (see

teacher cases) was not statistically meaningful, but it emphasized the strong

relationship between ability and effort and pointed to continuous high

expectations for students. These expectations were born out through the high

composite B averages. Looking at the verbal analysis, teachers discussed home

support factors and classroom behavior primarily in relation to prediction at the

beginning of the marking period. But when the actual summative marking

judgment was made, teachers tended to routinely look at work completion

factors. The majority of marks were determined by routine procedural rules.

Predictions, therefore, did not appear to determine summative marks.

Predictions appeared to be based on the teachers' perceptions of effort to be

expended as estimated by knowledge of the attribution categories, whereas marks

were based on actual effort expended as measured through task completion in the

record book. Optimistic predictions may reflect the teachers' sense of control to

influence task completion positively either by leverage through home support, or
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by creating interesting and captivating academic tasks. Hence predictions may

tell as much about teachers' professional self-confidence as about students' ability

and effort. While the evidence in this study does not contradict the expectancy

theories, it does suggest that prediction may be quite a separate type of activity

from marking judgments and that it might be useful to distinguish carefully

between the terms prediction and judgment. Prediction appears to be more

closely related to planning and beginning activities than to marking judgments and

concluding activities.

From alternative methods of analysis, judgment cues used by teachers in

the marking process have been identified and weighted. The inference can be

made that although elementary teachers acknowledged ability as a major cause of

success or failure, of higher or lower grades, they were more concerned with

maintaining individual effort toward task completion and its counterpart whole

class effort toward on-task behavior.

One last concern in this study was whether or not teachers used the

summative marking process as a feedback mechanism for their teaching

effectiveness. The following questions opened the way for responses: (25) What

do these marks (formative) represent? (Probe: Why were these specific

assignments chosen?) (27) Are there activities which occur which you don't

mark? (34) As you look at this whole group of grades, how would you say this

group is progressing? Are you satisfied? (3) You have said that you are generally

(satisfied-dissatisfied). Will you change any of your plans for next year? (l0)

Consider the following situation: A year-end marking in which more than three-

quarters of the 30 students in Teacher X's class receive C or D. What would you

conclude?

Answers to these questions led to the conclusion that summative marks

were not a feedback mechanism, however, individually assigned tasks, especially
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tests, may serve as such mechanisms. All teachers were generally satisfied with

their classes' progress. All teachers ended the year with a class average in

language arts and math which hovered close to a B. All teachers were surprised

that the average was so high and openly pondered the implications. All teachers

rejected the occurrence of the simulated situation in l0 as possible.

I never heard of a situation like that. I can't ever think of a

situation where three-fourths would receive Cs and Ds. I would

want to know the record of the preceding year, whether they made

any progress at all. I'd want to know the reading level. We've never

had a situation like that here, and I've taught for long enough that I,

usually have at least some really good student and then you've got

some that are not outstanding, but they're good. If they're reading

below grade level, we write that accordingly. That's why I can't

understand, can't imagine that situation.

The teacher is not doing his or her job. Three-quarters, did

you say? i can't believe it. You know—that would be my first

inclination. I would suspect that something was getting across to

that top group of students. I'd want to know what type of unit the

teacher happened to be teaching, if the teacher was giving

individualized instruction versus group, whether there were any

personality conflicts (laughs). I would suspect that right away. Was

the teacher having any problems of his or her own, for one reason or

another? Especially if I were the principal, i would check into that

first. That isn't the way the year should end up. There are too many

good students in a classroom. Given the chance, they'll produce for

you.

C or D? Well, one conclusion could be that the students

were not up to relating well with the teacher and were not really

motivated to please the teacher. Another factor could be that there

was little home motivation and maybe school is not interesting. I

can't really imagine it happening—not here.

In contrast to the rejection of the simulation situation, the teachers

responded to question 27 by indicating that task failure was a feedback. They

stated that they did not mark all activities. Those most frequently excluded were

introducing new material, pretests, class discussions and tests failed by a

significant portion of the class. This, therefore, became a direct question in the

second interview. Answers included:
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For instance, a complete failure across the board? Maybe

five people passing the subject. Then I feel that l failed and my

grade is bad. So no grade goes in the book. If it has been something

disasterous in the social studies area, we just had a study on Canada,

and they all did poorly with the exception of three children, we

decided to throw that out. And I would reteach it from another

approach, and we had a person come in and give us some additional

information on Canada, and we are in the process of using a couple

of movies. Then we'll go back and try again.

I would reteach if i felt the test was good. if I felt the test

tested what I wanted it to test. Then if the kids were not achieving

at the level I would expect, as an overall pattern, then I would go

back and reteach and then give a similar test again.

I would take it personally to mean that I didn't teach it very

well. I didn't motivate them to learn. My response would depend

how important I felt the material was. If I felt it was very

important, then I would reteach it. If it was something that was,

just happened to be in the book, but i didn't consider it important

very subjectively, then I would just let it go and sometimes I would

give the kids a chance to redo the test or take it home and correct it

for some credit.

(Laughs) Either i didn't teach the material or the questions

were presented to them in such a way as to be too confusing. So if

it happened, I would either strike out the test and not even put the

mark in or I would lower my standards for that particular test and

change the grading standard.

I have a standard grading system, percentages, 90-l00 is an

A, 80-90 is a B, etc. The only difference I know is one time during

the fall, i changed the grading standard for a social studies test

because the highest score was eight out of ten. it was a hard test.

in this case, I put eight was an A, and then I just went seven was a B,

etc. So I did adjust that one. (This teacher weights tests as equal to

homework tasks.)

The contrast between the responses to failure on a test and to the

simulated situation where the summative marks were three-fourths Cs and D5

with no outright failures, supported the idea that tasks were more important

indicants of learning and effective teaching to teachers than summative marks

which were seen as a routine averaging of task marks.

Some anticipated findings did not emerge from this investigation of

marking. This may be the result of the interview format or the lack of expertise
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on the part of the interviewer to probe at significant points. Specifically the

researcher had hoped that teachers would discuss the selection and quality of

assigned tasks to a far greater extent and make distinctions between tasks which

would indicate different values (weights). instead, most teachers remained on a

general level discussing the significance of the number and variety of tasks rather

than the quality. However, most weighted tests more heavily (double) than other

tasks. Some assignments were simply checked in or out rather than being

corrected, indicating a quality decision. There seemed to be a general assumption

that most tasks were worthy, especially the individualized skill tasks which came

from published materials and occupied many entries in record books.

Conclusions which could be drawn from this lack of detailed comment are

likely to be spurious. However, the discussion is important because it appears to

be related to task difficulty which most teachers did not list as an important

attributional category during the marking judgment. The conclusion which seems

most probable is 101 that teachers do not make such distinctions, but rather that

such distinctions are important during the planning process (beginning) instead of

the marking process (concluding). Once tasks are selected, they become part of

an assumption which teachers operate from, and which are questioned only at

times of failure as when the majority of the class failed a test. This further

supports the finding that during the marking judgment, teachers are not concerned

with task quality so much as with standard of task completion.

Other anticipated findings did not emerge. Teachers seldom discussed the

future placement or success of the student beyond the current year. They seldom

discussed their own marks in relation to any outside criteria except the Michigan

Educational Achievement Program (MEAP). They seldom discussed standardized

testing outcomes as a measure of effective teaching. These would have indicated

out-of-classroom measures. The findings which emerged, combined with those
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which did not, indicate that teachers concerns during the marking judgment were

largely bounded by classroom parameters.
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Composite Summary

The purpose of the study of teacher judgment during marking was to

create an understanding of the judgment processes which engage teachers across a

year and to see if these processes indicate a pattern or model. The data gathered

and analyzed have fulfilled the purpose. The findings indicate that teachers

generally follow procedural and contingency rules which divide the process into

three stages: collection of task completion information, computation of task

information and modification strategies to deal with uncertainty between

categories and with failure. A marking judgment model, derived from the

combined findings of statistical and verbal analysis, illustrates these stages and is

included in the integrated summary following the teacher cases.

The findings indicate that the statistical techniques help determine

outcomes, hence, they are a signal for caution. The statistical techniques of

multiple regression, Pearson correlations and partial correlations, revealed that

each marking period made a contribution to the final mark. Regression analysis

generally weighted the final prediction and the second mark as the most

influential predictors, supporting a recency model of decision making. The

Pearson correlations revealed that all marks were more highly related and

significant than the regression equation leads one to believe, although the Pearson

correlations supported the general weighting patterns of the regression process.

Partial correlations which control for specified variables, questioned the

recency effect, and supported an "anchoring" or primacy effect. Both the recency

and anchoring effects are well known as common judgment processes. The

teachers, however, stated that they strictly averaged the separate summative

marks across the year thereby contradicting both hypotheses.
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The findings of this study indicate that each marking period stands on its

own tasks. Teachers do generally average formative marks at the end of a

marking period, and they do generally average the summative marks to arrive at a

final mark. However, an analysis of record books, of minuses and pluses and of

verbal protocols reveals that they do not do this as "strictly" or as "cut and dried"

as they perceive. Instead they have contingency rules which operate in zones of

uncertainty and in exceptions. Contingency situations seem to increase as the

year goes on.

Teachers have considerable commonality about the judgment cues which

operate during contingency zones. The cues include ability, effort, home support

level, classroom behavior/physical maturity and task difficulty. Effort constitutes

the primary contingency cue with ability close behind.

The composite study reveals that teacher marking processes at the

procedural level are related to task completion and at the contingency level are

related to factors which promote task completion, especially effort. Interest in

the home support level is basically related to gaining leverage to maintain or

increase effort. Interest in classroom behavior is also related to maintaining on-

task behavior of a significant group of students to assure task completion.

Taken together, these procedural and contingency judgment processes

reveal that teachers' marks are task focused and classroom bound.
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Case One—Teacher One

Base Data

Sex: Male.

Years of teaching: III. In this district: l4.

Class Size: 29.

Grade and composition: 6 fifth/23 sixth; l3 boys, l6 girls.

Parents attending last conference: 25 of 29.

 

Philosophy and Rule

Teacher One believed the current system of marking was satisfactory.

During an experience with a Pass, Satisfactory, Unsatisfactory system, he felt

that teachers did not have "enough breakdown." He felt that "written comments

to parents is the largest controversy in the school because of the time it

consumes." Teacher One described his phi|050phy that "children should be

appraised weekly and know where they are on the parameters that l have set: how

they compare to their peers, how they are comparing to the material and what

they are accomplishing. i talk to them as a class and have them figure out their

grade, and if it is a serious situation then I will have a conference." To this end,

Teacher One set up operating rules:

Procedural rules:

I. I put everything in the book so I don't have to try and

remember. i don't try to do any grades from memory.

2. Roughly thirty grades were considered in the first marking.

i try to give roughly a grade per day in each subject if we
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cover the subject that day. Some grades reflect three days

of work, for instance when we are working on a series of

plays and writing a play.

The categories in the record book are planned weekly.

We start out in the beginning of the year with everyone in

the same area, same book, same pages. The ones who excel,

the ones who get five lOOs in a row then are selected out.

They form a fast moving group called the "jet set" but this

group fluctuates continually.

There are some things I don't mark like introductions to new

units and pretests in new areas.

I mark in percentages and convert to the marks. 96 to iOO is

an A, 90 to 95 an A-, 85 to 89 is B, 80 to 84 is B-, 75 to 79 is

a C, and i only give one C and one D category.

I weigh a test grade right against daily work. i don't give it

extra weight. A lot of people do not test well, and so I

would rather down play a test and up play daily work. If the

daily work is being done by a parent for instance, then it

gives the child an unfair advantage, but it is very very

evident as soon as we do take a test. Then I adjust the

weighting.

Contingency rules:

We also have group grading where six children may receive

the same grade for a project. But if one person is fooling

around and the rest are working, this person may receive a

lower grade.

if i have a complete failure across the board, that is, maybe

five people passing the test, then I don't record the grade.

Then i feel I failed. We just had a study on Canada and they

all did poorly, with the exception of three children, so we

decided to throw that out, and I would reteach it from

another approach.

Also, I allow the child to throw out their worst grade. in

daily grading i always give them the benefit of the doubt.

Some subjects are harder to mark. Math and spelling are

easy and right out of the book. Social studies, reading and

language arts are difficult to find out precisely where the

child is. They involve a lot of correcting of papers and

tests. I think they should know something pretty specific,

not just generalizations. For instance, if they said there are

many provinces in Canada and two territories, then i weigh
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that, okay, what do they mean by many, but if they go on

and tell me something about the provinces and they have

just forgotten to give me ten, then I have to make a

judgment, does this person really know there are ten? The

rest of the test may tell me.

5. I retain people. However, i don't keep them back unless they

can benefit. These two children are capable of something

more, but they need a year of stability to know rules and

parameters. i try to build these children up. it is

devastating to go on and on and get more and more of things

you don't understand. On the other hand, will not stay,

because I just don't think this student has the equipment or

is capable of much more.

6. Occasionally, I give pluses for extra credit work. If a child

completes extra problems or completes a challenge, I give

them a plus. When I figure the final grades, if the grade was

a 95, I would round it off to 96 because of the extra effort

work. So a child that is maybe not the sharpest in the world,

but is a very diligent worker receives credit for being a

diligent worker. However, the child must score a certain

score, and I do strictly take that off the top.

7. Kids must end up on their own merit, and I take strictly the

four marking periods, tally those and divide them by four,

and wherever that grade falls within the half point, i give

them that grade. 50 the minuses and pluses come in there.

In line with these rules, Teacher One set up a record book system. it is

the marks derived from this system that are analyzed statistically in the next

section. A section analyzing the interview protocol precedes the case summary.

Statistical Analysis

Three statistical techniques (multiple regression, Pearson correlation and

partial correlations) were combined to reveal the marking policies of Teacher One

across a school year in language and mathematics. The tables used to modify the

original regression equation and yield on adjusted marking model may be found in

Appendix D.
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Note. These policies were captured through Pearson correlations

adjusted by partial correlations. Summative marks and

predicted marks were the base data.

 

Figure 4.57 Marking policy for Teacher One (with predictions) for

29 students. '

 

The initial regression equation indicated that the final prediction in

language (Beta = .60) and the second mark (Beta = .34) were the best predictors of

the final language mark. in math, the final mark was best predicted by the second

mark (Beta = .69) and no others were significant. The Pearson correlations

supported this. Adjustment by the partial correlations reduced the effect of the

final prediction of language. The frequency bargraph supported the impact of the

actual marks strongly.
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Table 4.9

Pattern of Average Marks Across a Year

Teacher One

Students = 29
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Note. These averages were derived from the marks and
 

predicted marks of 29 students across a school year.

 

Hence Teacher One's policies resembled the composite model to a

remarkable degree. All marks were highly correlated (P = .OOI). Actual marks

predicted the final mark more accurately than predicted marks. Predicted marks

were more highly correlated with immediate past marks than with future marks.

The frequency distribution of marks for Teacher One also resembled the

composite distribution. Teacher One used minuses and pluses, thus depicting the
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contingency rules quantitatively. The pattern of minuses and pluses increased as

the year continued; increasing from O in the first language mark to 20.6% the

second and 37.9% the third; increasing from 6.9% in the first math marks to 34.4%

in the second to 4|.3% in the third. The pattern indicated that all minuses and

pluses operate at the A/B level and that there are consistently more minuses than

pluses. Despite increasing contingency rules, Teacher One's predominant pattern

remained procedurally based with more than 5096 of the marks in preordained

categories of A B C D E as shown in Table 4.I0.

An analysis of Teacher One's record book reveals his task entries (see

Figure 4.6). He has a total of 20 tasks which show a wide variety of content

including skill dittos, letters, one test, compositions, penmanship assignments and

special topics such as Halloween. Percentages are used and averaged into mark

equivalencies at the end of the marking period. Teacher One does not use a

check-in (,I) system, but he does enter some assignments at IOO96 if they are

completed (note columns full of lOOs). Teacher One's marking policies are

obviously focused on task completion.
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Table 4.I0

Distribution of Marks Across Three Marking Periods
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Note. Teacher One's judgment policies followed the

general composite model.

 

Figure 1&6. Record book account Teacher One.
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Verbal Analysis

An analysis of Teacher One's protocol indicates that his contingency rules

are based on the attributional-utility factors of the composite model.

Table 4.I |

Attribution-Utility Percentage

Teacher One

Students 29
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The pattern of weighting factors is also representative. Ability (.93) and

effort (.90) vie for first influence on judgment. Home support level (.59) is clearly

his next concern. His descriptions of home situations are elaborate and closely

related to effort which increases the impact of effort as a category.

Ancedotes illustrate the complexity of Teacher One's weighting of cues

between categories.

Now I had a parent last year who did all the kid's work; it

was very evident. In fact we wrote on the paper, I wasn't the first

one, dear Mr. So and So you've done very well on the daily work and

sent the work home. I don't know if it ever got there, but we graded

the dad as he did the daily work and the kid didn't know anything,
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didn't know from applesauce as to what was going on. He had three

children in the school and he did all the work; he was very busy.

(Teacher graded down, tasks not completed by student.)

is a B- in math and a D in language arts and that is a

severe drop. The reason was she just didn't complete a lot of

subjects, a lot of things; her mother came in, she tried to make them

up, she didn't make of three of them and then just gave up. She's a

very moody child. They just told her she was going to move to

Arizona and the family's so screwed up you can't believe it. The dad

is a 25- year marine sergeant, so you know how that is. There is

absolutely, I mean he does ridiculous things like penalizes the kid to

the house for 90 days! That's like a court martial you know. That's

not using your head in discipline. The kid forgets what they're being

disciplined for. Scrub the john for l20 days. Geez, dumb! i can't

get it across to him, you know. (Teacher graded down. Lack of task

completion overrode home problem.)

I'm going to pass him. It wouldn't do any good to fail him.

He's got a dying grandmother living in the home, they just moved her

out. His parents are older than I am, older than we are. They're in

their late 603 and here's this little squirt coming along. He's got all

kinds of physical problems but I think 90% of them are made up.

The parents are heavy smokers. He does have chronic chest

congestion and allergies to smoke and dogs and cats and all this

stuff. He lives in that house you know and then he worries. He's

constantly worried his dad's going to die, his mother has attacks,

sugar attacks and he comes home and finds her out on a sugar

attack, has to go and get her insulin and give her a shot and the

grandmother, uh, it tears him up all the time and they do crazy

things like call the school and get him ready to come home. No

explanation. So then he's blubbering around the room wondering, my

mother's dying, or my father's . . . he's always worried, wouldn't do

any good to fail him. He could do no better, the poor kids got all of

the worries l've got on my back plus a dozen of his own. A little old

man already. He had the best, I took him home with me last week

and, I take all of the kids home during the year, three at a time.

And I took him home last week and this little guy had the best time I

think he probably ever had in his life. He was so, he didn't want to

leave, he didn't want to come back home and he was so excited he

almost wet his pants. He was just shaking he was so excited about

going and being there, and I take him down to do a little wood shop

project with him and we played games, he was so excited his hands

were shaking. Poor little guy. (Teacher graded up. Problems

override task completion.)

Despite considerable sympathy with student home problems, Teacher One

remains loyal to a task completion criteria. Effort toward that goal must be in

evidence or the odds must be overwhelming, such as the quoted case, before

Teacher One relinguishes basic procedural rules.
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The category of class behavior received very few comments (.24) from

Teacher One. Evidently his task orientation does not make behavior a major

problem. However, there is not sufficient data to draw conclusions.

Teacher One did not comment on the simulation question because the

interview ran short of time. However, he commented emphatically that a failure

of the majority of students on a unit test would provide an occasion to reteach.

He gave an example of a recent occurrence which was quoted in the composite.

case. He saw such task failure as a feedback mechanism.

Teacher One resembled the composite case in his optimism. His

predictions were higher than actual marks across the year. His class average was

high. in addition, the cue sort technique given at the end of year reinforced this

conclusion.

Table li.l2

Cross Tabulations of Effort and Ability

Teacher One.

 

EFFORT

High Low
 

High 21 4 25
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Low 0 4 4

    
21 8 29

Criteria from outside the classroom did not enter Teacher One's regular

marking judgment. "The only time I ever do this (compare students to

standardized tests) is if I am challenged on the grade I am giving. I never look at

their past record when i give them. The only record I look at is a reading score

card that comes with them . . . we try to put them into the proper book."
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However, Teacher One does have curiosity about his students in seventh grade.

"They send back the testing machine runoff and I compare it just to find out where

my kids went, because I like to compare them against past years. They've always

done well. Yes, l am finding out how well I'm doing." These comments indicate a

definite interest in the student's future, but there is not specific detail involved

perhaps because he perceives the situation as successful. These general

sentiments, however, were never expressed in relation to any of Teacher One's

marks or predicted marks.

Summary

Teacher One's judgment policies closely resembled the composite case.

He marked the majority of students according to procedural rules and a minority

according to contingency rules. His judgment cues related to contingency rules

also mirror the composite with more weight for effort and ability.

Teacher One's policies have coherency. They are focused on task

completion on a variety of tasks besides skills. His marking is classroom bound.
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Case Two--Teacher Two

Base Data

Sex: Male.

Years of teaching: l9. In this district: l7.

Class size: 28.

Grade and composition: li/S split.

Parents attending last conference: 26 or 28.

 

Philosophy and Rules
 

Teacher Two was very satisfied with the current grading system (see

report card in Appendix 8). Only as a child had he experienced a different system

of excellent, satisfactory and unsatisfactory. He appreciated the fact that the

school district did not have a specific philosophy of grading and felt "thank

goodness, i hate to be dictated to. i like it just the way it is because we all have

our own criteria for grading."

Teacher Two "see grades as having two purposes: one to inform parents

one to motivate children. Not to inform children, because i think children in my

class always know where they're at anyway. But sometimes I grade down in order

to motivate them to try harder next time. But my primary thing is to report to

parents."

To this end, Teacher Two has certain rules which he applies to marking.

Some of these rules or strategies are embedded in phil050phical statements.

Procedural rules:

I. Our report cards give us a chance to put down the grade
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level at which students operate as well as grade. Since I

teach all basic subjects on an individualized basis, I have

kids reading as low as beginning third and as high as sixth. I

could give a third grade reader an A if they were doing a lot

of work and trying very hard. In other words, an effort

grade. This also works in the reverse. I do have some

children that are in the fourth grade in a sixth grade book

and getting a C or a D on their report card because they did

not read a lot and did not do their workbook properly.

I grade according to what we've done. We may have as few

as four grades in a marking or as many as ten. If I have less

than four, I probably wouldn't even give a grade. I would

think the grade wouldn't even be valid. I don't give many

grades so they tend to be very important when I do give

them, especially tests. Well, I think it's very unfortunate

when you only have one test in a marking period to grade,

which was the case this last marking period and that was my

fault. I just let things go too long and it came to the end of

the year, end of the marking period and I didn't have enough

time. I think to be fair with kids and ive them a chance

you should give at least two or three other minor grades to

average with those tests.

Generally I just follow the old standard: 90s is an A, 808 is a

B, 70s is a C and 603 is a D, below 60 would be an E. l

weight tests and written reports heavier and usually put

them in a different color so they can be seen.

in reading, math or penmanship, they can sort of go at their

own speed. For instance they know they are expected to do

at least one penmanship paper a week, ten papers per ten

weeks. Those that had l0 pass papers got a middle 8. If

they did considerably more they could get an A. Two

children got A+s because they had done 35 or 40 papers

when l0 were expected.

My records are free, they are on my desk all the time. Kids

are always looking over my shoulder comparing even

competing with each other to see who has the most math

papers, etc.

Contingency rules:

Well, two things influence whether l'll go up or down. The

child itself; if I feel they're trying their hardest, i tend to

give them the higher grade. if I think that they are capable

of even better than that highest grade, a higher grade above

that, I would tend to give them the lower grade to sort of

encourage them to try harder next time. And the other

thing: earlier in the year I tend to give the lower grade,
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later in the year I tend to give the higher grade because I

think grades can be used for motivation and you motivate a

child more, I believe, by giving them the lower grade to

begin with and give them something they can shoot for.

That is, if we're talking C+s and B+s but if we're talking very

low grades like the difference between and E and a D-, I

would tend to go the higher grade if it's in the low range, say

below C because it tends to help your self-image and some

kids, once I have seen kids just blossom and bloom when l've

given them the higher grade, the C instead of the D. And it

improves their self-image and they feel so much better

about themselves. But when we're talking above a C then i

tend to give them the lower grade early in the year and the

higher grade later in the year.

i don't usually grade daily discussions. if we read out of a

book and have a discussion about something, and if the class

is cooperative, I don't usually grade. But if they get so they

are not listening or paying attention which has not happened

this year yet, then i start giving oral reports which I record

as pluses or minuses.

Marks are a motivating factor mostly because parents start

taking a very active role in their children's education when

the kids bring home bad grades. This is greatest during the

first two markings, but along about the third marking period

it's spring and everyone's attention is sort of turned away

from school, including parents. Well, in some cases it can

damage a child's self-image but on the other hand, there are

kids who can be motivated by low marks. I find that i not

only have to know the child but his parent, too. To know if a

low grade would be damaging or motivating to them. And it

only takes after the first conference and even asking other

teachers about certain kids to find out whether low grading

would damage them or not.

Well, like all teachers I have my expectations of what a

child should do in my room and I guess I feel that it's my

responsibility to not only just give out work and put grades

in the grade book, but see to it that a kid achieves up to my

expectations. Push, push, push, l'm always pushing them.

l'm always reminding them. l'm always trying if they fall

below on a test as a class tending to 9 ve them an

opportunity to do extra credit work to make up their grade.

I don't like to send Cs and D3 and Es home. But I do. You

looked at my report cards. You see that i do send Cs and D5

and Es. But I give them all the opportunity I can. l'm a

mother hen. I really keep after them and try to give them

every opportunity.

If the majority of the class failed a test, I would take that

personally to mean that I didn't teach it very well. I didn't

motivate them to learn. Sometimes i would give the kids a
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chance to redo the test, take it home and correct it or

correct it in class and try to improve their grade or as I did

this last test in social studies I had nine kids get an E on the

big unit test and I told them I was sorry that the information

was taken directly from the book and they were told what

the test would be on, they were told that most of the test

would be the vocabulary words that were in dark print and

all they had to do was . . . so I felt that the test was fair but

so many did get poor grades on it and it was right before

card marking and I had to grade their report cards the nine

kids would have taken home Es and I didn't want to send Es

home on report cards to parents. I ended up sending about

three home. I gave the kids an option of doing some extra

credit questions in their book, strictly on their own, and I

told them where the questions were and how to do them and

quite a few came in and l was able to raise their grade. It

was sort of a band-aid approach to the situation. I sure don't

like to send home Es.

In line with these rules, Teacher Two set up a record book system. It is

the marks derived from this system that are analyzed statistically in the next

section. A section analyzing the interview protocols precedes the summary.

Statistical Analysis

Three statistical techniques (multiple regression, Pearson correlations and

partial correlations) were combined to reveal the marking policies of Teacher Two

across a school year in language and mathematics (see Appendix D for background

tables).
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Marking Policy (with Predictions)

Teacher Two
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Note. These policies were captured through Pearson correlations

adjusted by partial correlations. Summative marks and

predicted marks were the base data.

 

 

Figure 4.7. Marking policy for Teacher Two (with predictions) TOT

28 students.

The initial regression equation (see Appendix D) indicated that the second

language mark (Beta = .34) and the final prediction in math (Beta = .40) were the

best predictors of the final mark. This was supported by the Pearson correlations

but adjusted somewhat by the partials. The frequency bargraph appears to be the

deciding factor in this policy.
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Table 4. l 3

Pattern of Average Marks Across a Year

Teacher Two
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Note. These averages were derived from the marks and
 

predicted marks of 28 students across a school year.

Teacher Two has a 9.5 class average and predicted average in language across the

year until the last mark when it increases to l0.2, the highest of all five

teachers. In math, the average steadily increases across the year for both actual

and predicted marks; from 8.2 to 8.8 to 9.3 to 9.4 to l0.0. Yet these marks result

in the weakest correlations of any of the five subjects. This appears to be related

to the fluctuating distribution of minus and plus marks. Nevertheless, the

correlations are generally high and significant.
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Hence Teacher Two's policies resemble the composite model in that the

average remains stable despite fluctuations in minuses and pluses. Predictions are

more highly correlated to the immediate past mark than those of other teachers.

The frequency distribution of marks for Teacher Two resembles the

composite in having minus and plus categories. These categories also follow the

composite pattern of having few in the first marking (7.l% in math, l4.3% in

language) increasing in the final mark (46.5% in math, 42.9% in language). During

the second language marking however, Teacher Two gave 64.3% of his marks with

plus or minus modifications which did not follow the composite pattern.

Obviously, Teacher Two used contingency rules regularly as depicted in Table

4.I4.
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Table 4.I4

Distribution of Marks Across Three Marking Periods
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An analysis of Teacher Two's record book indicates the task entries (see

Figure ll.8). Teacher Two had the least entries and relied on creative assignments

(writing and stories) rather than skill areas which may account for the use of

contingency rules. Teacher Two also puts the greatest stress on literature and

book reports. Students gain contingency points through the black dots which

appear on the left side of the page.
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Note. This record book page was extracted from data collecter

on Teacher Two's marks in language and mathematics.

This depicts marks in language for two marking periods.

 Figure 4.8. Record book account Teacher Two.
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The conclusion appears that Teacher Two differs from the composite

model by specifying fewer procedural rules, by entering less tasks and by allowing

considerably more Ieaway for individual student initiative. Teacher Two's class

average resembles the model in being considerably above average.

Verbal Analysis

Teacher Two's attribution-utility chart reflected the same general

categories of concern as the composite judging model. However, he put different

weights on the cues: ability (.75) running significantly higher than effort (.32);

classroom behavior (.54) higher than any other teacher in the study; home support

comments running lower (. l0). Teacher Two seldom commented on task difficulty

perhaps because he used an individualized approach in almost every area.

It is difficult to characterize Teacher Two's task orientation. He has

fewer tasks in the record book, but he offers the greatest Opportunity for students

to do even more tasks on a contingency basis. Some students take advantage of

this, hence, his generally high class average. The procedural base is less clear.

The highly individualized approach may explain the lack of discussion about a

specific level of achievement for the class.
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Table ll. | 5

Attribution-Utility Percentage

Teacher Two
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situation.

i teach all the basic subjects on a individualized basis so i

have kids as low as beginning third and as high as sixth.

Usually my problem is not the letter grades I give out so

much as the grade level in those subjects especially reading and

maybe spelling.

l have usually two to three parents every marking period or

every conference period who will wonder how I can give their child

an A in reading when they are a year behind in reading. So I have to

explain that it is an effort grade. Once they understand that my

grades and most subjects are effort grades, they are satisfied.

C. D. One of my lowest students and expected to stay

the same. Real problem i have with this one because I've

recommended her for testing and her parents refused. Her parents

insisted that I put her in a different book because the book I gave

her was too easy so I‘ve had a problem with parents there because

they refuse to recognize that she is slow. Finally I just let them

have their way. I just put a note in the files to the effect that l
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would not accept the responsibility for the book she was in . . . I

suggested testing but they refused.

In fact I had some parents once that refused to have their

boy in my room. I said, (principal) I want that boy in my room

because they got their older girls through and they were never in my

room. I always looked forward to having them, they were nice

kids. I finally decided that I wanted this boy, I wanted one of these

kids in my room and they were just adamant because they had heard

rumors that he doesn't know what he is doing and so on and so on. So

I got them in here for conference, this was like the spring because of

coming fall and I showed them my records and showed them my way

of doing things and they were very surprised and they said okay,

well can be in your room. Well, was in my room the

following fall in a fourth grade 4/5 split as a fourth grader and the

next year I taught 4/5 again and they requested him to be in my

room the second year. They were afraid because my system was so

different from anything they had before and they thought they had

heard rumors that I let kids do as they want to. One reason it

happened was because-my kids are working in different pages in

different books and they help each other out—there is a higher noise

level in my room than some other rooms especially when we are

doing math. Math is kind of a noisy time and it lasts about forty-

five minutes a day. At that time we had a lot of parents working in

the library so they would walk by my room and see all this

commotion and moving around, and occasionally l'm sure they would

see kids goofing off too, because boys especially will throw a paper

wad or misbehave, and of course, eyes tend to focus right there with

that one kid doing something wrong, parents don't realize that when

you keep kids in their seats and quiet supposedly, they are still

goofing off but they are just doing it quietly. They are playing with

their little cars behind their book and they are reading a magazine

or a comic behind their book, but when you turn them loose to be

free, the behavior becomes more overt and it's easier to spot and

they spot it.

These extended comments by Teacher Two indicate a problem area in

communication which stems from his procedural base. A conclusion present in

this case is that Teacher Two differs from the composite model in the extent to

which he functions on the contingency rule basis. Most teachers in the study,

especially those emphasizing skills, operate predominately on the procedural level

for the majority of their marks which is much easier to communicate. Teacher

Two is likely to continue having some difficulties in explaining his system to

parents.
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Teacher Two resembles the model in his general willingness to discard

marks if the whole class failed, seeing this as his own failure.

in the cue sort, Teacher Two expressed an average optimism.

Table 4J6

Cross Tabulations of Effort and Ability

Teacher Two

 

EFFORT

_High Low

High I 13 I 2' 15

Low | 4 I 9] 13

i
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17 1 28

Summary

The judgment process of Teacher Two differs substantially from the

model. in a significant number of marks, he follows contingency rules rather than

typical procedural rules. In effect, his students have more opportunity to move

ahead, setting their own standard. On the other hand, he does not give as many As

as some other subjects.

Teacher Two's judgment policy is very much influenced by attributional-

utility factors although he weights them differently, a trait common across

subjects except for effort.

Lastly, Teacher Two defines his tasks differently and chooses fewer of

them for the record book. In this manner, it is difficult to conclude that his

marking judgment is geared toward task completions at a specified level or

standard. Completion in and of itself appears to be a more dominant goal.

Despite this question, Teacher Two's marking is classroom bound.
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Case Three - Teacher Three

Base Data

Sex: Female

Years of teaching: l6. In this district: l5.

Class size: 32 (5 L.D.) One student moved.

Grade and composition: 5th grade; half boys/half girls.

Parents attending last conference: 29 of 32.

 

Philosophy and Rules
 

Teacher Three was basically satisfied with the marking system (see report

card in Appendix B). She felt "the conference with the parents is the most

important part of the program so to speak, because i do explain to the parent how

I mark and why. It's a way for the student to know how he is doing in regards to

expectation."

"I think marks are definitely important to the parents in this area, because

we hear if somebody's mark is not where the parent thinks its going to be. They

usually contact us right away. Most of the parents in this area are successful

people and they want their children to be. in turn, they feel that success in school

leads to a successful life, and therefore that's their way of measuring how their

child is doing."

Teacher Three believed that marks were a periodic summary of student

learning and that parent knowledge of the situation brought motivational

support. Hence she had rules to support this:
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Procedural rules:

4.

7.

The record book is very valuable. The marking allows me to

summarize my thoughts about the child and how he is

progressing, so when I go into the conference I know exactly

where the child is in regards to my expectation for him. I

have been caught in the spot where parents come in and say,

"quick I want a conference about my kid," and I really

haven't had time to look back over marks, and get my

thoughts together.

i keep track of daily work, which I don't always record. l do

check a paper daily and I do look at progress daily, but I

don't always record it. it depends on the work itself. i may

have as many as 20 marks in the book or as few as IO.

Marks in the record book represent homework, skill study

sheets, workbook pages, projects, oral projects, tests-a

great variety. ln math, I have a separate page where I list

the skills and as students master the skill at 80% or better, I

give them a mark. Since they also work in groups, they may

change groups.

If the majority of the class failed a test, "I would reteach if

I felt the test was good; if it tested what I wanted it to

test."

The first marking and conference are especially important.

Until then, the student really doesn't know how you're going

to mark. Once he sees what your standards are, then he

tends to work harder or less hard, depending on how he felt

he worked in comparison to the mark.

i don't really look at permanent records until after I have

marked the first marking period. I like to get my own

feelings for the kid. i do look at the Michigan Assessment

tests and they are useful. i pretty much use them to

basically support my own opinion. I still size up my kids

myself first.

Most categories of the record book are planned in advance.

However, if we don't complete the task successfully, i may

not record it until I have retaught it the next day.

i use one very useful grading device which helps keep my

marks less biased. It is a chart which figures points into

letter grades according to the standards 90-lOO = A, etc.

That way, I can have six items or thirteen. They don't have

to be an even ten or twenty.
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Contingency rules:

I. If I am in doubt, i look back at the marks to see the nature

of the assignment. If, for example, in reading the

comprehension marks are all good, but they drop in skill

papers, 1 would probably go with the higher mark. If

comprehension marks are low, then I might stay with the

lower mark . . . . in language I would look back, if the

creative writing assignments are the high areas and the low

areas are in the skills, I'd probably keep the mark at the low

level. I think creativity is important, but i think the

language skills have got to be there.

2. i give four points for A, three for B, two for C and one for

D, and I show incomplete with circles. i add them up and

divide by the total number of marks. Very cut and dried. if

the mark is in the middle, i look at the record book and the

kid. Is he really working or not putting forth much effort?

3. I sometimes give Us to make a point with the student and

parent. if I slide them through on a C, nobody gets too

upset, but a D really bring the point home.

4. Tests are important. I guess i really feel, especially the

ones i make up, do reflect what I'm teaching and whether or

not the student is mastering it. (I double-check my results

with those of the district's criterion reference measures as

well.)

i don't give semester tests as such. I test after I've taught

so that they come throughout the marking period. It's the

one way I can make sure that they are mastering the skill,

not just parroting back a short-term learned kind of thing.

And I give review tests in skill areas such as multiplication.

And again, if the grade is coming out in the middle, if test

scores are high, then I'll move the grade up. if low, l'll drop

it back.

5. Skill tests are important. I feel fifth graders should have

mastered multiplication. If they hadn't, they got a D, which

hopefully woke the parents up and let them know the

problem.

In line with these rules, Teacher Three set up a record book system. it is

the marks derived from this system that are analyzed statistically in the next

section. A section analyzing the interview protocol precedes the summary.
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Statistical Analysis

Three statistical techniques (multiple regression, Pearson correlations and

partial correlations) were combined to reveal the marking policies of Teacher

Three across a school year in language and mathematics. The tables used to

modify the original regression equation and yield unadjusted marking model may

be found in Appendix D.
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Note. These policies were captured through Pearson correlations

adjust by partial correlations. Summative marks and

predicted marks were the base data.

 

Figure 4.9. Mafldng policy for TeacfiTer ThreeWith predictions)

for 32 students.

 

The initial regression equation indicated that the first and second mark

were the best predictors of the final language mark. The first and final predicted

marks carried the greatest weight in the final mathematics mark. Adjustment by

Pearson and partial correlations resulted in displacement of the final predicted
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mark in math by the second mark (see Appendix D for additional tables). This

adjustment was supported by the frequency bargraph depicting Teacher Three's

class average pattern. This showed that predictions did not correlate with marks

as highly as marks correlated with each other.

Table A.”

Pattern of Average Marks Across a Year

Teacher Three

Students 3|

 

Class Average
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predicted marks of 3| students across a school year.

 

Teacher Three's policies resembled the composite model. The conclusion

, appeared that her marks were more correlated to actual marks than to

predictions. Predictions were also more closely correlated to immediate past
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marks than to future marks. These conclusions supported the teacher's statement

that she generally averaged the summative marks across the year, although not

quite in the "cut and dried" manner she perceived. Teacher Three has the highest

correlation of the individual cases between the first and last marks (language .92

and math .9l) supporting a strong relative position on "cut and dried" average.

The frequency distribution pattern of marks across the year for Teacher

Three indicated very little change of class average or mark distribution across the

year and no use of minuses and pluses. This finding further supports the strength

of the first marking as a stable unit in the individual regression equation which

differs from the composite regression pattern. There is an interesting note,

however. Teacher Three gave a disproportionate number of Ds the first marking

to make a point that the multiplication tables had not been learned. Presumably

this lowered the class average to make a point to the parents. When followed up,

this turned out to be the case. The math class average incresed steadily through

the year, 8.8 to 9.4 to 9.6 as shown in Table 4.I8.

An analysis of Teacher Three's record book showed the task entries (see

sample Figure 4.IO). Of l7 language arts entries in one marking |5 were

corrected and two checked in (/).
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Figure 4. I0. Record book account Teacher Three.

 

Of these same l7 entries, one was a test, I I were parts of speech and four were

short story assignments from the language book. Hence the predominant mode in

assigned tasks for the marking was precise and did not require many

contingencies. That is, the assignments for this period are skill oriented.
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Table 4.I8

Distribution of Marks Across Three Marking Periods
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Verbal Analysis

Teacher Three discussed skills and mastery more than any teacher. It is

therefore interesting to note her attributional-utility comments compared to the

composite case. The category of ability comments was lower (.68) than effort

(.77) but task difficulty comments were higher (.32) than those of most teachers.

This verified her focus on skills as a criteria for marking.

I had one student who questioned his math mark and he

felt he should have gotten an A instead of a 8. He felt that he had

passed two-digit division. The kids knew ahead of time the criteria

for my marks in that they had to be a certain point to get an A, had

to be at another point to get a B, another for a C. They knew this

ahead of time, must have been a couple of weeks. So a lot of them

worked very hard to pass certain test levels, but he didn't pass it

until the day of the conference which was too late. I was really

sorry, but the mark was in.

i will stick with small group instruction. We just finished

a geometry unit and i work with the whole class in that type thin .

Then i go back into small group or specific skill development. I wor

with each group daily. I feel that immediate classroom contact is

important to me, then I know where i need to reteach the next day,

where l'm getting across. Usually it makes the kid feel very

successful because i worked with him and he knows exactly what to

do and can go back and do it. He feels like he's doing it, always

making As in his math even though he is working at a lower level.

He feels very good about himself and I think that's the whole key. i

think if a kid feels good about himself and I can keep him motivated,

then he will progress.

Teacher Three seldom discussed class behavior in the protocols, and the

attribution-utility charts attest to this (. l 9). Evidently, the task orientation which

she clearly spelled out to students kept this group of students occupied. Teacher

Three gave more As than any other teacher indicating that students were on

task. Marks in this class were, therefore, directly tied to tasks and the

performance-grade exchange was carried out. Sixteen As were given on the first

marking in her class.
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Table ll.l9
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notes, and neither used minuses or pluses on report cards. Both stressed tasks,

both used a marking device (wheel) which allowed them to clearly turn number

points corrected on a paper into A B C D E. This allowed them to use uneven

numbers quickly.

Teacher Three commented frequently about effort, and rated it above

ability, but the idea of effort was directly translated into skill mastery at a stated

level of difficulty. In the manner of behavioral objectives as discussed by Wrinkle

in his report card study, Teacher Three's approach resulted in clear categories of

marks within marking periods. Clear categories, without plus or minus

modifications, resulted in generally high correlation across the year.
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Teacher Three preferred not to use outside standards to assess students.

in comparing my marks with the student assessment

scores or any other standardized tests, I don't really, I try not to let

those influence me. In fact, I don't really look at permanent records

until after I have marked the first marking period. I like to get my

own feeling for the kid . . . . I do look at MEAP scores and they are

useful.

I pretty much use these tests to basically support my own

opinion. i still size up my kids myself first.

No, i don't really look at these tests first. I don't pull out

all the test scores and look through the record and say well this kid

has always been a B student so l assume that is where he is going to

fall, or this kids been the pits all along. I really like to get my own

rapport established with the kids, I don't like to categorize them

right away. in fact, we get reading scores and math scores for

reading groups and math groups from the previous teachers, and I

don't even rely on them.

These brief responses are not sufficient for drawing specific inference,

but they add to the conclusion that Teacher Three's criteria of judgment about

kids' ability and effort was contained primarily within the classroom. When

combined with the total lack of comment on any item related to future student

work beyond the present fifth grade, it supported the general composite

conclusion that the marking judgment was classroom bound.

Teacher Three put heavy emphasis on the home support level in protocol

statements and in the attribution-utility chart. She used home support as a

leverage to maintain or increase effort on task completion. She did not use home

knowledge to modify marks directly with a minus or plus. Teacher Three

resembled the composite case in her optimism about her students. Not only were

her predictions high, but the cue sort given at the end of the year was also

particularly high in light of having five special education students.
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Table £1.20

Cross Tabulations of Effort and Ability

Teacher Three

 

EFFORT

_High Low

High L15 I 5 I 20

Law I 3 I 7 I 10

18 12 30
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Summary

Teacher Three's marking policies and judgment cues resembled the

composite model. Statistical analysis supported high correlations between marks

with predictions having lower correlations. Marking distributions revealed clean

categories with no minuses or pluses which differed from the composite. In verbal

analysis, Teacher Three considered the composite judgment cues of ability, effort,

homesupport, class behavior and task difficulty. However, she weighted task

difficulty more heavily than most other categories which supported her emphasis

on basic skill objectives. Teacher Three focused her marking on task completion

at a given level of difficulty, and her marking policies were classroom bound.
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Qgse Four - Teacher Four

Sex: Female.

Years of teaching: '4. In this district l4.

Class size: 33

Class grade and composition: Fifth grade; l6 boys and I7 girls.

Parents at last conference: 29 of 33.

 

Philosophy and Rules
 

Teacher Four was satisfied with the current marking system (see report

card in Appendix B). Having used others, she stated that "the one we are using

now is the best one we have ever had." Teacher Four relied on the conference to

make an important two-way communication where she also gets input. She felt

that "traditional A B C marks within the conference setting are the best.

black and white. Probably this is because the parents grew up with it. However,

it is very important to indicate the grade level at which the student is being

marked."

In light of her phiIOSOphy, Teacher Four established procedural and

contingency rules.

Procedural rules:

My record book contains marks for homework, special

reports and tests. I don't count class participation or

discussions because I expect them all to participate.

I use a point system where A is 4, B is 3, C is 2. I use a

calculator across ID to 20 items and find a strict average

for the marking period. In grading papers, I use a

percentage system where 90-lOO is an A, 80-90 is a B,

etc. The only difference i know was a time I changed the

scale because the highest scores were so low. I did adjust
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that one, and I would be tempted where the test is very

difficult.

Homework and tests come out the same. I mean I don't

weight one over the other.

In math, marks are based on a mastery level. If they were

into 2-digit division, they got a B. If they are beyond 2-

digit division, they got an A.

Achievement should have more weight than effort in a

grade, but i try to help the child out in other ways. When

it comes to grades, the only thing I take into consideration

is total difficulty of the subject such as our social studies

for fifth grade.

Contingency rules:

If a mark is half way between, I look back in my book to

see minuses and pluses which have been given at work

periods, i.e., experiments in science. If they have a lot of

minuses because of fooling around in class, then I would

give them the lower of two grades.

The time of year is also important because of

motivation. At the beginning of the year, i would tend to

mark down. I think that if they start off with a top grade

the first marking period, they tend to go down because

they don't really have anything to work for. At the

semester break, however, I tend to mark up. I feel they

ought to have credit for what they have done.

Marks are related to motivation, but they are limited by

ability. If they get a B, I think that's as far as they can

go. Even if they are motivated to try harder, it's pretty

hard to bring it up to an A if you don't have that

something extra.

Marks are especially related to motivation depending on

the family situation. It all depends what the parents'

expectations are. In most cases, parents are motivated by

their kid's marks. Though I have some that really don't

care. That is, they care, but it doesn't really make them

or get them to force their kids to do a little bit more work

or try a little harder. They tend to give up and say, well,

that's all their child can do.

I have hardly any Es because I don't believe in giving Es.

If a child hands in his work, I feel I can't give him an E. I

usually push the kid hard to get the work done. Actually, I

did give one E because I just couldn't budge him even

keeping him in the classroom during recess.
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6. No, l don't believe B is an average mark. I didn't realize

my marks averaged B. I don't know how this happened

because I would say that l have as many outstanding as

low students and all the rest in the middle. l'm surprised.

in line with these rules, Teacher Four set up a record book system. She

also set up a card system for mathematics where the students are moved from one

group to another upon mastery, hence, the record book is too limited. It is the

marks derived from this system that are analyzed statistically in the next

section. The interview concerning the marks is analyzed following that.

Statistical Analysis

Three statistical techniques (multiple regression, Pearson correlations and

partial correlations) were combined to reveal the marking policies of Teacher

Four across a school year in language and mathematics. The tables used to modify

the original regression equation and yield on adjusted marking model may be found

in the Appendix D.
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Note. These policies were captured through Pearson correlations

adjusted by partial correlations. Summative marks and

predicted marks were the base data.

 

Figure h.l l. Marking policy for Teacher Four (with predictiong

for 33 students.

The initial regression equation indicted that the second language mark

(Beta = .93) was the best predictor of the final language mark. ln mathematics,

the best predictor was also the second mark (Beta = .38 and .89 in Stepwise

regression) and the only one with any significance. This was supported by Pearson

correlations and the partials. It was further confirmed by the frequency bargraph

which shows that the second marking average is closer to the final average than

the prediction, however, the distinction is minor when the mark averages are so

close.
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Table 4.2l

Pattern of Average Marks Across a Year

Teacher Four

Students 33

 

Class Average
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F215. These averages were derived from the marks and

predicted marks of 33 students across a school year.

Teacher Four's policies resemble the composite model. The conclusion

appears that her marks in general are more highly correlated to actual marks than

to predictions. Predictions are more highly correlated to immediate past marks

than to future marks. These correlations support the averaging of grades across

the year.

A frequency distribution table depicts the marks. The pattern of marks

across the year for Teacher Four indicates that she, like Teacher Three, gave a

significant group of D5 in the first math mark. Those Ds were displaced by Cs the

second marking and by Bs in the last. Like Teacher Three, Teacher Four did not
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use pluses or minuses on the report card. Her categories were clean. However,

Teacher Four did use plus and minus concepts in the record book indicating

contingency factors at other levels as shown in Table 4.22.

An analysis of Teacher Four's record book indicates the task focus (see

Figure h.l2). Of nineteen entries within one marking, eighteen were corrected

and one checked in (- or +). Of these entries two were tests, and the rest were

concerned with writing mechanics and parts of speech. The assigned tasks were

skill based, hence, less contingency bound, which supports the clean categories of

mark distributions.
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Table 4.22

Distribution of Marks Across Three Marking Periods
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Figure 4.I2 Record book account Teacher Four.
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Verbal Analysis

Teacher Four was succinct but clear in her responses to the interview

questions and in her commentary about her students. Hence. although her

comments indicated great care of her students, there was very little elaboration

or anecdote from which to extract classroom concerns.

In the attribution-utility comments, Teacher Four stressed ability (.64)

followed by classroom behavior (.36). Effort ranks lower than class behavior (.30),

however, Teacher Four commented elsewhere in the protocol quite extensively

about effort reflecting a limit on effort at both the top and bottom of the scale.

Teacher Four clearly stated that effort without ability cannot get an A, and at the

other end of the scale almost any effort will merit something above E.

Table 4.23'

Attribution-Uti lity Percentage

Teacher Four

Students 33
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model, Teacher Four's comments in the model categories clearly indicated the

same judgment cues as other subjects for the marking decisions.
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Teachers Four and Three both stressed a skills orientation, which was

hypothesized to keep students on task for a grade exchange. Teacher Four,

however, mentioned behavior and discipline considerably more. She also displayed

fewer As although she gave more 83. This may speak to the power of the

performance-grade exchange to keep students on task. It may also speak to a

large class or to the particular student makeup within it. Assuredly it weakens

the argument that a clear skills orientation without other factors present can

control on-task behavior. From the interview data it is difficult to draw any

conclusions beyond the attributional-utility coded comments. Teacher Four stated

at one point that she did not consult student records unless she had a specific

problem (see rules), but that single statement does not allow much inference.

However, Teacher Four voiced the strongest objection to the simulation situation

in which 30% of a given class's grades were Cs and D3 at the end of the year. She

felt it was likely that the teacher had not been doing the job. Teacher Four used

short-term tasks and units as feedback on the learning process long before the

summative mark was averaged.

Distinctive to Teachers Four and Two was a clear statement on the

impact of time of year on marking. This became a contingency rule and her

pattern of average marks indicated an increased class average in January which

sets a stable average for the final mark.

Lastly, Teacher Four resembles the composite case in her optimism about

the students. Her predicted and actual marks are high. Her cue sort at the end of

the year is noteworthy, with 3| students having average to high ability and only

eight having low effort.
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Table 4.24

Cross Tabulations of Effort and Ability

Teacher Four

 

 

 

 

EFFORT

High Low

ES High I 23 I 8I 31 '

:3

52 Law I 1 I _I 1

24 8 32

Summary

The marking policies of Teacher Four resemble the composite model. She

emphasized skill assignment and marked overwhelmingly by procedural rules. In a

few contingency situations, Teacher Four resembled the composite model in her

attribution-utility cues with ability and effort being predominant. Teacher Four's

judgment process is coherent, task focused and highly classroom bound.
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Case Five - Teacher Five
 

Base Data

Sex: Male

Years of teaching: l7. In this district: l7.

Class size: 3|.

Grade and composite: Sixth; l9 girls, l2 boys.

Parents attending last conference: 3| of 3|.

 

Philosophy and Rules

"If I had my druthers, I wouldn't have grades. But society demands them,

and kids are not used toM having them. When I used a completely individualized

math program with pluses indicating skills mastered, I've seen this cause students

to relax and not try as hard as they could. So I suppose we are stuck with this A B

C D thing. I would prefer anecdotal records." Teacher Five feels the current

marking system which allows comments and encourages conferences along with A

B C grades is satisfactory under the circumstances, however, he would prefer

more marking periods than four (sample report card in Appendix B). "In all

fairness to parents, unless we make phone calls ahead, boom, several weeks go by

before they realize their child is going down or not producing. Then what can they

do?"

Teacher Five saw marks as communicators of achievement to the home,

official records and motivators. To this end, he set up certain rules.

Procedural rules:

I. I mark each subject differently with a range of 5 to 40 items in

a particular subject. The items represent homework, skills

mastered, essays and tests. I do not mark discussions.
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All items are planned ahead, however, whether or not they are

actually recorded in the book depends on the general success

of the lesson, the amount of interruptions I've had, the mood

and attentiveness of the students. I'm real flexible. In fact, I

keep repeating things in my lesson plans, and I think the

principal wonders what's going on.

I average grades strictly and then when I see the average

comes out between two marks, I take into consideration effort,

but not until. (4 points for an A, 3 for a B, etc.) I do it in my

head.

Parents are concerned with Cs. I do an awful lot of work with

parents, send home weekly reports, so parents are right on top

of it. And kids know we care and that we are communicating

with their parents, and I think they strive better.

Weighting. In the individualized math program, I don't grade

their daily papers A B C D because in lots of cases, they are

learning new concepts and so I only grade their tests. But they

do receive a check for doing the work, a minus if they do less

and a check plus if they do more. I consider these as effort.

In social studies, I weight tests more than other work. In

language, I find marking hardest. If its cut and dried, true or

false or picking out details, that's easy. But if it's

interpretation or critical thinking, then I think that is the

toughest to mark. I pretty well average language out whether

it be homework, whether it be a creative writing thing that

they've done. Testing I don't do too much of in language.

Contingency rules:

If a mark is between two marks and all written work is in, if

the child does a lot of class participation and is really trying, I

will give that child the higher mark. Where if there is little

participation and they talk to their neighbor, I'll go down.

I also take into consideration split homes and a child's self-

confidence. I use minuses and pluses to help with self-

confidence.

Definitely, I think many low grades put the child down and that

doesn't help their self-concept one bit. I especially do not like

giving Es and will do everything I possibly can to not give a

child an E. Ds don't help a self-concept either, but they are

the only way to show that kids are not producing at all or up to

a reasonable expectation. I did give two Es strictly because

these kids goofed off the whole year, and I don't want them to

get lost in the shuffle of junior high. They need to be followed

up.
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4. l have found over the years that the last marking period kids

have a tendency to slough off. So I get tough on them the

third marking, and they tend not to relax too much in their

effort. I would deliberately be harder on the third marking.

Statistical Analysis

Three statistical techniques (multiple regression, Pearson correlations and

partial correlations) were used to analyze Teacher Five's marks for 3l students.

The tables used to modify the original regression equation and yield an adjusted

marking model may be found in the Appendix D. The marking policies for

lmguage and math across a school year follow:
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Note. These policies were captured through Pearson correlations

adjusted by partial correlations. Summative marks and

predicted marks were the base data.

 

Figure 4. l3 Marking policy for Teacher Five (with predictions) for

3| students.

 

The marking policies resembled the composite case. All marks in Case

Five correlated highly and significantly. There was general consistency between

language and math. The regression equation was modified by the partial

correlations, and that adjustment appeared to be in line with the frequency

bargraph which indicated that the class average prediction in language was almost

a point higher than the actual mark whereas the actual second marking was only

two off.
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Table 4.25

Pattern of Average Marks Across a Year

Teacher Five

Students = 3|
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Note. These averages were derived from the marks and

predicted marks of 3| students across a school year.

 

The frequency distribution of marks for Teacher Five is depicted in Table

4.26.

The criteria of marking for Teacher Five was related to task completion

at a given standard (corrected papers or mastered skills). This was averaged

across the record period, although less "strictly" than he perceived. Teacher Five

followed procedural rules in the majority of cases; corrected tasks according to a

standard, weighted tasks in each subject and averaged strictly. An analysis of

Teacher Five's record book indicated his marking basis. The first marking in

language included eighteen entries. Only two of these was a check-in U)
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assignment. Two other columns indicated checks for extra work. Eight

assignments were written poems, one was a spoken book report, four were in the

language textbook Anchors AwayJ one was an essay. There were no tests in
 

language during this period. Reading was a separate subject as was spelling and

penmanship. The first marking grade was an average of the corrected papers and

assignments (see Figure 4.I4).
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Figure 4.I4 Record book account Teacher Five.

Verbal Analysis

"Then when I see the average comes out between two marks, I take into

consideration effort, but not until." Then Teacher Five followed contingency rules

based primarily on effort and self-confidence. "I'll give grades maybe to help

their self-confidence, rather than give them the low grade, I'll put the minus in
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like a C- vs. a D. I'll do that." Teacher Five appeared to have two categories of

effort in his attribution system: one category was absorbed into the completed

task symbolized in the record book; another category involved extra effort factors

such as "does a lot of class participation," "is really trying," "doesn't talk to their

neighbor." Hence, although the attribution coding schema allowed only one check

per category, it appeared to be a weighted check in the judgment of Teacher Five.

Essentially, Teacher Five resembled the Composite Case in most

procedural features, but differed in the number of contingencies and in a lower

class average mark (final average equaled C+). Teacher Five's marks were

consistent with his statements about contingency situations. His marking pattern

over three marking periods bore this out. Thirty-one percent of his marks were

pluses or minuses in the first marking, fifty-eight in the second and thirty-four in

the final marking. This was consistent with Teacher Five's statements in the

protocol that the middle marking was often lower in order that kids don't slough

off. It is also consistent with his bargraph which showed that all marks were

somewhat lower at the middle marking. Teacher Five differed from the

composite in the minuses and pluses he gave, but he represented the general

pattern of the composite in having less minuses and pluses in the first marking

(see Table 4.26).
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Table 4.26

Distribution of Marks Across Three Marking Periods
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Teacher Five's attributional categories resembled the general pattern of

the composite case with ability leading effort and with significant comments on

home support and classroom behavior.

Teacher Five discussed home support problems in detail, expressing

sympathy with many students' situations. However, his marks did not show extra

generosity for those students. Students were given the benefit of the doubt only

where some effort was shown. Teacher Five also mentioned puberty as a cause of

wasting class time and lack of work. It was not a cause for leniency, but neither

did his comments reveal inordinate concern. He has the sixth grade and portrayed

puberty problems of growth and "not getting his act together" as characteristic of

some sixth graders yearly. Although Teacher Five was concerned about a

student's home support and classroom behavior, he modified the impact of these

judgmental cues by mediating them through the cues of effort, i.e., checks, check

minuses and check pluses in his record book. Effort adjustments were only a

minus or plus away from the original calculated average.

Table 4.27

Attribution-Utility Percentage

Teacher Five

Students 3|
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Teacher Five differed from the attributional-utilities composite in his

interest in task difficulty. He was as concerned with that category as he was with

home support and classroom behavior. He was especially interested in a solution

for students with test blocks which he categorized as a task difficulty.

Teacher Five was optimistic about his students as shown in the cross

tabulations of effort and ability where 26 of 3| pupils are considered to have

average to high ability and 22 had high effort. Although not statistically

meaningful, the crosstabs gave description to the class from the teacher's

perspective

Table 4.28

Cross Tabulations of Effort and Ability

Teacher Five

 

EFFORT

High Low

 

High I 21 I 5 I 26

Low 1 1 I 4 I 5

' 22 9 31

 

A
B
I
L
I
T
Y

 

There was consistency between optimism, high predictions and Teacher

Five's marks. He gave I9 marks 8 and above.

Consistent with his attitude toward effort, low marks and confidence,

Teacher Five gave only one E in language and one in math for complete "goofing

off" all year. He also gave a D- to avoid an E.

Summary

The judgment process of Teacher Five supports the model. in the majority

of marks, he followed procedural rules. In a minority, he used contingency rules.
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which Teacher Five saw as highly related to self-confidence. Physical maturity

was a significant part of the class behavior category, six comments out of nine on

puberty or size.

The marking process of Teacher Five was primarily bounded by the

classroom. He was interested in parent influence to help with self-confidence and

effort, and self-confidence was directly related back to effort. Teacher Five,

however, was one of two teachers to mention the next grade and the need for two

students to be followed up in junior high school. He mentioned on interest in the

California Basic test results to let him know if his class expectations were

realistic. This interest in outside factors may be a function of the sixth grade

which leads to the next school.

In summary, Teacher Five evidenced a coherent marking policy which

supported the model and which was focused on and bounded by classroom tasks.
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Case Summary

The five teacher cases reveal marking policies and strategies which

corroborate the composite case. For most marks, teachers follow the procedural

rules. One teacher in this study differed significantly from the composite by using

contingency rules more than procedural rules.

The teachers agreed upon the five important cues operating in

contingency situations; ability, effort, home support, classroom behavior and task

difficulty. However, each teacher weighted these cues differently as can be seen

in the attributional coding tables.

At the level of teacher case analysis, some additional hypotheses emerged

involving interrelationships between contingency judgment cues. These appear to

involve trade-offs. Within this study, there was no systematic way to code for

these hypotheses, but they need to be explored in future research.

0 The pattern of ascendance and recession of certain cue

categories appears to be related to the fact that effort

must be sustained over l80 days during a year's period.

Such intensity of social conditions may demand

compromises between achievement factors and behavior

factors, hence, the ascendance of class behavior and home

support during the midyear.

o The influence of home support level appears to be related

to the time of year with home support being especially

important between the first marking/conference and the

next to the last marking/conference. Apparently, teachers

use the first marking period as a time of assessment of

factors in existence. By the last marking period, they are

not only aware of the categories but they are aware of the

extent to which such categories may be combined to bring

about task completion.

0 The category of classroom behavior and physical maturity

also appears to be related to time of year. It appears to

have greatest impact on teacher judgment at the beginning

of the year, descending slightly after the first half of the

year when class routines have been established.
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0 The categories of ability and effort are dominant

throughout the year, however, they too seem to be related

to a time pattern, with almost overwhelming influence

during the first and last marking period.

0 The importance of task difficulty as a cue category for

marking appears related to the extent to which it is a

consideration during planning and task selection. Where

tasks are originally assigned at an appropriate level of

challenge, task difficulty recedes as a marking judgment

cue. Grade level reading materials, individualized

programs and special education prescriptions relieve

teachers of one complex judgment process. When tests

were failed by a significant number of students, teachers

tended to throw-out results and reteach rather than use a

"task difficulty" category.

These hypotheses are very tentative, but they have some support in the frequency

distribution tables which indicate patterned fluctuations across the year. They

need consideration in future research.

The teacher cases, taken together, strengthen the composite model of the

marking judgment process.
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Integgated Summary
 

This chapter displayed and analyzed the judgment, policies and cues of

five teachers during the marking process across the school year. Evidence was

presented in a composite case and five teacher cases. A model of the judgment

process was constructed from the rules and cues which emerged during
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The model indicates that teachers generally follow procedural and

contingency rules which divide the process into three stages: collection of task

completion information, computation of task information and modification

strategies to deal with uncertainty between categories and with failure.

In the majority of l52 cases, teachers marked pupils routinely from record

book information which was combined according to a preordained category of A B

C D or E (F). This was a linear process operating across the top of the model

according to procedural rules. The primary cue used in the marking at the

procedural rule level was task completion at a given standard (formative mark) or

completion as a check W) in or out.

In a minority of l52 cases, the combination rule resulted in uncertainty

between two categories or in failure. Then contingency rules were put into

operation. Contingency rules involved attributional and utility strategies based on

consideration of five factors or cues which emerged from verbal analysis: effort,

ability, home support level, classroom behavior and physical maturity and task

difficulty. Prediction was not a judgment cue in itself. Under contingency rules,

effort appeared as the primary cue vying with ability.

Elementary teachers did not use summative marks as a feedback

mechanism to improve teaching. Instead, they used intermittent tasks such as

tests. If a significant group of students failed, the teachers judged themselves

unsuccessful in teaching the unit and, therefore, retaugh or discarded the grade.

The expectation that summative marks should serve in a feedback capacity is

misplaced.

The major conclusion of the study is that teachers have a coherent

marking judgment process which operates across a school year. Within this

process, task completion at a stated level of difficulty and at a given standard of

mastery is the dominant cue in the marking judgment. Other cues operate in
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zones of uncertainty between two preordained marks or in exceptions such as

failure. The judgment process is bounded by the classroom task environment.
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

Introduction

The persistent dissatisfaction with traditional marks, A B C D E, which

symbolize pupil progress, prompted this investigation of teacher marking

processes. A review of the voluminous research literature on marks and the

emerging literature on teacher decision making revealed little systematic inquiry

into the judgment process underlying marks. The purpose of this study was to

develop an understanding of the marking process which engages teachers across a

school year by describing the heuristics, strategies and cues of five upper

elementary teachers (l52 students) from a typically achieving school district in

Michigan. The study posed seven research questions and investigated them

through established research methods from the field of human judgment: process

tracing, policy capturing, utility theory and attributional theory. Chapter V

summarizes the findings under the question headings, compares them to the

functions ascribed to marks by society (Chapter I), and discusses the implications

for practice and future research.

Summary of Findings by Research Questions

ypon what information is the summative mark based? The summative
 

mark for each marking period is based upon the completion of a significant

number and variety of assigned tasks at an appropriate level of difficulty and

standard of mastery.
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What cogpitive processes make possible the formative stages (record book

categories) of markigq? The cognitive processes of selection, simplification and

inference operate through heuristics (rules), attributions of individual success and

failure and perceived utilities of the classroom. Procedural rules emerged which

guide and routinize the marking process. The record book is the key inferential

tool of the process. Each teacher had variations on these rules, but all specified a

significant number of tasks, a variety of tasks and an appropriate level of

difficulty. The specification of tasks rested on the basic assumption that student

learning results from completing meaningful tasks.

Is there a judgmental rule which explains how the input information
 

(Lormative) is transformed into the output (summative) mark? There is a linear
 

arithmetic rule which averages across collected marks and which is directly

related to standard of mastery and degree of task completion. Within a marking

period, this rule is focused on completed tasks which carry weighted values and

are assigned to the preordained categories of A B C D E. For example, ten math

points earn an A, nine 0 B, and so on. In turn, each A is worth 4 points, each B is

worth 3, each C is worth 2, each D is worth I. There is a great discrepancy as to

whether an E equals 0 or something above 0. Across the year, the rule focuses on

averaging the summative marks of each marking period. Hence the final mark is a

derived arithmetic mean based on the weighted values of the completed tasks of

each marking period.

If the judgmental rule yields a zone of uncertainty between any two

pgreordained categories or yields a failure, what cognitive processes enable the

teacher to mark lfl) or down? Whereas procedural rules emerged to organize the
 

marking process, contingency rules emerged to help clarify choices in

uncertainty. Contingency rules rested on attributions of individual student

success or failure and perceived utilities for total classroom behavior. Attribution
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and perceived utility are inferential thinking processes which go beyond the

collected data. In this study, they were encompassed within the categories of

ability, effort, home support, classroom behavior/physical maturity and task

difficulty. The most common tools for assessing these attributions or utilities

were checks, minuses and pluses.

Other conditions influenced contingency judgments. These included (I)

trade-offs between contingency categories, (2) time of the l80 day-year and (3)

extreme absence without cause. Systematic inquiry into these conditions was not

within the scope of this study.

Do identified cognitivegrocesses form a pattern, schema or model of the
 

marking process? A model has been proposed. This model is based on the
 

procedural and contingency rules which divide the marking process into three

phases: selection and collection of data, valuing and assigning of data to

preordained categories of A B C D E, and contingency factors to facilitate choice

under uncertainty or failure. The majority of marks are determined at the

procedural level.
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Figure S.I Framework for marking process (adapted from

Carroll & Payne, I976).

Do identified Mitive processes account for the five functions ascribed

to marks by society in general? A review of the ascribed functions which were
 

presented in Chapter I, indicates that the functions may be classified into two

general groups: one involves assumptions about marks related to conditions

outside the classroom such as future counseling placement within the K-l2

program, future marks, and future job success; the other involves conditions inside

the classroom (ecology) structure such as motivation, achievement and a teaching

feedback function. The findings of this study indicate clearly that the judgment
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processes of teachers (rules, strategies and cues) are focused on task completion

which is bounded by the particular classroom and its immediate participants. The

marking judgment processes of teachers, therefore, are not concerned about the

functions ascribed to marks which are outside the classroom. Marking judgments

primarily relate to task completion at a given level of difficulty and standard of

mastery, and to the factors which promote that completion. Hence teachers

define their marking responsibility in terms of the practical demands of 30 pupils

in a classroom for a whole year.

Of the four methods of investigation used, is one superior for illuminating
 

the markigg process? The four methods of process tracing, policy capturing,
 

attribution theory and utility theory, shed light on different levels of the marking

model. Process tracing provided the broadest description of the marking judgment

and supplied some part of the answer for each research question. It provided the

most rules and cues used in the marking process across the year. Consistent with

the process tracing discussion by Einhorn in Chapter III, the distinction between

two subjudgment phases emerged; one which dealt with choices between multiple

categories, A B C D E, and one which dealt primarily with a choice between any

two categories. These phases were labeled procedural and contingency, and they

provided the major divisions of the model. A definite weakness of process tracing

was its inability to distinguish the various weights of factors in the judgment.

Policy capturing dealt best with the procedural questions, with the

summative marks across the year and with teacher choices between multiple

categories of marks. lt answered research questions pertaining to combination

rules across the year leading to the conclusion that each marking period functions

separately. Within policy capturing, different statistical techniques led to

different results. For example, multiple regression tended toward a recency

effect unless adjusted. Pearson correlations made a repeatedly strong case for a
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primacy effect. Partial correlations tended to adjust both techniques and supply a

modified policy which led to a neutral position on recency and primacy effects.

This neutrality forced attention back to the significance of formative marks

within the record book.

Attribution theory dealt well with the research questions regarding zones

of uncertainty between any two categories. Protocol comments were categorized

and counted illustrating the general weighting of the categories of ability, effort,

home support and task difficulty. Adjusted attribution charts showed effort to

predominate the judgment but always vying with ability. This substantiated

Weiner's findings discussed in Chapter III, page A 63 . Policy capturing with

statistical analysis did not get at these factors, but attribution theory with verbal

analysis did. The findings were further supported by frequency distributions of

pluses, minuses and checks, which showed that contingency situations tended to

increase as the year progressed. Attribution theory, however, is oriented toward

an individual psychology, and it misses some aspects of cooperative class behavior.

Utility theory filled in the class behavior gap. It too was concerned with

contingency factors particularly on-task behavior. Some teachers gave pluses and

minuses in separate columns specifically for cooperative behavior. These columns

were only consulted when a mark was determined to be in a zone of uncertainty.

The decision tree tool illustrates teacher risks and thoughts when deciding to give

a higher or lower grade. Utility theory is very concerned with estimating future

effort or behavior, but not concerned with attributing cause on an individual basis.

It can be concluded that the research question was inappropriately phrased

when it asked for a superior method. Instead, each method had strengths and

weaknesses. Together they illustrated the total, year long marking process with

its emphasis on task completion. The four methods together led to the

identification of a model of the cognitive processes involved in marking
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judgments. Together they answered the research question relating to the five

functions of marking by indicating that the validity of past research on marks

must be questioned in light of its general limitation to single phases of a much

larger judgment process and its general focus on functions outside the classroom.

Only with a multimethod approach was the total process illustrated.

Implications for Research

Four outcomes of the study have implications for research: the

importance of task completion as the primary unit of the performance-grade

exchange; the classroom bounds of the marking process; the value of the

multimethod approach to marking judgments; and the heuristic value of the

model. These outcomes relate to research in different fields of education.

Task completion at a given level of difficulty and a given standard of

mastery emerged as the primary judgment cue of teachers during the marking

process. The factor of completion, or the filling in of columns across the teacher

record book appears to carry a heavier weight than the quality of the completed

work. Two features substantiate this assertion: any work handed in receives some

credit above E; students operating at a lower than class average level of task

difficulty can receive the same amount of credit. However, it is also notable that

above the level of C, teachers begin to create more categories of distinction by

the use of minuses and pluses. Note the frequency distribution charts of marks

across the year. Hence the criterion of completion has greater weight below C

and the criterion quality vies with completion above C. The criterion of

completion is greater with students operating below grade level on task difficulty.

This overwhelming emphasis on task completion at both an Individual and

class level calls into question a prevalent notion that teachers mark students
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according to racial or socioeconomic characteristics as implied in some

expectancy research. The marking task at the end of a given time period appears

to be based on different factors than those used in the prediction process at the

beginning of a time period, most notably the factor of completion. The distinction

between prediction and judgment has not been clarified in previous studies. The

marking judgment relies directly on student task completion and indirectly on the

classroom behavior which produces task completion more than it relies on

identified student characteristics. This overwhelming emphasis on completion

also draws attention to the quality and quantity of the original tasks and the

expectations assigned during planning. The current debate about the perceived

rigor of private schools (Coleman, l98l) or of the effective public schools

(Brookover and Lezotte, I976) goes to the heart of the issue of assigned and

completed tasks. Do teachers assign more tasks at a greater level of difficulty in

effective schools? What factors influence the number, variety and quality of

assigned tasks? The implication for research is that the teacher expectation

studies need to have a student evaluation (marking) dimension.

The second factor which has implications for research is the bounded

nature of the classroom. This may explain some of the previous unreliability of

marks. The review of the marking literature indicates that most studies compared

marks to functions outside the classroom such as future placement and future

success. Current studies in teacher decision making and planning, are finding that

the classroom culture has its own demands which must be considered. The work of

Doyle, in particular, emphasizes the ecological nature of the classroom. The

planning studies of Yinger and Clark specifically found that the chief unit of

planning was the task rather than behavioral objectives. The implications of this

marking study are that future studies of marking must account for the bounded

nature of the process. Teacher decision-making research needs to examine the
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relationship between tasks and marking, between planning and marking and

between time-on-task and weighting of tasks. To date teacher decision-making

studies have emphasized the preactive and interactive phases of decision making,

neglecting the postactive.

The multimethod approach to marking studies is promising and has

implications for research. When tasks have been investigated in the past, only one

task such as a test or paper has been examined. For example, the Starch and

Elliott model of research asks a significant number of experts (l00+) to correct

one essay or test and concludes that marks are unreliable. This current study

suggests that the reliability of one task is discounted by most elementary teachers

who collect a great number and variety of task data in their record books. In the

future, research on the number, variety and weighting of assignments promises

greater insights than replications of one time task research.

The past habit of examining single products and generalizing the results to

the marking process points to the role which the marking judgment model could

play. In effect, it provides a framework for past marking studies which shows that

some studies were entirely involved with the procedural level of marking, others

with the contingency level. Either one alone does not account for the total

marking process. Hence, the model places the value of past studies into a

meaningful framework.

Implications for Practice

The outcomes of the study have implications for practitioners which are

primarily related to the heuristic value of the model. Recalling Stenhouses's

earlier concern that the use of research was to map the range of experience

rather than to perceive the operation of laws within it, and to work through the
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refinement of judgment rather than the refinement of prediction, this marking

study adds to his goal. The model can be used as a practitioner tool for reflecting

upon aspects of the marking task. Practitioners can ask themselves what data

they do collect for a mark. They can examine the quality and variety of their

tasks and the extent to which some tasks may represent trivia or depth. They can

reflect upon the interrelationships between various contingency factors and upon

the relationship between procedural and contingency rules.

The importance of the home support category is cause for reflection. To

what extent do practitioners rely upon the home for leverage? To what extent do

they communiate their procedural rules to the home rather than being satisfied

with the oft repeated combination rule statement that 90 to I00 is an A, 80 to 89

is a B, etc., which is only a very small aspect of marking. In this regard, there are

obviously implications for the home. The role of the family in task completion is

important and often neglected in discussions of educational accountability. School

districts may need to articulate this role to parents and to reexamine the role of

homework which many parents actually request.

The fact that many teachers do not use the summative mark at the end of

a marking period as a feedback mechanism needs discussion and further

exploration. If teachers feel that a variety of tasks are important to reflect a

range of student capabilities, then why do they not look at the summative mark

which reflects this range as an important source of assessment? Why do they

emphasize formative task feedback to the exclusion of summative feedback?

There may be important instructional reasons why this is so, but at this time, the

problem has not been addressed by practitioners or reseachers.

Lastly, there are implications for teacher educators. The model provides

the opportunity to discuss the framework for marks and the importance of some

consistency between class activities, assigned tasks and weighted marks in the
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record book. Rather than leaving the marking process as a last thought after

instruction, it needs to be integrated into the entire instructional process. In

particular, the potential use of summative marks as an additional source of

feedback needs exploration.

Summary

This study was intended to generate a description of the judgment

processes of five elementary teachers (l52 students) during marking across a

school year. The findings support a model of the marking judgment constructed

from the strategies and cues which emerged through analysis of marks, record

books and interviews. The model presents a three phase process which is guided

by procedural and contingency rules. Findings indicate that task completion is the

primary focus of the judgment, with the criterion of completion having a variable

weight in the judgment. The marking judgment is bounded by the classroom, a

conclusion which suggests that many past marking studies have made assumptions

about marks which are inappropriate to the teacher judgment process. The study

found formative marks serve as a feedback mechanism but that summative and

final marks do not. The study was limited to five experienced teachers, hence any

specific conclusions are highly tentative. The model, however, is useful as a

heuristic to generate further discussion, deliberation and research hypotheses.
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APPENDIX A

INTERVIEWS

The primary means of collecting data was the structured, in-depth

interview. Five elementary teachers were interviewed following three different

marking periods (November, February, June). The first interview was the longest,

taking from one and one-half to two hours. The format of the second and third

interview was much shorter as may be seen. However, all interviews asked

teachers for each pupil's mark, the predicted mark for the next marking and the

reasons for the mark remaining, going up or going down.

INTERVIEW #l - NOVEMBER

INTERVIEW #2 - FEBRUARY

INTERVIEW #3 - JUNE
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Questionnaire

The Grading Process

Interview #l - November

Introduction

The following questionnaire contains a variety of questions. They are attempt

to find out what processes and strategies you use to organize all of the work

your students do into a single mark in a subject. At the end of the question-

aire, you may have some thoughts to add, and I would welcome them. In the

interest of time, I shall go right ahead with the questions indicating period—

ically which one we are on for the sake of a quicker review of the tape.

Please feel free to comment at the end of the session.
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Questionnaire
 

Section I

ll.

12.

l3.

14.

15.

16.

How many years have you taught?

How many years have you taught in this district? this school?

Have you ever used a marking system other than A,B,C symbols? (Probe:

-Did you prefer it? -Strenghts and weaknesses?)

Has the marking system in this school been changed or examdned recently?

Are you satisfied with the report card format at this school? (Probe:

-Do you have specific suggestions for change?)

How often do you mark cards? Are these times satisfactory? More times?

Less?

Does the district give a day off school to complete the marking process?

(Probe: -Do you find this useful? -Do you do any of the marking in

advance?)

When you were in.elementary school, how did you feel about marks?

Do you have a working philosophy about marking and where it fits into

the whole educational picture?

Does yourdistrict have a working philosophy about grading? (Probe:

-Do you agree with the symbol system as explained on the report card

or do you have some different ideas.

following questions relate to your current class and its marks

Which grade do you have this year?

How many children are in the class? (Probe: -Boys -Girls)

On a scale of one to five, to what degree are the ethnic backgrounds of

your students similar. One represents little difference and five is

great difference. (1 2 3 4 5) Question discarded

On a scale of one to five, to what extent is the general behavior of the

students similar. One represents litte diversity and five is great.

(1 2 3 4 5) Question discarded

On a scale of one to five, to what extent is the achievement of students

similar? One represents little difference or a rather homogeneous class,

five represents great difference. (1 2 3 4 5) Question discarded

On a scale of one to five what is the degree of parental involvement in

school activities? (1 2 3 4 5) Question discarded



17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.
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On a scale of one to five what is the degree of parental interest in pupil

progress? (1 2 3 4 S) gagstion discarded

What was the number of your students' parents who attended the recent con-

ference.

On a scale of one to five, what is the degree of parental stability in the

community? i.e. how many one parent families? (1 2 3 4 5) 925stion discarded

How does the achievement level of this class compare to other classes which

you have had? (Probe: -comparab1e, greater, less)

Does this class operate at grade level? (Probe: -How many above? -How

many below? -How do you determine this? i.e. textbooks, reading level etc.

Can a mark reflect the situation where an individual pupil is progressing

but is still below grade level? (Probe: -How?)

Can a mark reflect the situation where an individual pupil is achieving much

above grade level, but is not working very hard? How?

The following questions are focused aroung the record book and they are the heart

of this study because we really know'very little about the ways in.which teachers

organize the marking task.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

How many marks are considered in this marking period?

What do these marks represent? (Probe: -Subject, tasks -Why were these

specific assignments chosen?)

Do you plan these categories well in advance or do you wait until the task

is over to decide whether it should be in a record book category? Discuss

your process

Are there activities which occur which you don't mark? (Probe: -Examples)

Do you find some subjects easier to mark than others? (Probe: -Which ones?

-Why? -How does Math contrast with English?)

Could we now look over each students grade at the end of the marking and

could you explain to me how you came to the final mark in each case. I am

not interested in student names but I an interest in cases where it was a

problem deciding which grade to give. i.e. students who fell between two

grades. Could you please predict whether each pupil will improve next time,

probably remain the same or lost ground?

Grade Predicted Grade Factors Influencing

i.e. student

2901 LeAe-

Me -
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32.

33.

34.

35.
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Do you think there would be much agreement amongst teachers about various

criteria to be considered in marking?

Do you feel it is useful to compare the marks which you give with student

assessment scores-—or other standardized tests? (Probe: a. Have you ever

done so? b. Do you record the scores?)

Do you feel that marks are related to student motivation? (Probe: a. In

your class? How? b. In another class? How? c. Are marks ever a re-

ward?)

As you look over this whole group of grades, how would you say this group

is progressing? (Probe: -Are you satisfied? -How do you feel about those

receiving less than C? -Do you feel that you can help them improve? -Do

some need additional resources? Are these available?)

You have said that you are generally (satisfied - dissatisfied). Will you

change any of your plans for the year? How? (Probe: -Will you use or

change groups? -Will you add resources or new activities?)

GeneralfiEtic validation

36.

37.

38.

39.

Have you ever been questioned by parents about a student's mark? (Probe:

(1) How often? (2) About what concerns?) How do you handle this situation?

(1) Have you ever changed a mark for a parent?

Do students question their report card marks? (Probe: (1) How often?

(2) What concerns them? (3) How do you handle this situation? (4) Have you

ever changed a mark for a pupil?

Has the principal ever question reportcard marks? (Probe: (1) How often?

(2) What concerns him? (3) How do you handle this situation?

Since I approached you about this study of the grading process, have you

had any particular thoughts about the subject in general?

It is possible that as we go through the year, you will have some insights of

your own on this topic which would be very important to me. I would like to

leave you a small notebook and pen, and if random throughts occur to you, would

you please write them down and I'll pick them up when I come in the new year.

my telephone number is 626-6252, and I would love to discuss this in more

detail if you have any questions.
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ISO

Interview #2 - February

In our previous interview, you mentioned that the final grade at the end of

a marking period was arrived at by an averaging of marks in the book and not

really a difficult decision. When a mark is computed to be half way between

two grades, what factors influence your decision to go up or down?

You mentioned that you weight tests more heavily than other work. Could you

clarify how you weight tests and why they are worth more than daily work?

Looking at a particular test, how do you decide which one will merit an A?

That is, how do you set the standard for a given test? Before the class

takes it or after you have seen results?

How would you interpret a test if the majority of the class failed it?

Would you discuss your feelings about the relationship between a test score

and how much you feel the student has actually learned?

What do you feel about the number and timing of tests?

You mentioned that marks were a motivating factor. Why do you think this

is so?

Do marks have the same motivational power at each marking period? Do they

motivate amount of work or actual material learned?

Do marks motivate parents as well, or what is the relationship between home

and school in regard to marks?

Consider the following situation: A year end marking in which more than three

quarters of the 30 students in Teacher X's class received C or D? What would

you conclude? What additional information would you need to come to a con-

clusion?
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6.
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Interview #3 - June

May I please record your final marks.

Would you please do two quick sorts for me.

A. Please sort the class into two categories accoring to effort: those

who put forth average to above average on a regular basis and those

who put forth average and below.

8. Please sort the class into two categories according to ability: those

whom you perceive to be generally average to above average ability,

those whom you perceive to be generally average to below average ability.

Your class averages above a B in language arts and in math. Some people think

that classes should average a C. Could you discuss some of your reasons why

your class is higher.

You have no (one) E's so nobody has failed. Do you have a theory about marks

below C?

If you had to make a quick judgment about your own marking, which would you

say carries the most weight in deciding a mark - the effort or the outcome?

why?

In several studies of classroom achievement, four factors were repeatedly

mentioned by teacher as being regularly influencial - ability, effort, task

difficulty, luck. You have frequently mentioned ability and effort, but you

have added several distractions such as lack of ability to concentrate, care-

lessness, low level of home support or divorce, and interest in socializing.

How do these affect marks?

Would you mind a follow up question during the summer? Phone number.
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APPENDIX B

Report Card Which was Used in the School of Teachers One and Two
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APPENDIX B

Report Card Which was Used in the School of Teachers Three, Four and Five
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APPENDIX C

Attribution-Utility Coding Device

This instrument was the result of the categorizing of teacher comments

taken from the transcribed interviews.
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APPENDIX D

Case Study Charts

The data contained in these tables were used to modify the original

regression equation. Similar tables for the composite case were included in the

body of the text, with interpretation, as explanation of the adjustment process.

Teachers One, Two, Original Regression Equation

Three, Four and Five } Regression Tables, Pearson

Correlations, Partials
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CASE STUDY CHARTS

TEACHER ONE
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Variable Weights Within the Final Mark

Teacher One

 

 

 

 

 

 

    
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    
 

 

Dependent Variable - L5 Final Language Mark

Language Arts Variables B F Sign.

Final Prediction L4 .60 5.35 .030

Second Marking L3 .34 3.5 .072

Second Prediction L2 .066 .057 .812

First Marking L1 .045 .029 .865

Note: Overall F - 41.97

Multiple R - .94

R Square - .87

Standard Deviation - 1.42

Dependent Variable - M5 Final Math Hark

Math Variables B F Sign.

Final Prediction "4 .096 .073 .788

Second Marking "3 .69 5.28 .030

Second Prediction n2 -11 -145 -707

First Marking "1 .16 .436 .515

Note: Overall F - 43.

Multiple R - .94

R Square - .87

Standard Deviation c 1.40

 

 

 

 
Note. These weights are derived through regression analysis of'the

numerical equivalents of grades of an upper elementary class

across a year.
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Correlations Among Markings and Predictions

Teacher One

 

Language Arts Variables L1 L2 L3 L4 L5

 

 

 

 

 

       
 

 

 

 

 

 

       
 

First Marking . L1 1.000 .95 .73 .77 .75

Second Prediction L2 1,000 ,70 .75 .74

Second Marking L3 1,000 .93 .91

Final Prediction L4 1,000 .92

Final Marking L5 1,000

P-.001

Mathematics Variables M1 M2 M3 M4 M5

First Marking "1 1,000 .94 .85 .85 .85

Second Prediction M2 1,000 .34 .88 .84

Second Marking H3 1,000 .96 .93

Final Prediction . H4 1,000 .91

Final Markinq "5 1,000

P=.001 .

Regression Equations:

L5 = .60L4 + .35L3 - Constant

(Sign. I .030) (Sign. = .072)

M5 = .80143 + .28112 - Constant

(Sign. - .000) (Sign. a .083)

 Note. These correlations are based on the language arts and

mathematics marks and predictions of an upper elementary

class across one year.
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Partial Correlation Coefficients

Teacher One

 

 

p031; ] Li 1 .03 1.439J

Mgtg. Ll - First Actual Mark

L2 - Second Prediction

L - Second Actual Mark

- Final Prediction

L - Final Mark

 

 

 

 

[3742113) j M1 J .21 [.136]

393g. Ml - First Actual Mark

M2 - Second Prediction

M3 - Second Actual Mark

M4 - Final Prediction

MS I Final Mark

Note. Partial correlation coefficients were derived from the

numerical equivalents of the marks of a class of upper

elementary students across a year.
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CASE STUDY CHARTS

TEACHER TWO
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Variable Weights Within the Final Mark

Teacher Two

 

Dependent Variable - L5 Final Language Mark

 

 

 

 
 

 

   
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Language Arts Variables B F Sign.

Final Prediction L4 .32 2.08 .162

Second Marking L3 .34 2.74 .111

Second Prediction L2 l .040 .120 .732

First Marking L1 -l .13 1.28 .268

Note: Overall F . 12.94

Multiple R - .83

R Square - .69

Standard Deviation a -90

Dependent Variable - M5 Final Math Mark

Math Variables 8 F Sign.

Final Prediction "4 .40 4.91 .037

Second Marking "3 .009 .011 .916

Second Prediction "2 .052 .026 .613

First Marking "1 .18 3 88 .061    
 

 
Note: Overall F - 18.

Multiple R - .87

R Square a .75

Standard Deviation s .82

 

 

Nate. These weights are derived through regression analysis of the numeriCal

equivalents of grades of an upper elementary class across a year.
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Correlations Among Markings and Predictions

Teacher Two

 

Language Arts Variables L1 L2 L3 L4 L5

 

 

 

 

 

       
 

First Marking L1 .62 A .67 .651 .68l

Second Prediction L2 P4334 .57 .33

Second Marking L3 .83 .78

Final Prediction L4 .78

Final Marking, L5

PI.OOl

 

 

 

 

 

 

       
 

Mathematics Variables M4 M5

{First Marking M1 .7},- 31

Second Prediction M2 .71 .74

Second Marking H3 .74 .50

Final Prediction M4 .32

Final Marking M5

PI.001

Regression Equations:

L5 I .4OL2 + .34L3 + .32L4 - Constant

(Sign. I .732) (Sign. I .111) (Sign. I.162)

M5 I .42M4 + .ZOM1 - Constant

(Sign. I .003) (Sign. I .007)

 

 Note. TITese correlations are based on the language arts and

mathematics marks and predictions of an upper elementary

class across one year.
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Partial Correlation Coefficients

Teacher Two

 

 

 

[rILlLaT I 11 L .12 I°27LI

flgtg. Ll I First Actual Mark

L I Second Prediction

L: I Second Actual Mark

L4 I Final Prediction

L5 I Final Mark

 

 

1' 2 3 1 M1 1 .55 [.001J

Note. M I First Actual Mark

I Second Prediction

I Second Actual Mark

- Final Prediction

I Final Mark

t
’
I
‘
U
N
F
‘

 

Note. Partial correlation coefficients were derived from the

numerical equivalents of the marks of a class of upper

elementary students across a year.
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CASE STUDY CHARTS

TEACHER THREE
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Variable Weights Within the Final Mark

Teacher Three

 

Dependent Variable I L5 Final Language Mark

 

 

 

 
 

 

Language Arts Variables I 8 F Sign.

Final Prediction 1 L4 .031 .011 .916

Second Marking L3 38 2.75 .111

Second Prediction L2 1 .014 .03 .957

First Marking L1 1 .69 6.72 .017   
 

Mote: Overall F I 53.

Multiple R I .95

R Square I .90

Standard Deviation I 1.22   
 

 

 

 

 

 

    
 

  
 

 

Dependent Variable I Ms Final Math Mark

Math Variables 8 F Sign.

Final Prediction "4 ~35 1-9 ~173

Second Marking "3 .14 .35 .556

Second Prediction "2 -.16 .52 . .477

First Marking "1 .46 10.9 .003 .

Note: Overall F I 38.

Multiple R - .93

R Square I .87

Standard Deviation I 1.16 .

Note. These weights are derived through regression analysis of the

numerical equivalents of grades of an upper elementary class

across a year.
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Correlations Among Markings and Predictions

Teacher Three

 

Language Arts Variables L1 L2 L3 L, L5

 

 

 

 

 

       
 

First Harkin9 L1 .94 .82 .89 92

Second Prediction L2 .33 .37 .89

Second Marking L3 .93 .39

Final Prediction L4 .91

Final Marking L5

PI.001

Mathematics Variables "1 M2 M3 M4 M5

 

 

 

 

 

      
 

 

 

First Marking "1 89 .88 .84 91

Second Prediction M2 .86 .90 .84

fiCOfld Marking "3 .93 .89

Final Prediction M4 .87 .

Final Marking M5

PI.001

Regression Equations:

L5 I .69L1 + .381.3 - Constant

(Sign. I .017) (Sign. I .111)

M5 I .45141 + .38144 - Constant \

(Sign. I .000) (Sign. I .011)

Note. These correlations are based on the language arts and

mathematics marks and predictions of an upper elementary

class across one year.
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Partial Correlation Coefficients

Teacher Three

 

 

I'ILzLal I LL l '23 J-OGSJ

Mote: Ll I First Actual Mark

L2 I Second Prediction

L3 I Second Actual Mark

L4 I Final Prediction

L5 I Final Mark

 

 

W2"; I "1 I "0 I'mj

 

Note: MI I First Actual Mark

M2 I Second Prediction

M3 I Second Actual Mark

M4 I Final Prediction

MS I Final Mark

Note. Partial correlation coefficients were derived from the

numerical equivalents of the marks of a class of upper

elementary students across a year.
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Variable Weights Within the Final Mark

Teacher Four

 

 

 

 

 

 

    
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    
 

 

.1

Dependent Variable I L5 Final Language Mark

Language Arts Variables 8 F Sign.

Final Prediction La -.55 1.68 .206

Second Marking L3 .93 6.19 .019

Second Prediction L2 .43 3.78 .062

First Marking L1 .030 .035 .854

Note: Overall F I 36.

WIIHHB R I .91

R Square I -84

Standard Deviation I 1.04

Dependent Variable I M5 Final Math Mark

Math Variables B F Sign.

Final Prediction "4 .15 .63 .434

Second Marking "3 .38 3.08 .091

Second Prediction "2 .21 .1.5 .227

First Marking "1 .18 1.4 .243

Note: Overall F I 57.

Multiple R I .95

R Square I .89

Standard Deviation I 1.05

 

 

 

 
Note. These weights are derived through regression analysis of the

numerical equivalents of grades of an upper elementary class

across a year.
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Correlations Among Markings and Predictions

Teacher Four

 

 

 

 

 

  
      
 

Language Arts Variables L1 L2 L3 L‘ Ls

First inrking 1.L .88 .85 .84 .82

Second Prediction 4L2, .91 .93 .88

Second Marking L3 .98 .90

Final Prediction L4 .88

inal Marking L5

PI.001

Mathematics Variables M1 M2 M3 M4 M5

irst Marking
"1

Prediction

Marking

inal Prediction

inal Marking

Regression Equations:

LS I .93L3 + .43L2 - Constant

(Sign. I .019) (Sign. I .062)

M5 I .59M3 + .31M1 - Constant

(Sign. I .000) (Sign. I .009)

 

PI.001

 

Note.

mathematics marks and predictions of on

class across one year.

Til—ese correlations are based on the language arts and

upper elementary
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Partial Correlation Coefficients

Teacher Four

 

 

IrILZLSI I '1 I -“ 'I-°°‘]

£255. Ll I First Actual Mark

L2 I Second Prediction

L3 I Second Actual Mark

Final Prediction

Final MarkF

I
I
I

E

 

 

E1143 M3) I ii1 ] .43 l .008]

flggg. MI I First Actual Mark

Second Prediction

Second Actual Mark

Final Prediction

Final Mark3
3

3
3

h
u
n
t

a
a

a
a

 

Note. Partial correlation coefficients were derived from the

numerical equivalents of the marks of a class of upper

elementary students across a year.
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Variable Weights Within the Final Mark

Teacher Five

 

-
.
-
.
.
‘
.

Dependent Variable I LS Final Language Mark 3

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

Language Arts Variables I I B I F Sign. I

Final Prediction I L4 1 .52 3.64 .067 I

ISecond Marking I L3 I .090 I .119 I .732j

Second Prediction I L2 I .42 I 8.1 I .008 I

First Marking I L1 I -.08 I .016 I .684

 

INote: Overall F I 43.

Multiple R I .93

R Square I .87

Standard Deviation I 1.06

-
w
-
—
-
.
.
—
~
.
o
-

-
o
o
o

_
-
—

 
 

 

. Dependent Variable I M5 Final Math Mark I

 

 

 

     
 

  

Math Variables I B F 5l9fl-

Final Prediction "4 .56 7.64 .010

Second Marking M3 .45 4.3 .048

. Second Prediction M2 -.122 .49. .488

I Firs; Marking "1 .048 I .065 . .799

 

INote: Overall F - 29.

l Multiple R I .90

I R Souare - .81

I Standard Deviation I 1.20

.
-
o
v
-
.
.
a
.
.
.
“

a

 

Note. These weights are derived through regression analysis of the

numerical equivalents of grades of an upper elementary class

across a year.
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Correlations Among Markings and Predictions

Teacher Five

 

 

 

 

 

  
      
 

Language Arts Variables L1 L2 L3 L4 L5

First Marking L1 .90 .92 .92 .87

Second Prediction L2 .85 .87 .90

Second Marking L3 .95 .88

Final Prediction L4 .91

Final Marking I L5

' P-.001

Mathematics Variables M1 M2 M3 M4 M5

 

 

 

 

 

        

first Martins "1 I .78 .76 .69 .66

FScond Prediction M2 .74 .71 .63

Fecond Marking M3 .90 .87

inal Prediction M4 .88

inal Marking M5

PI.001

Regression Equations:

L5 I .9OL3 + .SZL4 + .42L2 - Constant

(Sign. I .732) (Sign. I .067) (Sign. I .008)

MS I .53M4 + .42M3 - Constant

(Sign. I .010) (Sign. I .035)

 

Note. These correlations are based on the language arts and

mathematics marks and predictions of an upper elementary

class across one year.
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Partial Correlation Coefficients

Teacher Five

 

 

F0213) I 1.1 I .13 .1135

First Actual Mark

L2 I Second Prediction

L3 I Second Actual Mark

L‘ I Final Prediction

Final Mark

'
2

0 H O P

p

I

r

m

I

 

 

 

 

::_3 3 l‘TTMID I .79 [.001 J

Note. MI I First Actual Mark

M2 I Second Prediction

M3 I Second Actual Mark

M4 I Final Prediction

MS I Final Mark

Note. Partial correlation coefficients were derived from the

numerical equivalents of the marks of a class of upper

elementary students across a year.
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APPENDIX E

COMPOSITE REGRESSION PLOTS - MATHEMATICS
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APPENDIX F

Composite Cross Tabulations

All Teachers

 

A
B
I
L
I
T
Y

EFFORT

High Low
 

High 93 24 117

 

Low 9 24 33

102 48 150
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